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Abstract 
 
 

For almost forty years, the computing power and the complexity of integrated 
electronic circuits grew at an incredible pace, virtually doubling every other year, not 
only revolutionizing existing but also enabling many new applications. Increasingly 
exploiting the parallelism of large numbers of processors for solving complex 
problems, the input-output (I/O) bandwidth requirements for these chips grew 
accordingly. However, constraint by the number of chip and packaging pins and 
fundamental bandwidth-length limitations of electrical links, these requirements are 
becoming increasingly difficult to meet. While it remains questionable if the I/O 
bandwidth required for the next generation of servers, switches and high-performance 
computers can still be provided by classical electrical links, it is generally agreed that 
the follow-on product generation will utilize alternative interconnection schemes. 
Adopting optics for board/PCB-based chip-to-chip interconnections mitigates the I/O 
capacity problem by providing a significantly higher available bandwidth. Today’s 
optical solutions for short-reach links are either fiber- or fiber-ribbon/cable-based and 
use separate electro-optical converter-chips, i.e., III/V semiconductor devices. The 
bulky connectors and the separate optical chips limit the benefit of the much higher 
data density of optical over electrical links. Ideally all optical functions would be 
monolithically integrated on the same chip-die along with logic functions and 
manufactured in a cost-effective CMOS technology. The light would then be routed 
between the chips much like electrical signals are routed today. While the monolithic 
integration mentioned is still topic of ongoing research and heavily constrained by the 
material system employed, high-density optical on-board waveguides that can be 
routed similarly to electrical traces, have already been demonstrated successfully. 
Hence, as a step between the cable- and connector-based and the monolithically 
integrated approach, the basic components for an intermediate technology generation 
- employing separate optical components and PCB-embedded optical waveguides - 
are readily available today.  
However, other building blocks still need to be provided to attain a viable, self-
contained electro-optical interconnect infrastructure. To provide and study such 
components, which are key to enabling these technologies, is the topic and the 
motivation of this thesis. 
 
Addressing high-density, VCSEL-based optical link applications up to 10 Gb/s per 
channel, a very simple and small VCSEL-driver topology has been derived and chips 
have been manufactured and tested. Despite its very simple architecture and the 
resulting savings in silicon real estate, the design compares very well with state-of-
the-art circuits in terms of speed and power consumption. 
To simplify the tedious task of designing the often required on-chip inductors, a novel 
inductor design-methodology is proposed. Two different amplifiers that use inductors 
designed accordingly have been built. Despite their aggressive specifications, both 
circuits exceed expectations. One of the circuits, a 40 Gb/s amplifier outperforms the 
state-of-the-art in terms of the gain-bandwidth product almost by a factor of two. 
Furthermore, two different methods to address process variations – generally accepted 
as one of the major problems in emerging CMOS technologies – have been 
implemented and demonstrated successfully with the two amplifier designs. 



 vi

T-coils have been studied in detail in the frequency and the time domain, and high-
current characteristics of T-coil compensated ESD devices are presented. 
Furthermore, guide-lines for practical T-coil designs have been derived. In an 
exploratory effort, an alternative low-capacitance spark-gap ESD protection device 
has also been studied, and experimental results are presented. 
 
A novel packaging concept has been derived that uses a combination of passive 
alignment steps, tolerance stackup reduction and a misalignment-tolerant coupling 
scheme. The latter help to close the tolerance gap between existing PCB technologies 
(~200 μm) and the alignment requirement of optical waveguides (~5-10 μm) in a 
cost-competitive way. Prototype packages have been built and operated up to  
10 Gb/s and they have also been studied successfully up to 40 Gb/s.  
 
In summary: Key technology-enabling building blocks for high-density short-distance 
optical interconnects have been assessed on a very broad scale, and new solutions 
advancing the state-of-the-art in the field of CMOS circuit design and packaging are 
realized. All relevant results have been presented at leading international conferences 
and workshops. 
This thesis was entirely carried out at the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory and the 
two amplifier circuits were designed within the context of the “Highscore” project 
which was co-sponsored by the “Kommission für Technologie und Innovation” KTI. 
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Kurzfassung 
 
 
Über die vergangenen fast vier Jahrzehnte verdoppelte sich die verfügbare 
Rechenleistung von integrierten elektronischen Schaltkreisen mehr oder weniger alle 
zwei Jahre. Diese rasante Entwicklung führte einerseits zur Verbesserung von 
existierenden Geräten, ermöglichte aber auch erst zahlreiche neue Anwendungen. 
Für Hochleistungsrechner zum Beispiel werden heute vermehrt parallele Rechner-
architekturen mit einer grossen Anzahl von Prozessoren eingesetzt, deren Bedarf an 
Kommunikationsbandbreite auch stetig wächst. Der kontinuierlichen Erhöhung dieser 
Bandbreite sind allerdings Grenzen gesetzt. Einerseits ist die Anzahl der physisch zu 
Verfügung stehenden Kontakte durch die Grösse der Gehäuse beschränkt, und 
andererseits limitiert eine fundamentale Bandbreiten-Längen-Einschränkung den 
Datendurchsatz von elektrischen Verbindungen (Links). In wie weit die Bedürfnisse 
nach Bandbreite der nächsten Generation von Servern, Switches und Hochleistungs-
rechnern mit der bestehenden, elektrischen Verbindungstechnologie befriedigt werden 
können, ist noch unklar. Für die darauf folgende Generation wird allerdings allgemein 
angenommen, dass alternative, neue Verbindungstechnologien benötigt werden.  
Die Verwendung von optischen Verbindungen zwischen Prozessoren auf 
elektronischen Platinen würde den Austausch von vergleichsweise viel höheren 
Datenmengen ermöglichen. Bestehende optische Technologien für kurze Daten-
verbindungen verwenden allerdings entweder einzelne Fasern oder Faserbündel und 
benötigen separate elektro-optische Wandlerchips, welche typischerweise in III/V- 
Technologien hergestellt werden. Der effektive Vorteil solcher Ansätze im Vergleich 
zu elektrischen Links wird durch die benötigten sperrigen Stecker und die separaten 
Wandlerchips gemindert. Idealerweise müssten sämtliche optischen Funktionen 
monolithisch auf dem Prozessorchip integriert und dieser in einer kostengünstigen 
CMOS-Technologie hergestellt werden. Die optischen Signale würden dann 
vergleichbar mit heutigen elektrischen Leiterbahnen zwischen den Chips geführt 
werden. Am ersten Problem wird nach wie vor intensiv geforscht. Die grosse 
Herausforderung hierbei ist die Kompatibilität der verschiedenen benötigten 
Halbleitermaterialien. Die Integration von hochdichten optischen Wellenleitern auf 
elektrischen Platinen hingegen, wurde bereits erfolgreich demonstriert. Unter 
Verwendung heute existierender Technologien – mit separaten elektro-optischen 
Wandlerchips und optischen Wellenleitern auf elektrischen Platinen – kann folglich 
eine “Zwischentechnologie”, zwischen dem auf Kabeln und Steckern basierten und 
dem monolithisch integrierten Ansatz, definiert werden. 
Neben den optischen Wellenleitern und den Wandler-Chips werden zur 
Implementierung obigen Ansatzes weitere Schlüsselkomponenten benötigt, deren 
Studium und Bereitstellung die Motivation und das Thema dieser Dissertation ist. 
 
Im Hinblick der Verwendung von VCSEL für die Implementierung von hochdichten 
optischen Links bei Datenraten bis zu 10 Gb/s, wurde eine Treiberschaltung 
entwickelt, gebaut und getestet. Trotz der sehr einfachen Schaltungstopologie und der 
daraus resultierenden Einsparung an Chipfläche, steht die Schaltung in Bezug auf 
maximale Datenrate und Stromverbrauch dem Stand der Technik in nichts nach.   
Um das langwierige Entwickeln der oft benötigten on-chip Spulen zu vereinfachen, 
wurde eine neue Spulen Entwicklungsmethode erarbeitet. Das daraus abgeleitete 
Computer-Programm wurde erfolgreich bei der Entwicklung von zwei sehr schnellen 
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Verstärkern eingesetzt. Beide Schaltungen übertrafen die Erwartungen und bei einem 
der beiden – einem 40 Gb/s Verstärker – konnte ein Verstärkungs-Bandbreiten-
Produkt gemessen werden, das um fast einen Faktor zwei über dem Stand der Technik 
lag. Desweiteren wurden mit diesen zwei Verstärkern auch zwei unterschiedliche 
Ansätze zur Verminderung von herstellungsbedingten Toleranzen erfolgreich 
untersucht, ein Problem das allgemein als eines der Hauptprobleme zukünftiger 
Technologiegenerationen anerkannt ist.  
Das Verhalten von T-coils wurde im Frequenz- und im Zeitbereich ausführlich 
studiert und die Hochstromcharakteristik von T-coil-kompensierten ESD-
Schutzstrukturen während ESD-Ereignissen wurde messtechnisch erfasst. 
Desweiteren wurden auch Richtlinien für die Auslegung von  praktischen T-coils 
erarbeitet. Im Rahmen einer Machbarkeitsstudie, wurde eine alternative ESD-
Schutzstruktur untersucht – basierend auf einer Funkenstrecke –, welche 
verschwindend kleine parasitäre Kapazität verspricht. Es werden konzeptuelle 
Betrachtungen wie auch experimentelle Resultate präsentiert. 
 
Eine neuartige Gehäuse Architektur für elektro-optische Komponenten wurde 
entworfen, welche speziell dem Missverhältnis der Herstellungstoleranzen von Leiter-
Platienen (~200 μm) und den benötigten Ausrichtungstoleranzen von optischen 
Wellenleitern (~5-10 μm) kostengünstig Rechnung trägt. Hierfür verwendet der neue 
Ansatz ein passives Ausrichtungskonzept mit einer Reduzierung von 
Toleranzabhängigkeiten und ein versatztolerantes optisches Kopplungskonzept. Zur 
Demonstration wurden Prototypengehäuse gebaut und bei bis zu 10 Gb/s betrieben. 
Im Hinblick zu wesentlich höheren Datenraten wurde das Gehäusekonzept bis  
40 Gb/s erfolgreich evaluiert. 
 
Zusammenfassend: Um eine Technologie mit hochdichten, kurzen, optischen Chip-to-
Chip Verbindungen auf elektronischen Platinen zu ermöglichen, werden verschiedene 
Schlüsselkomponenten benötigt. Solche funktionellen Blöcke wurden auf einer sehr 
breiten Basis studiert und evaluiert. Neue und den Stand der Technik vorantreibende 
Lösungen wurden im Bereich von CMOS Schaltungsentwicklung und für den elektro-
optischen Gehäusebau präsentiert. Alle relevanten Resultate wurden an führenden 
internationalen Konferenzen und Workshops präsentiert. 
Diese Dissertation wurde vollständig am IBM Forschungslabor in Rüschlikon 
durchgeführt. Die zwei erwähnten Breitbandverstärker wurden zusätzlich im Rahmen 
des “Highscore” Projektes ausgearbeitet, welches durch die Kommission für 
Technologie und Innovation (KTI) unterstützt wurde. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1. Motivation and Problem Line-Up 

Over the past four decades, the electronic chip-, board- and system-level integration 
has increased continuously. Driven by the process scaling of modern CMOS 
technologies, this trend is expected to continue for at least another decade. The 
exchange of data between different circuits, components and sub-systems is becoming 
increasingly challenging. The reason is that the total amount of data to be exchanged 
scales with the ever increasing data-processing-speed. Today’s copper interconnect 
technology is reaching its fundamental physical limitations, and new technologies are 
required for physical interconnections to keep up with the increasing bandwidth 
demand. In [6] David Miller introduces an approximation that relates the electrical 
data rate and the link length with the link cross-sectional area Ax-section :     
 

 
0

2

sectionx B
lrate_dataA ⋅

=− ,  (1.1) 

 
where l denotes the transmission length and B0 is an empirical link-dependent factor. 
B0 is ~1015 for high-performance striplines and cables, ~1016 for short on-chip lines 
and ~1017-18 for equalized lines. According to (1.1), the data rate of an electrical link 
can be increased by either enlarging its cross-section A, or complex and expensive 
equalization schemes, repeaters and alike have to be employed to increase B0  [6], see 
also TABLE 2.2. As an example, to transmit 1 Tb/s over an electrical link of 1 m, a 
total cross section of ~30x30 mm2 is required. Thus for data throughput in the 
Terabit/s range, electrical links become increasingly impractical because of the large 
physical space they require, their weight, and the limited BW-length product. As a 
consequence, many long-haul, electrical data connections (such as trans-Atlantic 
cables, wide-area network connections, etc.) employ optical fibers already. The same 
trend can also be observed in rack-based computing systems (see Fig. 1.3), where the 
cross-sectional area is limited by standards and compatibility requirements. Also 
there, fiber optical cables increasingly replace bulky copper cables between individual 
racks. The main advantages of using optical fibers over electrical connections are: 
 

1. Optical losses are generally much lower than electrical ones. This enables 
optical cables to achieve far greater link distances than electrical cables do.  

2. Over a distance of a few meters only, the dispersion-penalty of most optical 
data-transmission is negligible with respect to the one of electrical links.  

3. State-of-the-art parallel optical interconnects use a channel-pitch of 250 μm 
and 10 Gb/s data rate. An optical link system consequently requires less than 
~3x3 mm2 to transmit 1 Tb/s. Thus an optical solution requires ~130 times less 
physical space than the electrical example given above. 

 
In summary: With the use of optics a much higher level of integration can be achieved 
than is possible with electrical interconnections. This fact is also illustrated by 
comparing commercially available electrical and optical connectors in Fig. 1.1. 
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Fig. 1.1 a) Optical vs. (b) electrical connectors with the same cross-sectional area 

(grey box). In this example, optical connectors yield a total aggregate data 
rate which is more than 6.8 times higher than that of electrical connectors. 
Note the actual optical cross section (white boxes).  

On the board level, similar density improvements of optics over electrical 
interconnects are observed, as shown in Fig. 1.2. More than 8 times the density of 
electrical channels is achieved with today’s optical waveguide technology. 

 
Fig. 1.2 a) Cross-section of electrical 10 Gb/s vs. (b) optical 10+ Gb/s channels. 

With two electrical vs. 16 optical channels on the same board-space, the 
density advantage of optics over electrical channels here is a factor of 8. 

Today, the highest communication bandwidths (BW) are required by supercomputers, 
servers and large networking systems (e.g. internet back-bones). All these systems are 
typically rack-based as depicted in Fig. 1.3. In these racks many daughter-cards 
communicate with each other over one or several backplanes. For these systems the 
total communication BW represents a severe bottleneck. Using high-density optical 
rather than electrical links promises to mitigate this problem. A possible 
implementation is shown in Fig. 1.3. An electro-optical (E/O) converter module 
translates the electrical data stream from Chip A into optical signals. Over the optical 
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transport medium on the backplane the signal reaches the optical-to-electrical 
converter on Card B, from which the electrical signal is transmitted to Chip B. 
 

 
Fig. 1.3 Typical rack-based systems contain several backplanes, which are 

populated with many daughter-cards. The daughter-cards, e.g. A & B, 
communicate over the backplane.  

Beside the total aggregate communication BW, typical backplane systems have also 
other stringent requirements, such as reliability (e.g. a few minutes of downtime per 
year over a period of up to 30 years for IBM mainframes), backward compatibility 
(i.e. old racks must be able to accommodate the most recent daughter-cards and vice 
versa), board area (remains virtually constant for reasons of mechanical and connector 
compatibility), maintainability (e.g. hot-pluggable modules for critical server-
systems), power consumption (e.g. a single rack of the “low-power” Blue Gene/L 
supercomputer consumes ~28 kW), cooling (for reasons of reliability, server-systems 
often operate with module-temperatures of between 40 – 50 °C) and cost. All of these 
affect the requirements imposed on any component and technology used for the 
system. Consequently, if these systems are to adopt new technologies, these 
technologies must be able to meet the BW as well as all the other requirements.  
 
In addition to these high-end computing and switching systems, there are also 
applications on the consumer market, e.g. gaming consoles, which require very high 
input/output BWs. For these applications, however, cost is the main driving factor. 
 
Using optical connector and optical cable assemblies rather than printed-circuit-board 
(PCB) traces to enhance the input/output (I/O) BW within a physically enclosed 
system where space is limited, is undesirable for various reasons. First, the available 
board footprint is limited and connector based approaches tend to occupy more space 
than permanently attached connection schemes. Second, the cooling airflow over and 
between the cards is disturbed by every extra cable and connector. Third, optical 
connectors, the fibers themselves, and their assembly are expensive and thus increase 
the system cost considerably.  
To solve these problems, PCB-embedded optical waveguides (WGs) can be employed 
similarly to printed electrical copper traces. These WGs are manufactured from 
organic polymer materials and can be routed from one component to another or to an 
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optical back-plane connector. Their channel density advantage over electrical signal 
transmission has already been shown in Fig. 1.2. To take full advantage of these WG 
technologies, high optical coupling efficiencies into and out of the waveguides are 
required to keep the total insertion loss low. Typical alignment tolerances between the 
light source and the detector with the WGs are on the order of 10-20 μm. Electrical 
backplanes in contrast typically have absolute alignment tolerances of beyond  
100 μm. This discrepancy imposes severe constraints on the mechanics of optical 
backplanes and packages. To overcome this problem, new and innovative packaging 
and alignment concepts must be developed. 
 
Future systems will require large numbers of I/O channels. It is therefore important 
that the optical transceiver circuits operate at the lowest power level to add as little as 
possible to the usually already strained power budget of the system. The transmitter 
including the laser dissipate a significant portion of the total power per link. 
Therefore, low-power optical transmitter schemes are sought.  
On the receiver side, the main problem is the input sensitivity of the transimpedance 
amplifier (TIA) and sufficient gain must be provided so that the optical signal can be 
converted back into high-swing electrical signals. Beside the TIA, particularly the 
implementation of high-gain, high-bandwidth and low-power amplifiers, subsequent 
to the TIA (i.e. limiting amplifiers), is a challenging task.  
 
Increasing the channel density is one of two ways of addressing the future need of 
total aggregate I/O bandwidth. The other one is to increase the data rate per channel. 
For future systems most likely a combination of both will be required. 
 
To overcome electrical losses at high frequencies, increasingly complex equalization 
schemes (see e.g. TABLE 2.2) are necessary [22]. These circuits consume extra 
power and occupy silicon real estate, hence are costly. Accordingly, cost-effective 
solutions in the electrical domain must be found or alternatively optical solutions 
employed. For short distances up to ~1 m, optical waveguides have good dispersion 
properties (TABLE 2.1 and Fig. 2.3) so that up to ~40 Gb/s no equalization circuits 
are necessary. 
 
Another critical issue with very-high-speed electrical interconnects is the protection of 
the circuits against electro static discharges (ESD). As the feature size of emerging 
CMOS technologies scales down, they become more vulnerable to ESD damage. The 
protection of I/O circuits in these technologies is accomplished with ESD protection 
devices, which are typically designed to dissipate the occurring ESD-current. Since 
the minimum required ESD-current is governed by customer requirements, which 
have not changed in recent years, the protection devices also remain similar in size 
and cannot truly leverage the speed-advantage of these high-performance 
technologies. On the contrary, the reduced voltage tolerance of the I/O-circuits 
imposes even more stringent constraints on the protection structures, i.e. their 
response time must be shorter and the clamp-voltage must be lower.   
As a consequence, these devices remain large and their parasitic capacitance does not 
scale down in line with the speed of the technology [57]. This parasitic capacitance 
limits the I/O circuit maximum bandwidth and degrades the high-frequency return 
loss |S11|. Both, bandwidth and insertion loss are important figures of merit to comply 
with existing and emerging I/O standards such as presented in TABLE 2.2. The 
compliance with these standards however, becomes more difficult the higher the data 
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rate becomes, with ESD protection structures being one of the main speed-limiting 
factors.  
 
Today, the data rate of optical systems is mainly constrained by the speed of the 
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) available. Commercial VCSELs, 
which are the preferred light-source for high-density optical systems (see  
Section 4), support data-rates of ~12 Gb/s (20 Gb/s were demonstrated [36]). The 
reasons for VCSELs of higher data-rates not being available yet is two-fold: First, in 
order to increase their speed, they must be reduced in size to reduce their parasitic 
capacitances. However, to yield the same optical output-power at a smaller size, the 
power-density within the VCSEL has to be increased, which leads to thermal issues 
and reduces the devices life-time. Second, today’s market and sales for very high 
speed VCSELs (i.e. +10 Gb/s) is still small, which does not justify to invest the 
resources required to solve these challenges yet. Nevertheless it is a fair assumption 
that upon increased sales and demand of existing 10/12 Gb/s devices, the development 
effort into higher data-rate devices will also be increased. As a consequence, VCSEL-
based optical transmission systems will likely be able to satisfy the data rate 
requirements of future high-density data-link-systems. 
 

1.2. State of the Art 

General trends in the semiconductor and electronics industry are reflected in the 
“International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors” (ITRS), which is published 
annually [58]. With the predominant market position of complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductors (CMOS), the roadmap focus has completely shifted towards this 
technology. The expression “semiconductor” in this context is used instead of CMOS. 
TABLE 1.1 lists expected key performance parameters for the transistors, the 
bonding, the packaging and the backplane technologies. Apart from the general trend 
towards a higher degree of integration, it is interesting to note where technological 
progress has stagnated. Compared with the minimum gate length, the supply voltage 
is not expected to scale accordingly, so that the device overdrive voltage can be 
preserved. The total number of I/O pins per chip, the total dissipated power, and the 
number of backplane channels have also reached their technological and economical 
limits. 

TABLE 1.1 Interconnect Roadmap [58] (Semiconductor, Bonding and 
Packaging) 

Year of Production 2006 2008 2010 2012 
 

Semiconductor Technology & Performance 
MPU printed gate length [nm] 48 38 30 24 
ASIC printed gate length [nm] 64 48 38 30 
Voltage supply [V] 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 
Threshold voltage Vt,sat [mV] 168 160 151 148 
On-chip local clock frequency [MHz]1) 6783 10972 15079 20065 
Transistors per chip [in millions] 553 1106 2212 2212 
Chip-to-board clock frequency [MHz] 3906 6103 9536 14900 
MPU number of signal I/Os per chip 1024 1024 1024 1024 
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ASIC number of signal I/Os per chip 2100 2200 2400 2500 
Maximum allowable power [W] 180 198 198 198 
Maximum power cost performance [W] 98 111 119 125 

 
Electrical Bonding Technology 

Wire bond-wedge pitch single line [μm] 35 30 25 25 
Flip-chip area array pitch [μm] 130 110 90 90 

 
Packaging Technology 

MPU number of packaged pins 990 1198 1450 1754 
ASIC number of packaged pins 3180 3573 4015 4511 
BGA ball pitch [mm] 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.65 
Cost per pin [US cents/pin] 1.74 1.68 1.61 1.55 

 
Back-Plane 

Serial data rate [Gb/s] 6 10  14 18 
Number of channels 200 200 200 200 
Aggregate backplane data rate [Tb/s] 1.2 2 2.8 3.6 
Note:  - The values given apply to high-performance applications. 

 - 1) Actual clock-speed road map have been down-adjusted in favor of higher parallelism.  
      However, the figures in this table can be used as a measure of projected computing power. 

  
Two other important trends can be identified from TABLE 1.1. First, the computing 
power per chip increases more rapidly than the I/O-bandwidth of the chips. Second, 
the I/O-bandwidth per chip increases more quickly than the available backplane BW. 
These two trends are graphically depicted in Fig. 1.4. 

 
Fig. 1.4 Discrepancy between the trends in CPU processing power (solid), the chip 

I/O bandwidth (dashed) and the backplane communication BW (dotted).  

For the total system-performance to scale concomitantly with the future progress of 
the semiconductor technology, these I/O bandwidth discrepancies must be corrected. 
Between chip cores and peripheral devices, this can be achieved by increasing either 
the data rate per channel or the total number of channels. At a larger scale, the board 
real estate available for signal fan-out and the total number of backplane channels, 
which is strongly constrained by the standard-driven connector cross sections, are the 
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two main bottlenecks. Both are not expected to increase in the coming years, thus the 
only way to increase the backplane BW is by increasing the data rate per channel. 
However, using electrical copper interconnects, this becomes increasingly challenging 
and expensive.  
Using optical interconnects instead is an attractive way to overcome both the channel- 
density and the link bandwidth*length limitations in the technology generations to 
come.   

1.3. Goal and Highlights of this Thesis 

The goal of this thesis is to advance “nm-Scale CMOS Circuits and Packaging for 
Electro-Optical, High Density Interconnects up to 40 Gb/s”. With the emphasis on 
high density, the focus shifts from optical-fiber-based systems to PCBs with 
embedded optical waveguides as discussed in Section 1.1. These interconnections rely 
on: 

• Low power, high-density and high-bandwidth electrical I/O circuits 
• Suitable electrical, optical and mechanical bonding techniques 
• Electrically, optically, thermally and mechanically well balanced packaging 

concepts 
• High-performance electrical and optical channels 

 
All of these topics are addressed in this work with a particular emphasis on the: 
 

1. Comparison of electrical and optical on-board links. 
2. Design of area-efficient, low-power VCSEL driver circuits and high BW 

amplifiers in CMOS. 
3. Optimization of planar on-chip inductors e.g. for high-bandwidth amplifier or 

ESD-protection circuits, by using analytical and EM-modeling techniques. 
4. Analysis, modeling, optimization and design of an electro-optical BGA-style 

package for use with high-density embedded optical waveguides.  
 
While Fig. 1.3 represents a broad view of a possible application of the results of this 
work, the focus of this thesis is summarized graphically in Fig. 1.5. The main items of 
interest are the CMOS VCSEL-Driver, the CMOS Pre-Amplifier, the Electro-Optical 
Package and ESD-protection (not shown in Fig. 1.5).  

 
Fig. 1.5 Focus of this thesis: The key building blocks required for electro-optical 

communication between two interposer packages on a PCB with 
embedded optical waveguides 

Digital Chip E/O Interposer 

Optical Signal

Digital Chip O/E Interposer

Electrical Signal Electrical Signal 

Package CMOS Transmitter/ Driver CMOS Receiver/ Pre-Amplifier 

E/O Converter O/E Converter

PCB with Optical Waveguides 
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The achieved highlights of this work are (see also the list of publications in  
Appendix H): 
 

• Chapter 3: A simple, computer based tool and algorithm is proposed which 
allows to almost instantaneously determine close to optimum coil geometries, 
given design specific constraints. 

• Chapter 4: A CMOS VCSEL-driver circuit was built and operates up to  
10 Gb/s while occupying the smallest chip area per Gb/s ever reported. 
Despite its simplicity, its power-consumption per Gb/s is only little higher 
than the one of state-of-the-art  but more sophisticated circuits. 

• Chapter 5: A numerical analysis for combined shunt and series peaking in 
amplifier stages, taking also the parasitic capacitance between shunt-inductor 
and load-resistor into account, unveils design points for the global and local 
maxima for the bandwidth and for the minima of the group delay. 

• Chapter 5: Employing combined shunt and series peaking, a differential 
peaking amplifier was built exhibiting a bandwidth of 44 GHz and a GBW of 
392 GHz, which is about a factor of two beyond the highest ever reported 
GBW of comparable circuits to date [25], [26]. 

• Chapter 6: A T-Coil has been analyzed and built to tune out the parasitic 
capacitance of ESD protection devices. The proposed design goes beyond the 
previously published academic work and takes realistic ESD requirements into 
account. Good performance up to 40 Gb/s is demonstrated by using 
measurements and EM-simulations. 

• Chapter 7: A novel architecture for packaging arrays of VCSELs and photo-
detectors for use in electro-optical, high-density, PCB embedded waveguide 
application is presented. Test-packages have been built and their operation is 
demonstrated up to 40 GHz [80] by using measurements and EM-simulations. 

 
While most of the work of this thesis was aligned with projects of the IBM Zürich 
Research Laboratory, the design of the two peaking amplifiers of Section 5.7 & 5.8 
was carried out within the KTI Highscore project, which is outlined in the next 
section.  
 

1.4. KTI Highscore Project-Topics and Goals 

The Swiss KTI (Kommission für Technologie und Innovation) funds national research 
projects carried out by academia in collaboration with industry partners. The KTI 
“Highscore” project is a collaboration between the Institut für Mikroelektronik of the 
Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz, the Berner Fachhochschule, the Electronics 
Laboratory of the ETH Zurich and IBM as an industry partner. 
  
The over-all project goal is to push the data rate of state-of-the-art serial CMOS 
receiver circuits towards 40 Gb/s by using a 90-nm bulk standard CMOS technology. 
In more detail the individual goals are [20]: 
 

1. Demonstrate an electrical bit error ratio (BER) of equal to/or better than 10-12 
at the receiver output with a 40 Gb/s serial data input stream 
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2. Provide an input terminal that is compatible with a commercial InP-pin photo 
detector 

3. Avoid the use of off-chip components except for a crystal frequency reference 
4. Demonstrate feasibility of a fully digital clock-data-recovery loop at 40 Gb/s  
5. Employ an architecture that operates at a clock-speed which is a sub-rate of 

the serial data-clock, e.g. at 20 GHz or less, to relax internal clock distribution 
6. Prove that the selected concepts can be scaled to many parallel links on a 

single chip to meet future total aggregate I/O requirements 
7. Demonstrate a demultiplexed electrical output to interface with standard logic 

at a quarter of the serial input data rate, i.e. 4 x 10 Gb/s rather than 1 x 40 Gb/s   
 
These goals shall be accomplished by building and integrating a fully functional serial 
receiver module with a 40 Gb/s optical input and 4 x 10 Gb/s electrical output. 
The Highscore project is subdivided into two project phases. In the first phase, a 
complete 25 Gb/s receiver is built, and in the second phase the circuit capabilities are 
tuned to meet the requirements for the 40 Gb/s system. At the time of writing, project 
phase two was still ongoing. 
 

1.5. Organization and Content of this Thesis 

Chapter 1: This chapter; Motivation, problem line-up and organization of this thesis. 
 
Chapter 2: Typical communication channels are reviewed. After introducing basic 
quantities such as channel capacity and receiver sensitivity, the link budgets of an 
optical fiber and a polymer waveguide based, high-performance optical link are 
compared, followed by a detailed comparison of existing and emerging electrical and 
optical link standards. 
 
Chapter 3: The available standard 90-nm bulk CMOS technology used for the 
designs in the subsequent chapters is introduced. While the technology provides an 
extensive choice of available devices, the chapter focuses on the subset, which is 
relevant for high-speed design. It is rounded off by proposing an intuitive and time-
efficient design method for high-performance, on-chip inductors. 
 
Chapter 4:  A very simple, small, yet high-performance driver for vertical-cavity 
surface-emitting lasers is presented. The description of the circuit design is 
complemented by the presentation of VCSEL measurements and the models 
employed in the design process. 
 
Chapter 5: Different circuit topologies and methods are discussed and compared on 
how amplifier bandwidth (BW) can be enhanced in modern CMOS manufacturing 
technologies. Two different, very high BW peaking amplifiers such as required in 
high-speed front-end circuits are presented. Both amplifiers were developed in the 
context of the “Highscore” project. 
 
Chapter 6: It is discussed how the BW-limiting effect of the parasitic capacitance 
introduced by ESD protection devices can be mitigated. One successful approach to 
do so is the use of T-coils for matching large capacitances to real termination 
impedances. The T-coil circuit is discussed, potential and limitations are shown, 
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practical design-guidelines are given, measurement and simulation results are 
provided in the time and the frequency domain and the high-current performance is 
assessed by means of transmission line pulser (TLP) measurements. 
In the same context to reduce the BW-limiting effect of ESD protection, an 
exploratory on-chip spark-gap circuit is also investigated. However, this circuit did 
not meet initial expectations. 
The chapter is complemented by Appendix D, which gives a broad view on the ESD 
protection devices available in modern CMOS technologies and the different models 
used to describe and specify ESD device robustness. 
 
Chapter 7: The mechanical constraints imposed by using PCB-embedded optical 
waveguides requires the development of innovative alignment and packaging 
strategies for the optical components. First the challenges of general package-design 
is discussed, then the development of a novel type of BGA-like package for use with 
PCB-embedded waveguides is presented. The design not only meets the usual high-
performance electrical and thermal requirements, but even so optical and mechanical 
ones. Furthermore, the use of organic materials where possible, helps to keep the cost 
low. 
 
Chapter 8: In the final chapter the conclusions of this thesis are drawn, key findings 
are summarized and a brief outlook on future work and trends is given. 
 
Appendices: Background and reference material on basic physical effects is 
summarized along with: ESD and protection, EM modeling, packaging, waveguide 
technology, technical drawings and a thesaurus. 
 
References   
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2.  Data Link Analysis  

A communication link comprises a transmitter and a receiver interconnected by the 
data-transport medium (Fig. 2.1). The transmit-modulator maps data_in on a signal 
for transmission to the receive-demodulator which extracts data_out from the output 
of the transport medium. 

 
Fig. 2.1 Generic communication link 

The recovery of data_in at the receiver side (i.e. data_out) from the transmit-
modulator output signal is constraint by the channel BW and by noise. From these 
two parameters, two figures of merit for the data-link can be computed: The channel 
capacity C is the maximum theoretical amount of data that can be transferred over the 
link and the receiver sensitivity, which is  the ability of the receiver to recover the 
data symbols from the signal at a given bit error ratio (BER). In the following, these 
two parameters are analyzed for short optical and electrical links.  
 

2.1. Channel Capacity 

The capacity C of any band-limited channel in the presence of noise can be expressed 
with Shannon’s equation ([11] p. 386): 
 
     SNR)(1logBWC 2 +⋅=  (2.1) 
 
BW denotes the channel bandwidth and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.  
Equation (2.1) assumes a perfect (i.e. rectangular) band-pass characteristic of the 
channel. Taking  the gradual frequency-response-roll-off of real channels into 
account, (2.1) is rewritten as (2.2), which can be evaluated over finite intervals to 
numerically compute accurate approximations for arbitrary channel transfer functions 
and noise distributions within the interval [fmin , fmax]: 
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2.1.1. Electrical Transmission 
In electrical channels of high density interconnects, the SNR is dominated by an 
equivalent noise penalty due to crosstalk [17], which in the case of backplanes occurs 
on the PCB, in the connectors, and at the chip-to-board transitions. Equation (2.2) has 
been solved numerically for a strip-line of 1 m length on an FR-4 substrate (trace 
width = 100 μm, εr = 4.1, tanδ = 0.03). The result is plotted in Fig. 2.3. and it is seen 
that its capacity saturates at an upper limit of ~ 70 Gb/s due to the bandwidth-
limitation. 
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2.1.2. Optical Transmission 
From the following graph, the optical BW of multi-mode polymer wave guides can be 
estimated to ~20 THz (see also Fig. A.5).  

 
Fig. 2.2 Optical losses of polymer waveguides made of two different organic 

materials. By inspecting their spectral width, their usable bandwidth is 
estimated. Both materials have an attenuation minimum close to 850 nm. 

As mentioned, the channel noise is dominated by a crosstalk-penalty. However the 
cross-talk does not occur on the waveguide, but mainly occurs at the coupling. It is 
due to the beam divergence of the VCSEL and lens misalignment, and is data rate 
independent. Measurements show that with a 2-mm lens-to-lens spacing, crosstalk can 
be kept as small as –30 dB per lens-pair transition, i.e. –29.3 dBm crosstalk-induced 
noise for the optical channel of TABLE 2.1 (see also in Chapter 7,  Fig. 7.4). 
Furthermore, since the waveguide carries multiple modes, modal dispersion also 
contributes to SNR degradation with a dispersion penalty (PPDM). The dispersion of 
the waveguides used has been measured [44] and is 5 ps for the first 20 cm due to 
strong mode mixing and then increases gradually with an inter modal dispersion of 
~0.039 ps/cm. Hence for a 1-m link the total dispersion is Δt ≅ 8.12 ps. With Eq. (2.3) 
the PPDM  for an optical channel at 5 Gb/s is estimated to 0.02 dB [45]: 
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where Δω is the laser spectral width (0.45 nm for the VCSEL used [32]), FB the data 
rate in bit/s, and L the link length in meters.  
 
Using (2.2), (2.3), taking crosstalk into account and integrating from fmin = 0 up to the 
frequency of interest, i.e. fmax, the total capacity can be approximated to: 
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Note: The quantities of the numerator and denominator must NOT be in dB! 
 
In Fig. 2.3, the optical and electrical capacity of two 1 m long links have been 
computed based on the dispersion-dominated optical SNR and the cross-talk 
dominated electrical SNR. The transfer function of the optical waveguide is assumed 
to have a brick wall pass-band characteristic (i.e. BW = 20 THz) and the electrical 
passband of the stripline on FR-4 is shown.  
Using the measured optical crosstalk from Fig. 7.4 and the electrical crosstalk 
estimation from [17] and solving (2.4) numerically yields an optical capacity of  
~10 Tb/s, which is orders of magnitudes beyond the ~70 Gb/s which are computed for 
the electrical stripline. 

 
Fig. 2.3  Capacity for an electrical (E) and an optical (O) channel as function of 

crosstalk and dispersion-induced noise, for a simulated strip-line on FR-4 
and a PCB-embedded polymer waveguide, both of length 1 m 

 

2.1.3. Conclusions 

To all types of links it is common that by approaching the Shannon channel capacity 
C, the more sophisticated coding (e.g. 8bit/10bit) and modulation schemes (e.g. multi-
level PAM (pulse amplitude modulation), equalization) must be applied incurring a 
penalty of increased complexity and cost (see also TABLE 2.2). Alternatively to more 
coding, a different and “better” transport medium can be selected, as is e.g. illustrated 
in Fig. 2.3, where the inherently higher capacity of optical links with respect to copper 
traces on FR-4 is depicted. 
 
 
 

~70 Gb/s 
(a) 

(b) 

(a) ~10 Tb/s for 22 THz BW, (b) optical SNR due to dispersion 
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2.2. Receiver Sensitivity 

The receiver sensitivity is the minimum required input signal power at the receiver so 
that data from the link can be extracted at a specified BER. Although optical receivers 
suffer from photo-detector induced shot-noise, the thermal receiver noise is usually 
the limiting factor (i.e. σshot_noise

2 << σthermal_noise
2 [47], p. 158), which justifies the 

simplified expression (2.5). Using a photo-detector with a responsivity R = 0.6 A/W, a 
bandwidth Δf = 10 GHz (e.g. [31]) and an incident optical power of  -9dBm (see 
TABLE 2.1), the resulting photocurrent IP is ~75 μA (including Idark = 1 nA) and 
σshot_noise

2 = 2qIPΔf = 2.4·10-13A2, vs. σthermal_noise
2 = 4kT·Δf/RL = 3.3·10-12A2 with a 

typical RL = 50 Ω (e.g. [33]). The sensitivity can therefore be expressed as follows: 
 
     [ ] [ ] [ ]dBSNRdBNF(BW)log10174dBm/HzdBmySensitivit req.Hz10 ++⋅+−=  (2.5) 
 
The first three terms account for the total noise in the receiver (i.e. the receiver noise 
floor). The first term is the thermal noise power per 1 Hz BW (–174 dBm/Hz ≈ k·T 
with k the Boltzmann constant and T = 293 K). The second term accounts for the total 
noise BW and the third term is the receiver noise figure. SNRreq. is the minimum 
signal-to-noise ratio required for a given BER. Fig. 2.4 depicts the BER of a binary 
non return to zero (NRZ) signal as function of the SNR. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4 Bit error ratio (BER) as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio for a binary 

NRZ signal on a Gaussian channel ([11], p. 258) 

For commercial links, typically a BER smaller than 10-12 is required, hence the 
receiver output must provide an SNR better than 14 dB (Fig. 2.4).  
Given the SNR and the noise figure (NF) of the receiver, the minimum input power to 
the receiver (i.e. the receiver sensitivity) can be calculated using Eq. (2.5).  
 
Once the link specifications, the launch power, the NFs, all the penalties and the 
required margins are known, the link budget can be drawn up.  
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2.3. Link Budget 

The link budget provides insight on the impact of different penalties on the overall 
link performance. It sums up the equivalent power and loss penalties in tabular format 
(e.g. TABLE 2.1), including a link margin, which results in the required receiver 
sensitivity. The predominant penalties in high-density links are given by the following 
equations: 
 

1. The cross-talk power penalty: 
 

     )X(1log10PP
1

10XT ∑
=

−⋅−=
N

n
nT , (2.6) 

 
with XTn the crosstalk from the n’th channel to the channel considered and N 
is the total number of neighboring channels. 
 

2. The power penalty due to the finite extinction ratio (ER) of the VCSEL ([47] 
p. 168): 
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3. The power penalty due to the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the VCSEL: 
 

     )QΔfRIN(1log10PP 2
10RIN ⋅⋅−⋅−=  (2.8) 

 
For the Avalon VCSEL [32] the maximum RIN = –128 dB/Hz @ 8 mA, and 
Δf is the effective bandwidth and Q the optical SNR (e.g. Q = 7 for  
BER = 10–12). All quantities on the right side of (2.8) are plain values, i.e. not 
in dB.   
 

4. The VCSEL timing jitter penalty ([47] p. 173): 
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B is the data rate, b the rms (root mean square) UI (unit interval) jitter, μi the 
mean crossing point in the UI, j(n) the deviation from the crossing point, and 
N the total number of jitter curves. 
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5. The dispersion power penalty (see also Eq. (2.3)): 
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where Dλ is the channel dispersion in seconds/nm/m, ω the laser spectral 
width in nanometers, L the optical channel length in meters, and FB the data 
rate in bit/s. 

 
From the following link budgets (TABLE 2.1), the significant difference between a 
multi-mode (MM) fiber and a PCB-embedded polymer-waveguide-based optical 
communication link becomes apparent. Common to both links is their length of 1 m, 
the data rate of 10 Gb/s and the employed VCSELs at 850 nm wavelength. However, 
the inherently higher loss of the embedded polymer waveguides imposes tighter 
constraints on the receiver sensitivity and on other components of the link (e.g. 
coupling, photo-detector, etc.). It can also be seen that the polymer-waveguide-based 
link is very much length/loss constraint compared with the MM-fiber based link, 
which in this respect is comparatively insensitive. 

TABLE 2.1 Comparison of optical links at 10 Gb/s over 1 m distance over a MM 
fiber and a MM polymer waveguide at a BER = 10–12 

 Multi-Mode 
Fiber 

Polymer 
Waveguides 

Units 

Launch Power 2.3 2.3 dBm 
TX to Channel Coupling 3 2 x 1.251) 
Channel Loss 0.0035 3 

 
Losses 

Channel to RX Coupling 1 2 x 1.251) 

 
dB 

Power at Photo Detector –1.7 –5.7 dBm 
    

Crosstalk 0.01 0.01 
Extinction Ratio 2.2 2.2 
RIN (@ –125 dB/Hz) 0.7 0.7 
VCSEL Jitter 0.3 0.3 
ISI through DOC2) 0.1 0.1 

 
Power 
Penalties 
from 

Dispersion3) ~0  0.02  

 
 
dB 

    
Max. Equivalent Power Available 
at Receiver/ Photo Detector 

–5.0 –9 dBm 

Recommended Link Margin [47] 5 5 dB 
Required Receiver Sensitivity –10 –14 dBm 

 
Note: 1) Typical backplane-based optical links require four coupling transitions (package-board,  

board-backplane, backplane-board, board-package) 
  2)  DOC = DC Offset Compensation 
    ISI = Inter Symbol Interference 
  3) Chromatic + Modal Dispersion [44], see also Equation (2.3) 
  
For fiber-based optical links, TABLE 2.1 shows that state-of-the-art CMOS receiver 
circuits meet sensitivity requirements (see also [38]). For polymer waveguides, the 
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transmission and coupling losses dominate the link budget. Together with the 
sensitivity of available receivers, the link margins cannot meet the requirements. The 
gap between the available and the required receiver sensitivity however is small  
(~4 dB).  
While the packaging work of Chapter 7 aims at improving coupling losses, it is also 
expected to have low-loss waveguides and improved sensitivity receivers available in 
the near future and polymer waveguide interconnects for backplane-applications will 
become feasible.  
 

2.4. Summary and Conclusions 

By computing the theoretical Shannon capacity, it has been shown that at the same 
data rate high-speed electrical links operate much closer to their Shannon limit than 
their optical counterparts do. This implies that the technical effort required for 
electrical links to operate at a given data-rate, BER and over a given distance – in 
modulation, equalization and coding –, are comparatively high with respect to optical 
links under the same conditions. This is also apparent from TABLE 2.2, which 
compares existing and emerging electrical link standards. The links employ 
increasingly complex coding, modulation and channel equalization schemes and have 
more stringent return loss requirements as the data-rate and the link-length increase. 
These factors also reflect on the link-cost through a higher power-consumption and 
increased silicon real estate requirements, which in turn increases the competitiveness 
of optical links. TABLE 2.2 lists existing optical link standards operating at ~10 Gb/s. 
Apparently much less equalization is necessary, because at the same data rate they 
operate much further away from their theoretical Shannon-limit (see also Fig. 2.3), 
while the transmission distance can be more than one order of magnitude higher than 
the one of the electrical links.  
The optical link standards of TABLE 2.2 employ fibers as transmission medium, 
which on one hand allow for large link distances, on the other hand integration into 
backplanes is cumbersome and expensive. Hence PCB-embedded optical waveguides, 
which achieve a high level of integration at low cost provide a valuable alternative for 
short links.  
By budgeting an optical link based on polymer waveguides, low optical channel and 
coupling losses have been identified as key-factors for the link implementation. While 
the channel loss depends on the materials and manufacturing technologies selected, 
which are both out of the scope of this thesis, the coupling losses are also affected by 
the mechanical alignment tolerances of the electro optical components with respect to 
the polymer waveguides, which is topic of Chapter 7. 
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TABLE 2.2 Comparison of recent and emerging high-speed electrical data-link standards for on-board and backplane applications (data is 
from the respective specifications, fields shaded in grey highlight increasing requirements towards higher data-rates) 

 PCI Express  10 Gb/s Ethernet f) 

IEEE 802.3ap 
XAUI w) 
IEEE 802.3ae FBD1 p) Hyper Transport3 

General: 
Max. Data rate/Lane 2.5 Gb/s 2.5 Gb/s g) 3.187 Gb/s 4.8 Gb/s 5.2 Gb/s 

Channel Type 
FR-4 5-mil Trace
Card/Backplane 
(Optional Cable)  

FR-4 
Card/Backplane 

4 Lanes in each 
Direction, FR-4 
Card/Backplane

8/16 bit FR-4 
Card/Backplane 2..32 bit /FR-4 Card 

Channel Impedance 100 Ωdiff. 100 Ωdiff. 100 Ωdiff. 100 Ωdiff. 100 Ωdiff. 
Transmission Distance < 50 cm < 1m < 50 cm < 50 cm < 100 cm (AC mode) 
Transmission Type Serial Serial Serial Source Synchron. Source Synchron. 
Coupling Type AC AC AC DC DC (AC optional) 
BER 10–12 10–12 10–12 10–12 10–12 
TX/RX Electrical: 
Diff. Driver Swing > 0.8 Vpp > 0.8 Vpp 

h) < 1.6 Vpp > 0.9 Vpp 
q) > 0.9 Vpp 

Diff. Receiver Swing > 0.175 Vpp - > 0.2 Vpp
 n) > 0.17 Vpp > 0.12 Vpp 

→ Channel Attenuation < 13.2 dB - < 12 dB o) < 14.5 dB < 14.5 dB 
RX < –8 dBdiff. < –5.5 dBdiff.

 i,k) < –4.5 dBdiff.
 k) < –9 dBdiff. < –9 dBdiff. Return Loss TX < –6 dBdiff. 

a) < –5.5 dBdiff.
 i,k) < –4.5 dBdiff.

 k) < –8 dBdiff. < –8 dBdiff. 
Max. Lane-to-Lane Skew < 20 ns - < 18 UI < 6 UI clk-data: 350 ps s) 
Max. Total Jitter RX: 0.6 UI  - RX: 0.65 UI RX: 0.4 UI  RX: 0.5 UI (DJ only)

- 2 kV HBM b) 2 kV HBM b) ESD 2 kV HBM b) 
.5 kV CDM c) - - .5 kV CDM c) .5 kV CDM c) 

Coding and Error Reduction: 
Modulation NRZ NRZ l) NRZ NRZ NRZ 
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8b/10b Coding yes yes m) yes Yes yes 
Post: 1 tap, 2 levels d) ≥ 3-tap (N.A.) - 1 tap, 2 levels r) 1 tap, 3 levels t) 

De-Emphasise) 
Pre: -  - - 1 tap 1 level u) 

DFE - - - - 1 bit, ±25 mV   
Scrambling 16 bit LFSR  -  7-bit LFSR - 23 bit LFSR  

Other Features SSC @ 33 kHz  e) 
Tomlinson-
Harashima & 
DSQ-Coding 

  extra CTL-bit/8-bit-> 
error detect. CRC v) 

 
Note: a)  PCI-Express TX return loss is specified at the package pin (at chip die |S11| < -8 dB @ 2.5 GHz) 
 b)  For a definition of HBM see Section D. b. a 
 c)  For a definition of CDM see Section D. b. c 
 d)  Two programmable levels: –3.5 dB, –6 dB 
 e)  SSC (Spread Spectrum Clock) for reducing single-frequency EMI emission 
 f)  10 Gbit Ethernet over backplane (Standard 802.3ap, ratification expected 2007) 
 g)  With PAM-4 per lane -> 625 MHz data-clock frequency  
 h)  For standard-extension kx-4 
 i)  -10 dB for frequencies below 625 MHz; then it may increase linearly:-10 dB + 10 dB·log(f/625), up to -5 dB for f > 2.5 GHz 
 k) For f = 0.7 x bit-rate 
 l) For Standard 802.3an-T  over UTP (unshielded twisted pair), PAM16 modulation is employed (distributed of 4 TPs) 
 m) 8b/10b encoding for 4-lanes (extension kx) or 64b/66b for single lane (extension kr) 
 n) Derived from driver template (near-/far- end eye diagram) 
 o) 7.5 dB attenuation, 4.5 dB caused by jitter, noise, ISI etc. 
 p)  Based on preliminary JEDEC specifications 
 q)  For large output swing setting (long-range mode) 
 r)  Two programmable levels: –3.5 dB, –6 dB 
 s)  Receiver tolerates any clock-data-alignment within the UI 
 t)  Three programmable levels: –3 dB, –6 dB, –8 dB 
 u)  Pre-c ursor level is –11 dB 
 v) CRC is transmitted every 516 bit times and occupies 0.76 % of the link BW 
 w) XAUI: 10 Gb Attachment Unit Interface 
A training & synchronization sequence at startup is common for PCI-Express, FBD1, HT-3 & 10G-Ethernet 



 

 

20 TABLE 2.3 Comparison of recent and emerging optical high-speed data-transmission standards over multi-mode fibers (data is from the 
respective specifications where available) 

 Fiber Channel a) 10.3 Gb/s Ethernet f) 10 Gb/s Infiniband l) 
General: 
Max. Data rate/Lane 8.5 Gb/s 10 Gb/S 10 Gb/s 

Channel Type 50/125 μm  
MM fiber 

50/125 μm  
MM fiber 

50/125 μm  
MM fiber 

Transmission Distance 0.5 - 75 m 2 -82 m d) 2 - 52 m d) 
Wave Length 850 nm 850 nm 850 nm 
Spectral Width - 0.4 - 0.45 nm g)  
Typ. Modal BW of Fiber 500 MHz·km 500 MHz·km 500 MHz·km d) 
TX/RX Optical: 
min. av. launch power > –8 dBm > –7.3 dBm > –7.3 dBm 
TX - OMA > 0.316 mWpp > 0.5 mWpp > 0.224 mWpp 
Receiver Sensitivity > 0.066 mWpp > 0.077 mWpp > 0.078 mWpp 
→ Channel Attenuation < 6.8 dB b) < 2.6 dB n) < 2.6 dB n) 
Link Budget - 7.3 dB  7.3 dB 
Return Loss at RX:  < –12 dB < –12 dB < –12 dB 
Max. Lane-to-Lane Skew - - 0.75 ns e)  
Coding and Error Reduction: 
8b/10b Coding yes 64b/66b Yes 
Scrambling - - h) - 
De-Emphasise) - - optional i) 

DFE 1 pre-,  
2 post- cursor c) - optional k) 

Modulation NRZ NRZ NRZ 
Max. total jitter 0.53 UI 0.3 UI 0.65 UI 
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BER 10–12 10–12 10–12 
 
Note: a)  Fiber Channel Short Reach Standard over 50/125 μm Diameter Multi Mode Fibers type OM2 (3.5 dB/km, 500 MHz·km, < 500 m, 850 nm) 
 b) 6.8 dB calculated from min. TX to min. RX OMA. Of these 6.8 dB, a total of 1.5 dB loss from connection and splicing is assumed 
 c) DFE settings are only defined for ISI and deterministic jitter tolerance measurements 
 d) Higher modal BW fibers are also possible (i.e. 2000 MHz·km → 2 – 300 m reach with 50/125 μm fibers) 
 e) Optical bit-to-bit skew 
 f) 10GBASE-SR 
 g) Different spectral width options lead to different launch power OMAs. The value in this table is the widest spectral width available. 
 h) 7-bit LFSR scrambling is only performed by 10GBASE-W (on the WAN interface sub-layer WIS) for minimum compatibility with SONET 
 i) Up to 16 adaptive transmit equalization settings are supported, but not mandatory. 
 k) The use of a DFE on the receiver side is optional and subject to manufacturer’s preferences. 
 l) The Infiniband 10 Gigabit standard has been closely matched to the 10 Gigabit Ethernet 10GBASE-W for interoperability 
 m) SONET/SDH OC-192 for reasons of comparison (OC-768 is at the time of writing mainly of interest to academical and research groups only) 

 n) A total link budget of 7.3 dB is shared between insertion loss and other penalties. Per default 4.7 dB are allocated to these penalties. It is however possible to  
  trade insertion loss against other penalties (if one has complete control over the channel!).  
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3.  90 nm CMOS Technology  

In this chapter, the key features and performance parameters of the IBM 90 nm bulk 
CMOS technology (CMOS9SF) used in this thesis are highlighted. Using this 
particular technology was motivated by its high performance and immediate 
availability for circuit manufacturing. Because most information on the technology is 
available from the design-manual [24], sections (3.1 – 3.3) in which device properties 
are discussed are kept brief. As the topic of on-chip inductors only partly depends on 
the underlying technology and is of more general interest, Section 3.5 is more 
extensive. The chapter closes with an outlook on next-generation CMOS technologies 
and challenges.  
 

3.1. N-MOS & P-MOS 

CMOS9SF offers a variety of different devices of similar "type" for different needs. 
For very high-speed designs, particularly the micro-processor N-FET (MP-NFET, a 
high-speed and low-VT device) and for current biasing the regular N-FET (NFET) are 
of interest. The following tables summarize their key parameters. 

TABLE 3.1 MOS device parameters for MP-FETs [24] 

Parameter Condition MPNFET MPPFET 
VTH Saturation: VD=1 V, VB=1V 180 mV -120 mV
gds VD=VG=0.6 V, VB=0 V 82 μS/μm 52 μS/μm
gm Saturation: VD=VG=1 V, VB=1V 1100 μS/μm 535 μS/μm
Cgg VG = 1 V 15 fF/μm2 15 fF/μm2

fT VDS = VGS = 0.5 V 79 GHz2 38 GHz3

Vds_max VG=0 V, VB=0 V, ID= 1μA/μm > 2 V1 > 2 V1

1) For a typical device with WxL = 5 μm x 80 nm 
2) Measurements for MPNFET [17] (WxL = 100 μm x 80 nm, VDS = VGS =0.5 V)  
3) Extrapolated from MPNFET (WxL = 100 μm x 80 nm) 

TABLE 3.2 MOS device parameters for N-FETs [24] 

Parameter Condition NFET PFET 
VTH Saturation: VD=1 V, VB=1V 370 mV -315 mV
gds VD=VG=0.6 V, VB=0 V 50 μS/μm 30 μS/μm
gm Saturation: VD=VG=1 V, VB=1V 950 μS/μm 430 μS/μm
Cgg VG = 1 V 15 fF/μm2 15 fF/μm2

fT
4 VDS = VGS = 0.5 V 68 GHz 30 GHz

Vbreak_down VG=0 V, VB=0 V, ID= 1μA/μm > 2 V > 2 V
4)    Extrapolated values (WxL = 100 μm x 80 nm) 
 
In view of the common source amplifier topology used for the peaking amplifier 
designs in Section 5.7 & 5.8, the small signal S-parameters and noise measurements 
for the high-performance MP-NFET from [17] are reproduced in the following,  
according to Fig. 3. 1.  
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Fig. 3. 1 Common source (CS) configuration with grounded bulk node and small 

signal equivalent circuit of a high-performance NFET for S-parameter and 
noise characterization 

The small signal transfer function and device self-gain A0 according to Fig. 3. 1 can be 
expressed as: 
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The self-gain A0 is an important figure of merit for state of the art CMOS 
technologies. Its value is continuously decreasing with advancing technologies and 
has reached values below 10, which e.g. makes the design of high-gain amplifiers and 
other analog circuits challenging (see also Section  5.7 & 5.8). 
 

 
Fig. 3. 2 S-Parameter measurements for an MPNFET (W = 100 μm, L = 80 nm and 

0.5 μm finger-width). a) S21 magnitude (forward gain), S21 phase,  
c) Smith-chart with S11 and S22 normalized to 50 Ω 

 
Another important figure of merit regarding the speed of different technologies is the 
device transit frequency fT, at which the transistor’s current gain equals unity. The 
transit frequency is usually approximated with the following expression: 
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T 2π

gf
C

≈  (3.2) 

 
with Cgg the total gate capacitance. Since the gm of P-MOS devices is typically 50% 
less than that of similar N-type devices (TABLE 3.1), so is their fT. For this reason  
P-MOS devices are avoided within the signal path. They become comparably large, 
add a lot of parasitic capacitance and constrain high-speed data transmission.  
 
From the analysis in Section 2.2, it is known that beside thermal noise, the noise 
figure of an amplifier is the governing factor in its sensitivity. In this view, the noise 
figure of the predominant devices (MP-NFETs) is equally important. The minimum 
noise figure NFmin of an MP-NFET has been measured and is shown in the following 
figure together with the required optimal source admittance ys,opt. 
 

 
Fig. 3. 3 Measured noise figure and required source admittance for an MPNFET  

(W = 100 μm, L = 80 nm, VGS = VDS = 0.5 V) [17] 
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3.2. Polysilicon Resistors 

The resistor available in the process that introduces the least parasitic capacitance at a 
given resistance and current density is the non-salicided polysilicon resistor. It is 
therefore the resistor of choice for the use in the high-frequency signal path. Its main 
characteristics are listed in TABLE 3.3. 
 

TABLE 3.3 Polysilicon resistor device parameters [24] 

Parameter Definition Value 
RS Sheet resistance 300 Ω/□ 
Imax Maximum current 0.4 mA/μm 
Cp

5 Parasitic capacitance per area 1.4 fF/μm2 
5)  Measured value [17] 

 

3.3. (DG)-Capacitors 

The NCAP capacitor with the thick-gate-oxide (DG, dual gate) is e.g. used for power 
supply decoupling for its low current leakage. For applications where leakage is less 
of an issue and where higher capacitance values are needed e.g. certain filters, the gate 
capacitance of thin-oxide devices can be used. TABLE 3.4 lists the device parameters 
for these two gate-oxide capacitors.  

TABLE 3.4  Gate oxide capacitor device parameters [24] 

Parameter Definition Thin Oxide Thick Oxide
Cacc Area capacitance in 

accumulation 
15 fF/μm2 6 fF/μm2

Igate  Gate leakage current  
at 1.0 V 

30 nA/μm2 ± 0

 
Where smaller but highly linear capacitors with a high quality factor are required, 
MIM (Metal Insulator Metal) capacitors can be built within the copper wiring layers, 
i.e. in the back end of the line (BEOL). However, in the wafer-runs which were 
available during this work the MIM-capacitor option was not available. 
 

3.4. Back End of the Line 

The BEOL or metal wiring stack of the used 90 nm technology is available with 
different options, i.e. different number of metal layers. All CMOS9SF designs of this 
work make use of the 8-metal option as depicted below (LB: aluminum, M1: tungsten, 
Mx: copper, options from 7 up to 10 metal layers exist). 
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Fig. 3. 4 CMOS 9SF metal stack 

 

3.5. On-Chip Planar Inductors 

On-chip inductors or coils are basic building blocks employed in very high-frequency 
circuit designs. They are typically built with the top metal-layers of the BEOL. These 
metals are the thickest and the series resistance and the capacitance towards the 
substrate can be kept low, resulting in high-Q and high self-resonance frequency 
devices. 
While electrical models for resistors, transistors and capacitors over a broad operating 
range are usually available from the chip manufacturers, they rarely are for inductors. 
One main reason is that there does not exist a simple, well accepted "closed form" 
model that can map electrical properties accurately to arbitrary coil geometries, 
covering a sufficiently broad range of operating conditions. Therefore it is usually up 
to the designer to develop and model coils or use custom libraries of measured 
devices. The drawback of the latter method is that often only a few coils are fully 
characterized for typical applications and hence the circuits are built 'around' the 
available coils, rather than vice versa. Precisely adjusting a coil to the circuit’s need in 
terms of inductance, self resonance frequency, series resistance and required current 
density, allows to better exploit the performance of the underlying technology, saves 
silicon area and cost.  
The main goal of this section is to present a new method on how on-chip inductors 
with the highest quality factors Q (≈ ωL/R) can be designed quickly. Such inductors 
are very well suited e.g. for peaking (Section 5.3) or oscillator applications.  
After introducing the common layout-geometry, nomenclature and the basic lumped 
RLC equivalent circuit, the analytical expression by S. Mohan et al.[27], which is 
used to compute the inductance of spiral-inductors is discussed. Subsequently, based 
on this expression, the synthesis method for high-Q on-chip spiral-inductors is 
proposed and validated by means of EM-simulations. Finally the conclusions are 
drawn.  

Active Layer 

LB 

DV Polyimide 
Oxide 
Nitride 

M4 
V3 
M3 
V2 
M2 
V1 
M1 
CA 

M5 
V4 

M1_2B 
V0_2B 

M2_2B 
V1_2B 

VV  Film hickn. d Rsheet εr 
M1 0.19 μm 0.12 Ω/□  
M2-M5 0.25 μm 0.086 Ω/□  
M1/2_2B 0.475 μm 0.044 Ω/□  
LB 1.2 μm 0.025 Ω/□  
CA ~0.43 μm  4.30 
V1-V4 0.245 μm  3.20 
V0/1_2B(1) 0.525 μm  3.14 
VV 1.6 μm  4.45 
 (1) Low k dielectric process option 
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3.5.1. Coil Layout and RLC Equivalent Circuit  
In CMOS technologies, on-chip inductors are often built as rectangular planar coils as  
is depicted below (sometimes also in hexagonal, octagonal or rarely in round shapes).  
 

 
Fig. 3.5 a) Layout and nomenclature of rectangular on-chip inductors. b) Close up 

view of the underpath section of a 3-D EM inductor model. 

The basic lumped equivalent circuit of planar on-chip inductors is shown in Fig. 3.6.  

 
Fig. 3.6 Lumped inductor equivalent model for planar on-chip spiral coils 

L is the inductance and RS the coil DC-series-resistance. The shunt capacitance CB 
models the parasitic capacitance between different turns (fringing) and between the 
turns and the underpath (Fig. 3.5). For bulk CMOS technologies, capacitively coupled 
substrate losses can be relevant (Rsi, Csi). These can be reduced by placing a patterned 
ground shield underneath the coil, which however lowers the self resonance frequency 
[50]. In SOI technology Cox is comparably small and so are the capacitively induced 
substrate losses. The magnetically induced substrate eddy-currents remain for both 
technologies, reducing the effective inductance and adding a frequency dependent 
term to RS. To keep the model manageable, the skin effect which adds another 
frequency dependency, is usually not taken into account. Its effect can be 

n=2 ¼  
(Number of Turns) 

Underpath 

 

Top view and  
nomenclature 

Close up view of the underpath of a  
n = 3 ¼ peaking coil 3-D model 

dout 

 dout 

w 
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din 

Underpath 

a) b) 

RS L

Cox  Cox  

CB  

Rsi Csi Rsi Csi 
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approximated by adding a number of R-L series circuits in parallel to RS or with 
magnetically coupled losses as is depicted in Fig. 6.5. 
 
The model of Fig. 3.6 is usually fitted to a set of S-parameters from either measured 
or EM-simulated inductors and the values for L and the parasitics are “extracted”. 
Because this fitting-process is an intricate task, it is usually omitted, unless the use of 
the lumped model provides a significant simulation time advantage with respect to 
using S-parameters. For circuits with relatively few components, such as e.g. 
discussed in Section 5.7 & 5.8, the simulation time penalty is acceptably small.  
Another drawback compared to using S-parameters, is that due to disregarded second 
order effects (e.g. skin-effect or distributed capacitances) the fitted model is only valid 
within a limited frequency-band.  
 

3.5.2. Analytical Expression for the Inductance of On-Chip Coils  
Alternatively to fitting S-parameters to a model as e.g. from Fig. 3.6 to access the 
inductance L, S. Mohan et. al. derived the following, closed form expression (3.3), 
[21], [27], which predicts the “DC”-inductance L of a planar on-chip inductor based 
on geometric quantities and dimensions only: 
 
 α5α4α3

avg
α2α1

out sndwdβL ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=  (3.3) 
 
dout and s are in micrometer, n is the number of turns and davg = ½(dout+din).  See also 
Fig. 3.5 for the definition of the parameters. The values for α1...α5 and β are listed in 
TABLE 3.5 for different geometries. 

TABLE 3.5 Closed form inductance parameters for different geometries [27] 

Layout β α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 
Square 1.62·10-3 -1.21 -0.147 2.40 1.78 -0.030
Hexagonal 1.28·10-3 -1.24 -0.174 2.47 1.77 -0.049
Octagonal 1.33·10-3 -1.21 -0.163 2.43 1.75 -0.049

 
Although (3.3) has been derived by using data from “large” coils (dout = 100 –  
480 μm ) it was found during the various designs of this thesis, that it predicts the 
inductance of very small inductors (dout ≤ 15 μm) equally well. TABLE 3.6 shows 
how the measured inductance of 5 inductors implemented in a 90 nm CMOS 
technology compares with the values predicted with Eq. (3.3) and with simulations for 
3 of the coils made with a 2½-D and a 3-D field solver. 
 

TABLE 3.6 Comparison between the measured, with Eq. (3.3) predicted and 
differently simulated inductance of implemented on-chip inductors 

 Measured Predicted 2½-D 3-D Meas. vs. Pred. 
L1 3.08 nH 3.23 nH 3.66 nH 2.9 nH -4.7 % 
L2 1.75 nH 1.88 nH 2.22 nH 1.72 nH -7 % 
L3 1.37 nH 1.37 nH 1.72 nH 1.29 nH 0 % 
L4 0.98 nH 1.04 nH N.A. N.A. -5.8 % 
L5 2.63 nH 2.5 nH N.A. N.A. +5.2 % 
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3.5.3. Coil Synthesis for Highest Q 
Using either the simple closed form expression (3.3) or S-parameter fitted lumped 
inductor models (Fig. 3.6) for analysis and simulation, both requires the knowledge of 
the coil geometry. During the design process however, coil synthesis and not analysis 
is the primary goal. Employing the closed form expression for the inductance (3.3), a 
design method was derived, which comprises the following steps: 
 

1. Define the coil target properties (e.g. for peaking applications): 

- high inductance per silicon area. Small overall size is a prerequisite for 
low-cost high-density circuits. 

- low capacitance towards the substrate (→ high self resonance 
frequency) 

- low series resistance (nice to have for tuning applications  
(e.g. Section 5.7), need to have for high Q resonators) 

 
2. Identify other constraints: 

- minimum conductor width w (to support required current density) 
- minimum conductor spacing s (given by technology design rules or 

coupling requirements e.g. for T-coils) → affects the total coil area 
(dout) 

 
3. Idea: Find the coil geometry (dout and n) for a given L for the above constraints, 

that has the shortest overall  trace length l (i.e. minimizing l as the basic 
strategy). This coil then has: 

- the lowest series resistance RS for the given L, i.e. the highest  
Q = ωL/R 

- a low capacitance towards the substrate Csi which in first order is 
proportional to the total conductor area A 

- a low capacitance CB (a lower number of turns is required compared to 
e.g. the minimum area approach [17]. This reduces the length of the 
underpath (Fig. 3.5), a main contributor to CB ) 

 
4. Coil synthesis: 

- use Eq. (3.3), 54321 αααααβ sndwdL avgout ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=   
- L, β, w, s and αi are all given through design and technology 

constraints 
- constrain n and dout (e.g. n∈[1..10], dout ∈[10..50 μm]) 
- sweep n and dout within their interval with a given step size (e.g.  

Δn = ¼, Δdout = 1 μm) and collect all L's close enough to the target 
inductance 

- for the selected coils, compute the trace-length lcoil and plot the ratio 
L/lcoil over dout which results typically in a plot as shown in Fig. 3.7 

- select the coil with the highest L/lcoil ratio 
- fine-adjust dout to exactly meet the inductance requirement 
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Fig. 3.7 Ratio of the coil inductance over the coil conductor length L/lcoil  vs. the 

outer coil diameter dout for different spiral inductors of 1 nH (i.e. the coil-
trace-length-efficiency). Screenshot of  a MATLAB implementation of 
above algorithm.  

 

3.5.4. Method Validation 
The proposed method is intuitive and has also been validated by modeling two series 
of coils for different applications in a CMOS9SF BEOL stack. One series of typical 
resonator coils and another series suitable for peaking applications have been 
designed. Their nominal inductance is L = 670 pH and L = 630 pH respectively.  
Fig. 3.9 shows their quality factors Q (= ℑ(ZL)/ℜ (ZL)) withℜ (ZL) and ℑ (ZL) the real 
and imaginary part of ZL, the complex inductor impedance, as function of frequency. 
Both graphs where produced by computing Q from S-parameters, which are available 
from the EM-simulation tools.  
The graphic of Fig. 3.8 shows how by connecting one end of the coil to ground, 
approximations of the inductance L, the series-resistance RS and consequently the 
inductor quality factor Q were computed. While the DC-resistance RS and L can be 
computed accurately this way, the shortening of the parasitic capacitances at the 
grounded node leads to inaccuracies for Q at high frequencies, which however is of 
little significance if it is used for the purpose of comparison of similar coils only.  
 

 

Fig. 3.8  By connecting one end of the inductor to ground (e.g. represented by S-
parameters), its input-impedance Zin can be simulated and RS, L and Q can 
be extracted. 

     Zin ≈ RS + jωL  
→ RS  ≈ ℜ ( Zin) 
→ L ≈  ℑ(Zin)/ω 
→ Q = ωL/R ≈ ℑ(Zin)/ ℜ ( Zin) 
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Fig. 3.9 Inductor Q for optimized coils and slightly off-target designs using HFSS 

[60] EM-models (see also Section 3.5.5). a) Low-loss inductor suitable as 
resonator, b) Compact inductor for peaking circuits.  

In Fig. 3.9 a) it is shown that among the resonator-inductors, the optimized design 
indeed exhibits the highest Q-factor. Practically the same is observed for the peaking 
inductors in Fig. 3.9 b). The predicted values for RS differ less than 0.35% between 
the optimized and the “nopt+1”-coil. EM-modeling with such high accuracy is very 
difficult and therefore the peak Q of the two coils (nopt and nopt+1) is virtually 
indistinguishable. 
 
The effective inductance L (i.e. L (= ℑ(ZL)/ω)) is also a function of frequency. 
Inspecting L(ω) reveals the self-resonance-frequency (SRF) and the usable frequency 
range of the inductors.  
In Fig. 3.10 L(ω) for the resonator and peaking coils are shown. The  SRF is primarily 
governed by capacitive effects which depend on the technology used. These effects 
are not accounted for by Eq. (3.3). Thus the proposed optimization algorithm only 
indirectly affects the SRF by the total inductor-area which is exposed to the substrate 
(i.e. ground) and by the number of turns, i.e. the total amount of fringing capacitance 
between the turns. Because a simple and accurate closed-form expression to estimate 
these parasitic effects is not known to the author, the SRF as well as Q and L as 
function of frequency are best assessed by employing EM-field simulations as shown 
in Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10. 
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a) Q vs. frequency for a resonator coil 
 nopt nopt+1 nopt-1 
n 2 3 1 
L [pH] 670  693 713 
dout [μm] 125 109 250 
w [μm] 10 10 10 
s [μm] 5 5 5 
RS [Ω] 2.1 2.22 2.45 

Note: R□ = 0.025 Ω/□ for prediction of RS → typical for LB metallization (see Fig. 3. 4 ) 

b) Q vs. frequency for a peaking coil 
 nopt nopt+1 nopt-1 nopt+2 
n 4½ 5½ 3½ 6½ 
L [pH] 630 638 639 642 
dout [μm] 24 21.7 29.3 20.7 
w [μm] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
s [μm] 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
RS [Ω] 17.6 17.66 18.24 18.0 
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Fig. 3.10  S-parameter based inductance L(ω) = ℑ(ZL)/ω vs. frequency for the EM-

modeled resonator and peaking coils for different numbers of turns.  
a) Low-loss inductor, b) Compact inductor  

 

3.5.5. EM-Model Validation 
The results from 3-D EM simulated S-parameters predict the properties of physically 
built and measured on-chip spiral inductors extremely well. This is demonstrated with 
the next figure, where the measured quality-factor Q , the SRF and the inductance L of 
such an inductor are compared with the predicted values from the EM-model. 
 

 
Fig. 3.11  Comparison of measured vs. 3-D EM modeled, S-parameter based quality-

factor Q and inductance L for a typical on-chip inductor (single branch of a 
T-coil with dout = 48 μm, w = 4 μm, s = 2 μm, n ~ 2¾ on 3 metal layers, 
see also Chapter 6, Fig. 6.9). 

The quality factor Q, the inductance L and even the SRF of the 3-D model are 
accurate to within a few percents only of the measurements. To achieve this accuracy 
with the 3-D EM-model, the following details were accounted for: Model geometry 
(i.e. dimensions), finite metal-trace conductivity (including also the skin-effect), the 
permittivity of the dielectric, dielectric-, substrate- and radiation losses. Furthermore, 
a sufficiently large portion of the chip-volume in the vicinity of the coils (i.e. 
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underneath, beside and atop of the coil) is modeled too, which allows the fields to 
decay within the model before reaching the model-boundaries (see also Appendix B). 
 

3.5.6. Conclusions 
Using the proposed design method, inductors with a very high Q can be derived, and 
if programmed e.g. in MATLAB, the design-time can be reduced to a few seconds 
only. Compared with coils designed to occupy minimum chip area (e.g. used in [17]), 
these “optimum” coils have ~10 % less series resistance (see Fig. 3.12). Another 
interesting feature apparent from Fig. 3.12 is that the series resistance of rectangular 
planar inductors is almost proportional to the coil inductance.  

 
Fig. 3.12 RS vs. L for inductors with minimum silicon area (coil is filled with turns 

right into the center) in comparison with “optimum” coils. 

In practice, on-chip inductors are either built on a single or on multiple layers of the 
metal wiring stack. Since the thickest metals are usually the top metals of the stack 
(typ. LB and M1/2_2B, see Fig. 3. 4), two main requirements for an optimum on-chip 
inductor are automatically addressed. First, the high metal thickness leads to low 
series resistance. Second, the large vertical separation from the substrate results in a 
low capacitance towards the latter (→ high SRF). 
All inductors used in this work have been designed according to this method. Where 
high inductance was required, stacked inductors on different metal layers were 
connected in series. For high-Q inductors, several metal layers were connected in 
parallel. The large BW of the implemented circuits is also attributed to the 
uncompromised performance of the inductors employed (e.g. Section 5.7 and 5.8). 
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3.6. CMOS Technology Outlook 

This final section of chapter 3 gives an overview over foreseeable trends in CMOS 
technology scaling, where limitations of the classical approach are reached, and how 
they can be extended [46], [48] & [49].  
 

3.6.1. Basic Scaling  
Many CMOS technology generations have been driven by device geometry and 
supply voltage scaling to increase circuit performance (i.e. switching speed, gate-
delay, density and power consumption). In TABLE 3.7 device and circuit parameters 
are summarized and how they are affected by linear device scaling with a scaling 
factor κ. Of particular interest is the quadratic increase in device density, the linearly 
reduced delay time for logic circuitry and the power dissipation per circuit which 
drops quadratically. 
 

TABLE 3.7 Scaling of device geometry and circuit performance [48] 

Device or Circuit Parameter Scaling Factor 
Device dimension tox, L, W
→ Device density 

1/κ 
κ2 

Doping concentration Na κ 
Voltage V 1/κ 
Current I 1/κ 
Capacitance εA/t 1/κ 
Delay time / circuit VC/I 1/κ 
Power dissipation / circuit VI 1/κ2 
Power density VI/A 1 

 

3.6.2. Challenges for 90 nm CMOS and Beyond 

With the 90 nm technology used, the scaling scheme has come very close to atomistic 
and quantum mechanical boundaries. The gate-oxide is between 1-2 nm thick  
(10-20 atom-layers). At this thickness, large transistors suffer from tunneling induced 
gate-leakage and  short channel devices from sub-threshold channel leakage (Fig. 
3.14). Both effects contribute substantially to the increased standby power-
consumption (e.g. gate leakage increases from ~1 A/cm2 at Tinv = 23 Å  to several 
hundred A/cm2 at Tinv = 17 Å [46]). Further scaling of the gate-oxide thickness would 
lead to very high stand-by power consumption. Consequently the supply voltage and 
channel length cannot be scaled accordingly. Furthermore, this would also lead to 
insufficient control over the channel.  
Beside this “power-problem”, the major concern for future technologies is device 
variability induced by spatial and temporal process parameter tolerances which are 
amplified by voltage and temperature variations. While in 90-nm-technology these 
variations are already significant, e.g. the spread of the threshold voltage VT in  
Fig. 3.13, further scaling increase the severity of the issue. 
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Fig. 3.13 Measured threshold voltage variability for 3481 identical devices in  

90-nm CMOS [49] (Vth_nom = 262.5 mV) 

Note:  The variation of Vth leads e.g. to poor matching in analog circuits and skew in digital circuits.  

3.6.3. Solutions and Consequences 

The power problem can most effectively be mitigated by reducing the supply 
voltage. However, doing so even further reduces the available precious gate overdrive 
and limits the number of devices that can be stacked in analog designs. 
The introduction of high-k gate-oxides and metal-gates in the 65 nm technology node 
(Fig. 3.14) allows to further scale the electrical (effective) oxide thickness while 
through the higher physical thickness the tunneling currents can be reduced. 
Consequently the supply voltage and hence the power dissipation are also reduced. 

 
Fig. 3.14 a) Gate- & short-channel leakage current. b) Gate oxide and inversion 

thickness for different technologies nodes [46]. 

The variability problem can be addressed by new, more sophisticated technologies 
with e.g. corrective measures for lithography inaccuracies etc. However, given device 
dimensions and quantum mechanical and atomistic boundaries, the variability for next 
generation technologies will still increase (e.g. σVT for the 22 nm node is expected to 
be larger than 100 mV!). In this view the problem must be addressed by new 
architectures, initiatives such as self healing systems, self-biasing substrates or 
simultaneous circuit and device diagnostics. 
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4.  A Compact VCSEL Driver 

On the transmitter side of an optical data-link, a light source and a modulator or a 
combination of both is required to convert the electrical data-stream into an optical 
one. Optical transmitters for data rates as high as 40 Gb/s have been implemented 
using Mach-Zehnder and electro-absorption modulators (EAMs), an approach well 
suited for long-haul systems. For short-distance parallel links, however, directly 
modulated vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are more suitable. They 
can be tested on the wafer-level, which reduces cost. Since they emit light from the 
top surface, easy array fabrication is possible and their low operating and modulation 
currents meet high-density, low-power requirements at high speeds [36].  
Prototype VCSELs have been operated up to 20 Gb/s [36], but commercially available 
devices support data rates up to only ~10 Gb/s [32]. To meet Terabit/s aggregate I/O 
BW of future systems, either a few very high-data-rate links (e.g. 100 Gb/s) or a high 
number of moderate-speed links (e.g. 1-10 Gb/s) must be used. Consequently, a large 
number of VCSEL-based optical links can also meet this I/O-BW requirement. For 
these highly parallel interconnects running at moderate speeds, two figures of merit 
(FOM) are defined: The dissipated power per transmitted bit/s and the area the 
transceiver circuit occupies on the CMOS-chip per transmitted bit/s. State-of-the-art 
driver-circuits consume ~2 mW/(Gb/s) and occupy ~500 μm2/(Gb/s) of silicon real 
estate (TABLE 4.2).  
 
To explore the high-speed switching-properties of the transistors of the 90-nm CMOS 
technology available, a compact yet high speed VCSEL driver, which can be driven 
from standard logic gates, was designed and built. Despite the circuits simplicity, 
measurement results compare well with state-of-the-art, i.e. operation up to 10 Gb/s 
will be demonstrated while the circuit consumes insignificantly more power than 
state-of-the-art circuits (i.e. 2.4 vs. 2.1 mW/Gb/s from a 1.0 V power supply) [39]. 
 
First, the VCSEL employed is studied and design constraints for driver-circuits are 
derived. Subsequently the basic design-concept is outlined, then the concept is applied 
to two different VCSEL-driver-circuits. Circuit-details of the built driver and 
measurement results are presented and benchmarked with existing solutions in the 
following section. The chapter closes with a summary and an outlook section.  
 

4.1. VCSEL Properties and Small Signal Model 

4.1.1. DC VCSEL Operating Point 
Fig. 4.1 shows the measured DC-characteristics of the VCSEL [32] used. The optical 
output-power PVCSEL as a function of the bias-current IVCSEL was measured into free 
space – using a power-meter – and butt-coupled into a 50 μm/ 125 μm multimode 
(MM) fiber (Fig. 4.1 a). The difference observed between the two results is due to the 
variable NA of the VCSEL (see Fig. 4.2, NAVCSEL ~0.18 .. 0.28), which mismatches 
with the NA = 0.2 of the fiber. 
Thus, ideally a lens based coupling-scheme would have been used to couple the 
optical signal into the measurement equipment. This was not possible due to chip-
layout and test-setup constraints (see Fig. 4.16). Therefore the signal was butt-coupled 
into a MM fiber. 
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The loss induced by this coupling scheme is comparable with the coupling-loss from a 
VCSEL to a PCB-embedded waveguide, using the lens-pair approach used in  
Section 7 and is ~1.25 dB (see also TABLE 2.1). This coupling scheme thus accounts 
for the coupling loss into a (~ 50 x 50μm core) WG and allows designing a driver for 
either application, i.e. fiber or WG. 

 
Fig. 4.1   Avalon AP-A41-0104, optical output power vs. IVCSEL and I-V-VCSEL- 

characteristic. a) Required VCSEL current swing for ER ≥ 6 dB is derived. 
b) The current-swing is converted into a voltage swing, which must be 
provided by the VCSEL-driver.  

From the P-I- and the I-V-characteristics of Fig. 4.1 the two DC-constraints for a 
VCSEL-driver can be derived. They are: 
 

1. The current IVCSEL must never approach zero, i.e. be larger than the VCSEL 

threshold-current 

2. The exctinction ratio ER at the receiver typically is required to be ≥ 6 dB.  

 
(1) guarantees that the available BW of the VCSEL can be fully exploited. If the 
VCSEL-current drops below the VCSEL threshold current (e.g. 1 mA for the Avalon 
device), it takes the VCSEL much longer to get fully turned on than if the current had 
been held above that threshold. This dynamic turn-on-delay of VCSELs has been 
reported to be beyond ~100 ps in [88]. With respect to the VCSELs small signal time 
constant of 100 ps at 10 Gb/s, this is unacceptable and must be avoided. 
(2) is required to keep the ER-penalty of typical receivers low and is mainly governed 
by existing link-standards (e.g. [32], [38], OIF VSR4)(Section 2.3).  
The ER is the ratio between the optical level for a logic ‘1’ and the one for a ‘0’ and 
can be selected with IVCSEL according to Fig. 4.1 a). Setting it between Ioff = 3 mA and 
Ion = 10 mA, i.e. ~6.5 mA in average, meets the ER requirement and keeps IVCSEL 
always above the threshold-current of 1 mA. According to Fig. 4.1 b) these currents 
are translated into the voltage swing required from the driver, which yields  
ΔVVCSEL ≈ 450 mVpp , which also agrees with the value reported in [39]. 
 
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the VCSELs power-dependent aperture-angle or NA, which is the 
cause for the power-dependent coupling-loss into a butt-coupled MM fiber.  
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Fig. 4.2   Beam angle vs. VVCSEL and according beam profiles. 

 

4.1.2. Small Signal VCSEL Model 
The small-signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.3 – as provided by the device 
manufacturer [37] – consists of three distinctive sub-models: The electrical input 
circuit (Parasitics), the linearized laser rate equations represented by a lumped RLC-
circuit (Intrinsic) and an output converter (O/E Simulation Interface), which provides 
a voltage proportional to the optical power (1V ~ 1mW). The model is only provided 
at IVCSEL = 6 mA. Although this is slightly below the one derived in the previous 
section (6.5 mA), the model was adopted as provided. This way it predicts a little 
lower BW than will be expected with the operating point selected. 

 
Fig. 4.3   Avalon AP-A41-0104, small-signal equivalent circuit for 6 mA operating 

current, as provided by the device manufacturer.  

The series inductance from the linearized laser rate equations (Fig. 4.3), leads to 
modulation resonance, which is observed in the frequency-response of Fig. 4.4 and 
which improves the VCSELs BW with respect to the BW of its electrical parasitics 
seen at the electrical “input”. Hence the VCSEL “peaking” might even help to extend 
the total BW and relax the driver BW requirements. 
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Fig. 4.4   Frequency response (I-P-modulation) and -3 dB BW of the different sub-

circuits of the small-signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 4.3 

4.2. Driver Topologies 

CMOS9SF has a low maximum supply-voltage of ≤ 1.2 V. Since the total voltage 
across the VCSEL is in the order of 2-3 V (see Fig. 4.1 b), circuit-topologies which 
drive the VCSEL differentially, i.e. both VCSEL-terminals are connected to the 
driver-circuit (e.g. [36]), cannot be used with this technology and are not further 
considered.  
A common approach to circumvent this problem is to externally voltage-bias the 
VCSEL and drive it from one branch of a differential amplifier. The unused amplifier-
branch is usually connected to a replica load ZD to maintain circuit load symmetry 
(Fig. 4.5 a), e.g. [39]). Another efficient driver-circuit consists of a differential pre-
driver and an N-MOS push-pull output-stage (Fig. 4.5 b., [38]).  
 

 

Fig. 4.5   VCSEL-driver circuits using externally voltage biased VCSEL. a) Current 
biased VCSEL and differential common source driver with dummy load 
ZD, b) N-MOS push-pull driver 
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Although very fast and efficient drivers have been built using above circuits (see e.g. 
TABLE 4.2), they require differential operation and typically also peaking inductors 
to meet the high BW requirements.  
 

4.3. Design Concept 

The VCSEL’s optical output is a function of the VCSEL-current, as has been depicted 
in Fig. 4.1 a). It is thus obvious to approach the driving of a VCSEL from a “current 
perspective”, e.g. by using switched current-sources. The conceptual drawing of this 
approach is depicted in Fig. 4.6 a). 
 

 
Fig. 4.6   Simplified views of VCSEL-drivers as current-switches/modulators. a) is 

the fundamental circuit, switching between the on- and the off-current. b) 
uses a simple switch rather than a single-pole double-throw as in a). c) is 
similar to b), but has one more degree of design-freedom, i.e. I0, which we 
will see can be used to adjust the driver rise- and fall-times. 

Instead of using separate current sources and switches as shown above, an alternative 
approach is pursued in this section. FETs are laid out so that when they are fully 
turned on (i.e. Vgs = Vdd), they provide the currents required. The advantage of this 
approach is the smaller device-count, allowing a very compact circuit design. The 
drawback on the other hand is that the switches are operated over a large voltage 
range (Fig. 4.8). Furthermore they are subject  to process variations and hence means 
for compensation must be included, which is discussed in the outlook Section 4.9. 

To allow the static current-sources I0 and Ioff (Fig. 4.6 b,c) to operate in saturation,  
200 mV are reserved for their VDsat. Consequently the NFETs for “Ion-Ioff” and “Ion-I0” 
must provide their respective current at VDS = 200 mV (Fig. 4.8). From Fig. 4.1 b) the 
voltage swing required by the VCSEL is ~450 mV, which leaves 350 mV for the 
PFET current source of Fig. 4.6 c).  In Fig. 4.7 the simplified driver circuit of  
Fig. 4.6 c) is depicted again using transistors, and the output voltage-budget is shown. 
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Fig. 4.7   Driver-output stage and voltage budget. The driver output-voltage Vout is in 

the range between 200 mV and 650 mV.  

 
The DC-characteristic of prospective switches, is used to select the device-
dimensions. In Fig. 4.8 the DC-characteristics of the fully turned on FET devices of 
the subsequent designs, i.e. VGS = 1, are shown.   
 

 
Fig. 4.8   Simulated DC-characteristic of the fully turned on N- and P-MOS 

transistors of the design examples. The area shaded in grey marks the 
voltage range, over which the FETs are operated during their turning-on (a 
saturation voltage reserve of 200 mV for the N-FET and 350 mV for the P-
FET is already accounted for) (a. and c. denote the switches VDS at the 
start, b. and d. at the end of their turning-on cycle). The on-resistance Ron 
for the subsequent rise-/fall-time estimation is computed when the 
switches are fully turned on. 

To compute the transistor dimensions based on the required current, their current-per-
width ratio λN/P is introduced and computed from the graphs of Fig. 4.8, when they are 
fully turned, i.e. at b) and d). For the NMOS at 200 mVDS this yields λN ≈ 0.415 
mA/μm and for the PMOS it is λP ≈ 0.2 mA/μm at 350 mVDS. With these two values 
and given the values for the currents from Fig. 4.6, the dimensions of the transistors 
can be computed and hence the driver can be designed. 
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In summary: To meet the DC-current requirements of the VCSEL, the driver-circuit is 
interpreted as a combination of static and switched current sources. The switched 
currents are implemented as “current-sources” with a VGS = 1V, hence they can be 
switched on and off by means of standard logic gates. Using the voltage range 
required at the driver-output, the current-per-width ratio λN/P at the corresponding 
operating points and the absolute currents of the respective current sources, the 
transistor-dimensions are computed by dividing the required current through the 
corresponding λN/P-value. 
 

4.4. Open Drain VCSEL Driver Example 

In this section the simplified circuit of Fig. 4.6 b) is designed on the transistor-level 
and simulation results are presented and discussed.  
In a first step the two current-sources of Fig. 4.9 are assigned their respective currents. 
With Ion = 10 mA and Ioff = 3 mA,  (Ion – Ioff) = 7 mA. Using above current-per-width 
ratio for the NFET, the device-dimensions for MN1 are computed to: 
 

 m
mmA

mAII
w

N

offon
MN μ

μλ
9.16

/415.0
7

1 ≅=
−

=  (4.4) 

 
For reasons of switching speed only minimum gate-length devices are used, hence 
lMN1 = 80 nm.  
The simulation-schematic also includes the parasitic ESD capacitance CESD = 500 fF 
from the ESD protection diode, which has been included on the chip. It protects 
against HBM-events of up to 2 kV (see Appendix D).  The VCSEL is represented 
with its small-signal model. Ideally, a large-signal model would be employed, but was 
not available for this particular device.   
The predriver in the circuit of Fig. 4.9 is a simple inverter with a PMOSwidth/length = 
10μm/80nm and an NMOS width/length = 4μm/80nm. These dimensions correspond to a 
medium sized driver available from the technology library, which can be directly 
driven by standard CMOS logic gates. 

 
Fig. 4.9   Device-level and lumped-element schematic of the open drain VCSEL 

driver. (wMN1 = 16.9 μm, lMN1 = 80 nm)  
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With MN1, the predriver and Ioff the circuit is completely defined. Then the output 
conductance of MN1 and the parasitic part of the VCSEL small-signal-model can be 
used for a best-case estimation for the electrical rise and fall times. Because for this 
estimation the switch on-resistance is required, and using the “worst-case” on-
resistance from Fig. 4.8 point a) would result in a much too pessimistic estimation, a 
“best-case” scenario is considered that will provide more meaningful results. 
  
Similarly to the current-per-width ratio λ, a conductance-per-width ratio η is 
introduced, which can be derived from Fig. 4.8 at arbitrary operating points. When 
fully turned on this yields for NFETs ηΝ ≈ 1.43 mS/μm and for PFETs 
ηP ≈ 0.37 mS/μm. Thus for MN1 the on-resistance becomes Ron_MN1 = 41 Ω. To 
simplify the following calculation, the parasitic input network of the VCSEL in  
Fig. 4.9 is replaced with a 50 Ω resistor with a 400 fF capacitor in parallel. 
 
From the two corresponding time constants the 10% – 90% rise and fall times can be 
estimated to [72] p. 190: 
 

 
ps46fF900232.2)CC()//RR(2.2t

ps10000fF9502.2)C(CR2.2t

ESD400fF50on_MN1fall

ESD400fF50rise

≈⋅Ω⋅=+⋅⋅=
≈⋅Ω⋅=+⋅⋅=

Ω

Ω  (4.5) 

 
Fig. 4.10 shows the simulation results of the circuit using BSIM4 transistor models. 
 

 
Fig. 4.10   Transistor-level simulation of the prebiased open drain driver. a) Electrical 

eye-diagram of the driver output, b) eye-diagram of the equivalent optical 
output, using the linear VCSEL model of Fig. 4.3. 

The simulated rise-time of the driver output in Fig. 4.10 a), matches the estimation 
from Eq. (4.5) perfectly. The fall-time on the other hand has been estimated too short. 
The reason becomes apparent by inspecting the DC-characteristic of Fig. 4.8. During 
the switching-on, MN1 runs along the DC-characteristic between VDS ≈ 650 mV and  
200 mV (Fig. 4.8 a-b), starting with a much higher Ron than what it finally assumes 
when it is fully turned on. Using the worst-case value from the start of the switching 
instead, i.e. Fig. 4.8 a), would predict a much too long fall time and randomly picking 
a value in-between a) and b) is impractical too. Since for this circuit the electrical 
bandwidth-limitation is due to the rise-time, the value as used, i.e. a), is an acceptable 
trade-off. 
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With respect to the electrical eye of Fig. 4.10 a), the simulated optical eye is wider 
open. This is attributed to the resonance-behavior of the VCSEL as seen in Fig. 4.4, 
which improves the BW of the driver-VCSEL combination. The faster falling edge of 
the driver is responsible for the asymmetric gain-overshoot of the optical signal (the 
electrical and the optical signals are inverted with respect to each other).  
 
This circuit has one single degree of freedom, which is the voltage reserved for the 
current-source Ioff (i.e. its saturation voltage). If it is decreased, the size of MN1 can 
be increased, which yields a lower Ron_MN1 and hence a reduced fall-time of the driver-
output. However, since in this topology the rise-time cannot be changed by any 
means, the driver-output remains asymmetric, unless the fall-time is slowed-down by 
increasing VDsat and hence also Ron_MN1, which also reduces the maximum data-rate.    
In the following section a PMOS is added to the circuit, which then becomes a push-
pull driver as shown in Fig. 4.6 c). The push-pull driver offers one more degree of 
design-freedom and allows to equalize asymmetric rise and fall times.  
 

4.5. Push-Pull VCSEL Driver Example 

In this section the simplified circuit of Fig. 4.6 c), a push-pull driver is designed on 
the transistor-level and simulation results are presented and discussed.  
Fig. 4.11 shows the driver-circuit and the simplified current-source representation. 

 
Fig. 4.11   Device-level and lumped-element schematic of the push-pull VCSEL 

driver. (wMN1 = 6 μm, lMN1 = 80 nm, wMP1 = 25.6 μm, lMP1 = 80 nm)  

Again, first the current-sources I0, Ion and Ioff of Fig. 4.11 are assigned their respective 
values. They can be expressed as: 
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Solving these equations for I0, IN and IP requires additional constraints. To overcome 
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current-sources must become equal. This can be expressed by using the conductance-
per-width ratio η introduced in Section 4.4 and the dimensions of the switches: 
 

 1_
11

1_
11
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ww
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⋅

=
⋅

=
ηη

 (4.7) 

 
The widths of MN1 and MP1 in turn can be expressed with the current-per-width ratio 
λ from Section 4.3, which yields: 
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Solving Eqs. (4.6) - (4.8) for the device widths wMN1, wMP1, for the currents I0 , IP and 
IN and putting the actual numbers in (λN = 0.415 mA/μm, λP = 0.2 mA/μm,  
ηΝ = 1.43 mS/μm, ηP = 0.37 mS/μm) yields: 
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With the resulting on-resistance Ron_MN1/MP1 = 119 Ω, the corresponding rise and fall 
times can be estimated ([72] p. 190) (CESD = 500 fF), which yields: 
 
 ps70fF900352.2)CC()//RR(2.2t ESD400fF50on_MN1/MP1rise/fall ≈⋅Ω⋅=+⋅⋅= Ω  (4.10) 
 
Fig. 4.12 shows the simulation results of the circuit using BSIM4 transistor models. 
 

 
Fig. 4.12   Transistor-level simulation of the prebiased push-pull driver. a) Electrical 

eye-diagram of the driver output, b) eye-diagram of the equivalent optical 
output, using the linear VCSEL model of Fig. 4.3. 

With respect to the open-drain driver, now both, the falling and the rising edge of the 
drivers output are slowed down by the higher on-resistance of the switches MN1/MP1 
during their switching-on (Fig. 4.8 a to b and c to d). As desired, they have been 
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the VCSEL further speeds up the edges of the optical output (again, the electrical and 
the optical signals are inverted with respect to each other). 
Consequently, applying above design-concept to driver design, the symmetric rising 
and falling edge constraint can be met. Accounting for the “effective” Ron_MN1/MP1 of 
the two switches however and hence for the absolute rise and fall time, is – due to the 
variable Ron_N/P during the switching itself – difficult with this concept.  
If the data-rate is to be increased, either the requirement of symmetric rise- and fall-
times must be dropped, VDsat must be down-adjusted or the VCSEL must be operated 
at a higher bias-current.  
 

4.6. Push-Pull VCSEL Driver Implementation 

For technological reasons, the driver supply voltage VDD was limited to 1.0 Volt. By 
abandoning the use of peaking inductors, the BW-limiting factor was the driver and 
not the VCSEL. Thus, to relax the speed-requirement on the driver, the BW of the 
VCSEL was increased by current-biasing the VCSEL at a higher level than previously 
proposed, to 7.25 mA, thereby also increasing the power-consumption of the complete 
transmitter. By using a ~2.6V VCSEL-bias-voltage, the power penalty is small,  
~2.6V · (7.25 mA - 6.5 mA) ≈ 2 mW, or 0.2 mW/Gbps at 10 Gb/s.   
Beside the external voltage-bias, the VCSEL is also current biased by using the 
current mirror MNb (to MN2), which from an externally injected reference current 
generates a locally decoupled (Cbias ) reference bias-voltage. 
To facilitate wafer-probing in a 50 Ω test environment, a termination resistor R50 and 
an ESD diode are connected to the driver input. The BW-limiting penalty at the input 
induced by the ESD-protection is small because the resulting 3-dB frequency f3dB is 
beyond the data-rate of interest (f3dB = 1/2πRCESD = 1/(2π·25Ω·500fF) = 12.7 GHz). 
At the driver output however, CESD = 500 fF dominates over the VCSEL capacitance 
of 400 fF, and is the main contributor to rise- and fall- time limitations (see Eqs. (4.5), 
(4.10)).   
 
In Fig. 4.13 the detailed driver-schematic is shown as implemented on the test-chip. 
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Fig. 4.13  Detailed circuit schematic of the implemented VCSEL-driver, including 

biasing and ESD-protection.  

A summary of the circuit and the devices is shown in TABLE 4.1. 

TABLE 4.1 VCSEL Driver Device and Bias Summary 

Device Identifier Dimensions/Value 
(width/length)

Function/Comment 

MN1 40/80 μm/nm Pull-Down Switch  
MP1 32/80 μm/nm Push-Up Switch  
MN2 40/150 μm/nm VCSEL Bias Current Source 
MNb 8/150 μm/nm Reference Current Mirror 
MN3 4/80 μm/nm Predriver N-FET 
MP2 10/80 μm/nm Predriver P-FET 
Cbias 350 fF Local Bias Decoupling 
R50 50 Ω Input Termination (For the Test-Chip Only) 
HBM ESD 2 kV Standard Library ESD HBM-Diode,  

CESD ~500 fF 
VDD 1 V  
I0 3.75 mA
IVCSEL 7.25 mA

→ ivoff ≈ 1.3 mA, ivon ≈ 13.2 mA, max. peak-
current of VCSEL must be ≤ 15 mA [32] 

Ptot 24 mW Running at 10 Gb/s, dissipation of R50 not 
included → 2.4 mW/(Gb/s) 

 
 
The circuit as depicted in Fig. 4.13 has been simulated on the transistor-level 
(BSIM4), employing the linear VCSEL model from Fig. 4.3. The results for the 
electrical and the equivalent optical output are shown in Fig. 4.14 and a comparison 
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with the rise and fall times for the two different circuits discussed in the previous 
sections are illustrated in Fig. 4.15 for comparison. 
 

 
Fig. 4.14   a) Simulated electrical eye-diagram of the push-pull driver output.  

b) Simulated equivalent optical eye-diagram of the push-pull driver after 
the linear VCSEL model. 

 
Fig. 4.15   Transistor-level simulation for the rise and the fall times of the outputs of 

all the circuits discussed for comparison. 

In Fig. 4.14 a), the asymmetry between the electrical rise and fall time is apparent. 
However, compared e.g. with Fig. 4.12 the shorter rise and fall times are  observed, 
which on the optical signal again lead to signal-overshoot, but also to a more open 
eye-diagram. The higher speed-performance can also be observed by inspecting  
Fig. 4.15 where the driver rise and fall times of the circuits are shown for comparison.  
 

4.7. Push-Pull VCSEL Driver Measurements 

Electrical measurements were conducted on a wafer probing station. For the optical 
measurements a substrate served as a carrier to which the driver chip and the VCSEL 
array chip were attached. The electrical connections between the chip-dies and 
between chip and substrate metallization (i.e. power and ground plane) were made 
with wire-bonds (Fig. 4.16).  
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Fig. 4.16 Setup of the test-substrate for the wafer-prober measurements. The test-

substrate provides a ground and a VCSEL bias voltage plane.  

The measurement-equipment used includes: 
 

• Anritsu MP 1775 A pulse pattern generator 
• Tektronix Communication System Analyzer CSA 8000 with a model 80C08 

optical sampling module 
• Agilent Infinium DCA-J 86100C with a 20 GHz sampling module (86112A) 
• 5 dB optical attenuator before the 80C08 module to avoid receiver saturation 
 

In Fig. 4.17 a) the 10 Gb/s 500 mVpp driver stimulus from the pattern-generator is 
shown. Fig. 4.17 b) shows the measurement of a VCSEL which is directly modulated 
from the signal of Fig. 4.17 a) from a 50 Ω signal generator. For comparison the 
simulated output of the linear VCSEL model is also overlaid in Fig. 4.17 b). While the 
small-signal model accounts for the ringing, it does so equally for the rising and the 
falling-edge, which differs from the actual behavior of VCSELs. 
In view of the VCSEL-nonlinearity, the linear VCSEL-model available reflects the 
dynamic VCSEL properties quite well. 
 

 
Fig. 4.17   a) 10 Gb/s electrical output of the 50 Ω signal generator. b) 10 Gb/s optical 

output of a VCSEL driven from a 50 Ω source with an ER of 6 dB and an 
overlay of the simulated small-signal VCSEL model for comparison. 

In Fig. 4.18 electrical and optical measurements of the implemented driver with data-
rates of 5 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s are presented. Due to setup-constraints only AC-
measurements could be made.  
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To prevent the receiver of the measurement equipment from saturating, a 5 dB optical 
attenuator was connected in front of it. The results of Fig. 4.18 have already been 
compensated accordingly.  
 

 

Fig. 4.18   Measurements of the AC-coupled electrical (left) and optical (right) driver 
output at 5-10 Gb/s. The VCSEL DC-current is 7.25 mA, I0 = 3.75 mA and 
the data pattern is PRBS7. The electrical “0” DC-level is at ~200 mV for 
all data-rates. 

From these measurements, the following conclusions are drawn: 
 

1. The driver and the VCSEL- and driver-combination support data-rates as high 
as 10 Gb/s at an ER of better than 6 dB. 

2. Electrical simulations and measurements agree well. A 100 mV smaller 
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which is attributed to the on-chip wiring resistance to the pad (~2-4 Ω), 
probing contact resistance and cable losses and has been compensated for the 
simulation overlay for better comparison. 

3. At 10 Gb/s the data-rate limitation through limited rise- and fall- times is 
apparent, which has been shown to depend to a large extent on the parasitic 
capacitance of the ESD protection device, which for practical applications 
however will always be required. 

4. Particularly apparent at 5 Gb/s are the “split” rising and falling edges. This 
effect is attributed to the poor power supply decoupling of the test-substrate. 
Due to the limited number of chip contact-pads available, power, ground and 
the stimulus signals had to be supplied by few wafer-probes only and the 
probes used could not accommodate local power-decoupling capacitors. The 
effect was verified by simulations, furthermore taking the finite on-chip power 
supply series resistance into account.  

5. Unlike the optical reference signal from Fig. 4.17, the optical measurements in 
Fig. 4.18 show virtually no signal ringing. The main cause of this is the power-
dependent coupling-loss into the MM fiber due to the variable NA-mismatch. 
This was reproduced by weighting the simulated optical output-signal with the 
coupling-loss of Fig. 4.1.  

 

4.8. Summary 

With 3 transistors only, 5 if the predriver is also counted and no passive components, 
a very compact (18 μm2) yet high speed VCSEL driver is presented, which exploits 
the high-speed switching of modern sub-micron CMOS technologies and interfaces 
directly with CMOS logic. Open optical eye-diagrams from 5 Gb/s up to 10 Gb/s were 
demonstrated.  
These good results motivated the development of a driver-design-concept, applicable 
to similar circuits in the future. With this concept, an open-drain and a push-pull 
driver where studied. It was found that the push-pull driver provides more design 
freedom, such as needed to individually adjust the driver rise- and fall-times and 
independently set the desired VCSEL bias-current. 
 
During measurements and circuit analysis one main shortcoming of the implemented 
driver was identified: 
 

• Simulations employing a linear VCSEL model agree only marginally with 
actual measurements, when the VCSEL is driven over a large current range 
(i.e. 1.3 – 13 mA). 

 
It can be mitigated if the VCSEL is driven at a lower OMA than was done with the 
test-chips. This leads to reduced signal-ringing and the linear VCSEL-model becomes 
also more accurate. The problem with this approach however, is the lower OMA by 
itself, which given the noise-level as observed in Fig. 4.18, will unlikely result in an 
open-eye. On the other hand, a lower OMA will also lead to lower noise generation, 
as e.g. smaller current spikes to the power- and the ground nets are generated. 
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With respect to previously reported drivers, the built VCSEL-driver ranks among the 
most performant circuits. In terms of dissipated power per data-rate and silicon area 
per data-rate, it is among the most efficient circuits reported to date. 

TABLE 4.2 Performance summary and comparison 

Design Techn. Data Rate Power/Data Area/Data 
[41] 0.18 μm 5 Gb/s 18 mW/(Gb/s) 4000 μm2/(Gb/s) 
[42] 0.18 μm 2.5 Gb/s 9.7 mW/(Gb/s) not available 
[43] 0.18 μm 10 Gb/s 4.5 mW/(Gb/s) 2400 μm2/(Gb/s) 
[40] 0.8 μm 2.5 Gb/s 4 mW/(Gb/s) not available 
[36] 0.13 μm 20 Gb/s 3.5/6mW/(Gb/s) 4000 μm2/(Gb/s) 
[38] 0.08 μm 10 Gb/s 1.9 mW/(Gb/s) 500 μm2/(Gb/s) 

This Design 0.09 μm 10 Gb/s 2.4 mW/(Gb/s) 18 μm2/(Gb/s)1) 
1) Area of ESD-protection diodes not taken into account for reasons of comparison 
2) Circuit records are shaded in grey 
 
An interesting finding when deriving the power per data-rate figure of merit, is that 
typically the power in the VCSEL completely dominates over the power dissipated in 
the driver itself. Hence, at a given VCSEL bias-current, the transmitter is the more 
power-efficient the higher the data-rate is. In many cases it will therefore be beneficial 
to spend extra power on the driver to achieve a higher data-rate, as long as the VCSEL 
bias-current can be kept low. This fact is shown exemplarily for above design with the 
following equation: 

    

driver)0.5mW/Gbs(EL)mW/Gbs(VCS9.1
10Gbs

5.2mW18.85mW
10Gbs

mA2.51V7.25mA2.6V
data_rate

erdriver_powrVCSEL_powe
ratedata

rtotal_powe

+≈
+

=

⋅+⋅
=

+
=

− (4.11) 

 

4.9. Outlook 

In present and emerging high-performance CMOS technologies, the variability of 
device characteristics is becoming increasingly important (see also Section 3.6.3). 
Since the proposed driver topology relies on the absolute DC-characteristic of 
MOSFETs, it is susceptible to such process variations. By extending the concept and 
adding programmability as is depicted in Fig. 4.19, process and device variations for 
the driver and the VCSEL can be compensated. The rise and fall times and current 
levels can be adjusted by individually switching in the required number of driver 
stages (see e.g. also [89]). Since the parasitic capacitance of the VCSEL together with 
the dominant ESD-capacitance (total ~900 fF) is relatively large with respect to the 
switches output-capacitance (« 100 fF), the speed-penalty of adding extra switches 
will be small.  
To derive the optimum settings for the switches, two different approaches are feasible. 
First, a separate calibration channel with feedback between transmitter and receiver is 
used, the receiver eye is measured and the switches are set for maximum eye-opening. 
More efficiently, a VCSEL dummy load is connected to a replica transmitter and the 
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switches are set so that for the static low and the high output state the correct output 
voltage is measured. 
 

 
Fig. 4.19  Prospective push-pull driver circuit topology. Controlling the switches  

SNx/SPx – e.g. based on the measured output-levels – allows to 
individually adjust rise and fall times independent of manufacturing 
tolerances and different types of VCSELs used.  

Except for the decoupling capacitors no other area consuming (passive) devices are 
required, making such circuits suitable for use in CMOS technologies and high 
density link applications. 
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5.  High Bandwidth Amplifiers  

Building blocks such as data samplers, alignment FIFOs and control-logic circuits in 
high-speed (optical) serial data-link applications can leverage parallelism to lower the 
operating frequency to a fraction r of the data rate. This is not the case for front-end 
circuits such as the transimpedance and limiting amplifiers. These circuits are 
operated at the full data rate and have therefore the highest performance requirements 
in terms of speed and sensitivity. The following figure shows a typical quarter-rate 
receiver (r = ¼) as is used for the KTI Highscore project with the specifications from 
Section 1.4 or [20]). 

 
Fig. 5.1 Highscore quarter-rate receiver. At the front-end the target data-rate is  

40 Gb/s, and from the back-end four 10 Gb/s streams are provided. 

CMOS-TIAs are often limited in their output voltage-swing, e.g. because the 
requirement of a low input impedance – as required for high-bandwidth – conflicts 
with the availability of high gain from the same amplifier stage [33]. Therefore it is 
common practice to amplify their output signal further with high bandwidth or 
limiting amplifiers (LAs). The LA ideally provides sufficient gain so as to limit the 
output signal to a constant amplitude, facilitating the design of the subsequent data-
detection circuit. Therefore the key requirements for LAs are high gain and 
sufficiently high bandwidth. With the input signal-amplitude sufficiently high above 
the noise floor, noise considerations are less critical for LAs. 

 
Fig. 5.2 Concept of limiting amplification. The output voltage is limited, which 

helps to restore square wave signals in data-transmission systems. 
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In Section 5.1 the concept of cascaded multistage amplifiers as used for high BW 
amplifiers is discussed. The focus of Section 5.2 is on different amplifier topologies, 
which are used for cascaded amplifiers and on means to enhance their GBW. Section 
5.3 reviews the classical inductive peaking methods and presents solutions on how to 
systematically exploit their potential in the presence of first order parasitic 
capacitances. In Section 5.6 it is investigated how a cascaded amplifier can benefit 
from matching its poles to the poles of a Bessel transfer-function. It is found, that 
although the method used achieves excellent performance, the improvement with 
respect to much simpler design strategies does not justify the increased circuit 
complexity and design effort. Finally, in Section 5.7 and 5.8 the design and 
measurement results of two high-performance amplifiers with BWs of 23 GHz and  
44 GHz are presented [25], [26]. 
 

5.1. Cascaded Multistage Amplifiers 

The typical self-gain of N-FETs in the CMOS technology used is in the order of 8. 
Therefore a single-stage amplifier always has a gain significantly below this value. A 
typical LA specification, e.g. for the Highscore project, requires a differential gain of 
20 dB. To achieve this gain multiple stages are required. 
Fig. 5.3 shows a generic amplifier cascade with a per-stage amplification Ai and 
bandwidth BWi, where i denotes the stage identifier 1 to n: 

 
Fig. 5.3 Generic amplifier cascade comprising n stages 

The total gain AΠ and the resulting BWΠ  of the amplifier cascade are calculated as 
follows [18]: 
 ∏=

n
iΠ AA   (5.1) 

 
 m 1/n

sΠ 12BWBW −⋅=   (5.2) 
 
The second equation holds under the assumption that all n stages are identical, each 
with a transfer characteristic of first order for m = 2 and of second order for m = 4 and 
a per stage bandwidth BWs. Given the total required gain bandwidth product GBWΠ, 
the GBW of a single stage is [16]: 
 

An A2 A1 

a)  b)  n)  

BW1  BW2  BWn  

AΠ 
BWΠ  
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12A

GBWGBW
1/n11/n1

Π

Π
s

−⋅
=

−−
  (5.3) 

 
With Eqs. (5.1) to (5.3), given the specification for the amplifier, the requirements for 
one stage can then be derived. For the general case of a cascade of arbitrary stages 
with varying gain and BW per stage or stages which are of higher order, Eq. (5.1) still 
holds. The total BW and GBW is then usually assessed by means of numerical 
methods. 
 

5.2. Gain-Stage Topologies 

In Chapter 3 it has been pointed out that P-MOS transistors are slow with respect to 
N-MOS devices. For this reason they are rarely found in high-speed signal paths. 
Rather than using active amplifier loads (e.g. P-MOS current sources with their high 
parasitic capacitances), salicided polysilicon resistors (Section 3.2) are preferred.  
In the following figure, the three fundamental topologies commonly found in voltage 
amplifiers are reviewed. 
 

 
Fig. 5.4 Basic single transistor amplifier topologies 

Loading the stages output with the input-capacitance of an identical stage, (dotted 
elements in Fig. 5.4), the small signal transfer function of the circuits can be written 
as follows, where ”_CS“ stands for Common Source, “_CG“ for Common Gate and 
“_CD“ for Common Drain : 
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With a voltage gain always smaller than one, the source follower is not suitable for 
amplifier cells of cascaded high-gain amplifiers. The CS and the CG amplifier 
virtually exhibit the same DC voltage gain A0.  
 
For broad-band amplifier cascades, the use of DC-coupled stages is beneficial. 
Otherwise coupling capacitors have to be used, which occupy large silicon area and 
introduce a lower cut-off frequency. DC operating point considerations are therefore 
important to facilitate interstage coupling. Ideally, each stage has identical DC levels 
at its input and output which allows DC-coupling between the stages. If this is not 
possible, matching and compensation of the levels by other means may become 
necessary (e.g. level-shifters, AC-coupling and DC offset compensation), which in 
many cases is not practical or impairs the circuit GBW and power-consumption. The 
input and output DC-levels of a CS stage can be matched accordingly, which is not 
possible with a simple CG stage. 
 
To overcome the effect of the miller capacitance, which is often the BW limiting 
factor in CS topologies [19], cascodes can be used. Furthermore, the cascode stage 
also provides a higher output resistance, hence higher DC-gain. The DC voltage gain 
of the cascode of Fig. 5.5 is given by: 
 

 )
g
g(1

g
gA

ds2

m2

ds1

m1
V_cascode +⋅=  (5.7) 

 
In CMOS9SF, the gate-drain capacitance Cgd of minimum length NMOS devices in 
saturation, typically assumes values of between 30 – 50%  of Cgs. With Cgd = ½ Cgs as 
an example, taking the Miller-effect into account, the cascode and the common source 
stage input capacitance are [23]:  
 
 gsgd1gs1in_cascode C22CCC ⋅≅+≅  (5.8) 
 

 
2

)Rg(1CA1CCC Lm
gsvdggsin_CS

⋅+
⋅≅−⋅+=  (5.9) 

 
The large improvement for high-gain amplifiers is apparent. However, the cascode 
only operates properly with both transistors in saturation, resulting in a high common 
mode output-voltage (Fig. 5.5). As a consequence, with only 1V supply voltage, the 
large signal output swing is constraint to smaller values than with CS stages, which is 
particularly problematic at limiting amplifier outputs.  
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Fig. 5.5 DC-biasing of the cascode & small signal equivalent circuit 

Since Miller multiplication depends on signal inversion, there exists an alternative 
method to compensate for it, which however requires a non-inverted output. Such an 
output is e.g. available from differential amplifier structures.  
 

 
Fig. 5.6 Differential Miller capacitance compensation  

The compensation is based on the cancellation of the capacitive net-input current at 
the Vin-node. For this to occur, the equation-system of above figure is solved for the 
compensation capacitance Ccc, which is a function of the single ended amplifier gain 
A, the feedback capacitance Cgd and hence the miller capacitance,  
Cmiller = Cgd (A+1). Ccc then becomes: 
 

 
1A
1ACC gdcc −

+
=  (5.10) 

 
The challenge of this compensation scheme however, is to build Ccc so that it tracks 
Cgd over process variations. For this reason in [16] e.g., the use of the gate-
capacitance of a grounded NMOS device is proposed.  
Another possibility to increase the CS amplifier bandwidth is inductive peaking, 
which is the topic of the following section. 
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5.3. Inductive Peaking 

To broaden the usable frequency range of amplifiers with inductors is a technique 
known for many decades. Often the bandwidth enhancement can be attributed to the 
zeros of the amplifier transfer function, which are introduced by the inductors [18]. 
Common peaking topologies range from simple shunt or series peaking, employing a 
single inductor, over combined series and shunt peaking to T-coil-peaking where 
different inductors are also magnetically coupled.  
The following sections cover the basic principles of operation and design guide lines 
for the different inductive peaking methods. To mimic the load-condition within a 
multistage amplifier, the circuits are loaded purely capacitively, i.e. with the input 
capacitance of the subsequent stage. 
 

5.3.1. Simple Shunt Peaking 

For simple inductive shunt peaking, an inductor Lp is connected in series with the load 
resistor RL as depicted in Fig. 5.7.  
 

 
Fig. 5.7 Simple shunt peaking amplifier with the dominant portion of the  

small signal equivalent circuit.   

In Fig. 5.7 the input capacitance Cin is irrelevant for studying the bandwidth 
enhancement ratio (BWER) of inductive peaking – which acts only on the output node 
– and is therefore neglected. Because the frequency of the zero ωz = gm/Cgd is higher 
than the frequencies of interest, Cgd can also be neglected (e.g. the transistors used for 
the amplifier in Section 5.7 have a gm = 66 mS and a Cgd = 27 fF, resulting in  
ωz/2π = 390 GHz, vs. 23 GHz amplifier BW). The transistor output-capacitance, i.e. 
the total drain-capacitance, is absorbed with the load capacitance of the proceeding 
stage Cin_next_stage into CL at the output. 
Because typically RL « 1/ gds, also gds can usually be disregarded. The magnitude of 
the frequency response for simple shunt-peaking can then be written as [18]: 
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In contrast to the simple RC-case, the numerator contains a term that increases with 
frequency and in the denominator the term (1-ω2LpCL) decreases for frequencies 
below the LC-resonance frequency. Both terms contribute to an increase in BW. 
Introducing the ratio of the two dominant time constants L/R and RC, a factor often 
denoted with m can be written, such that [17], [18]: 
 

     CRmL
RC
L/Rm 2 ⋅⋅=→=  (5.12) 

 
For different values of m, different design goals can be met. The most obvious one, 
maximum bandwidth, requires m = 0.71 and results in a BWER of 1.85. Other goals 
such as maximally flat amplitude or group delay response require different values. 

TABLE 5.1  Typical peaking factors m for shunt peaking (e.g. [21]) 

m = L/R2C BWER peaking intensity 
(gain overshoot) 

Condition 

0 1 0 dB No shunt peaking 
0.32 ~1.6 0 dB Best group delay 
0.41 ~1.72 ~0.25 dB Maximally flat gain 
0.71 ~1.85 ~1.5 dB Maximum BW 

 
For values m > ~0.45, the amplifier transfer function has high-frequency gain 
overshoot (peaking). The amount of peaking and BWER as a function of m has been 
computed and is shown in the figure below. 

 
Fig. 5.8 BWER and peaking intensity vs. peaking factor m [26] 

Depending on the application, amplifier specifications will not allow excessive 
peaking. Therefore it is worthwhile noting that the BW increase beyond m = 0.45 is 
small with respect to the added peaking, which results from using m = 0.71 (i.e. 
maximum BW). 
 
Whether the peaking inductor is connected between supply and resistor or between 
transistor and resistor can have a significant impact on the circuit characteristics, as 
will be shown in the following. From the small signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.7 it 
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is seen, that on that level of abstraction, the two methods yield identical results. 
However, from a more realistic perspective the simplified equivalent circuits of RL 
and Lp look as follows: 

 
Fig. 5.9 a) Simplified small signal equivalent circuits for RL and b) for LP, taking 1st 

order parasitic terminal capacitance Cp into account. 

If these two equivalents are used instead of the lumped elements in the circuit of  
Fig. 5.7, one Cp/2 is absorbed into CL, one contributes to the supply voltage 
decoupling but one entire Cp remains at the node between RL and Lp, no matter in 
what order they are arranged. The next figure shows the two resulting circuits from 
which it is seen that when taking Cp into consideration there exists a difference on 
whether RL or Lp is connected to the supply rail. 
 
Analysis of the effect of Cp on simple shunt peaking: 

 
Fig. 5.10  Schematic and equivalent circuit of the two possible shunt peaking 

amplifier-stages, taking the parasitic capacitance Cp into account. a) The 
peaking inductor LP is connected between VDD and the load resistor RL,  
b) the peaking inductor LP is connected between the load resistor RL and 
the transistor.   
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The transfer function for the two topologies (A) and (B) are given below: 
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, with s = jω. Setting Cp = 0 in either equation results in: 
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, which is the transfer function corresponding to the simple shunt peaking circuit in 
Fig. 5.7. The numerators of the transfer characteristics of topology (A) and (B) are 
identical, indicating comparable BW. However, the denominators differ in their first 
and second order terms, which leads to different BWs as will be shown.  
 
Analytically studying a system of third order or higher is difficult. For this reason 
numerical methods have been employed instead [25].   
Since for Cp = 0 both transfer functions correspond to the “classical” shunt peaking, it 
is legitimate to continue using the already introduced ratio m. Referencing Cp to the 
output load-capacitance CL,  the ratio k = Cp/CL is used as an extra quantity to describe 
the circuits of Fig. 5.10. Using the standard definition for the -3 dB bandwidth (BW) 
and defining the group delay (GD) variation as the maximum peak-to-peak value of 
the GD within the -3 dB BW, the plot in Fig. 5.11 was computed. It shows the relative 
BW and the relative GD variation with respect to simple shunt peaking for the circuit 
(A) and (B) as a function of k, with m selected to achieve maximum BW. Also the 
corresponding values of m are plotted, which are required to achieve this maximum 
BWER. 
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Fig. 5.11  Relative BW, relative GD and peaking factor m vs. Cp/CL of topology (A) 

and (B) – m selected for maximum bandwidth – with respect to the simple 
shunt-peaked circuit of Fig. 5.7 and TABLE 5.1 

Topology (A): Interestingly the maximum BWER that can be achieved with topology 
(A) is independent of k within the range of interest and assumes a relative value of 1, 
corresponding to an absolute BWER of 1.85. However, at k = 0.4 the GD variation 
drops to only ~25% of its original value. The value of m required at that point is 0.37, 
almost a factor of two smaller than with k = 0. Consequently the peaking inductance 
Lp required is also only half the value which results in a smaller inductor occupying 
less silicon area. 
 
Topology (B): Contrary to common expectations that extra capacitance leads to a 
reduction in BW, with topology (B), the opposite is observed. The BWER predicted 
for the simple shunt peaked amplifier is surpassed by a factor ~1.25 at k = 0.55, which 
translates into an achievable absolute BWER of ~2.3. However, GD variation 
increases similarly by ~25%. The value of m is not monotonically dropping with k as 
is the case in (A). At k ≈ 0.7, the BWER of (B) drops suddenly which is evident, 
looking at its amplitude response in Fig. 5.13. The first “amplitude ripple” drops 
below the -3-dB line before inductive peaking positively affects the response. 
 
In Fig. 5.12 a similar plot was derived with a different design goal: Minimum GD 
variation.  
 
 
(A): With k = 0.34, the GD variation within the pass-band can be reduced to only 20% 
of the basic, simple shunt peaked structure, which is adjusted for low GD ripple. 
Again, the required peaking inductance is smaller, which leads to savings in silicon 
area. Not only the GD variation can be reduced, but at the same time an increase of 
~10% of the BWER can be achieved. 
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(B): Also with this configuration, a reduction of the GD variation is possible, which 
reaches its minimum at k = 0.3. However, a larger peaking inductance is required here 
and due to the pass-band amplitude ripple (see Fig. 5.13) the -3 dB BW condition is 
abruptly violated at k ≈ 0.45. 
 

 
Fig. 5.12  Relative BW, relative GD and peaking factor m vs. Cp/CL of Circuits (A) 

and (B) – m selected for best group-delay – with respect to the simple 
shunt-peaked circuit of Fig. 5.7 and TABLE 5.1 

Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 provide an interesting insight into the behavior of simple shunt 
peaked amplifiers such as encountered in real world situation. They also support the 
suggestion of using the node capacitance Cp to tailor a circuit to meet more 
demanding specifications. Nevertheless, they unveil only a part of the truth. Fig. 5.13 
and Fig. 5.14 provide further insight by showing details of amplitude and GD 
response over frequency.  
For the maximum BW design goal, the sensitivity of (B) to parameter variations is 
apparent from Fig. 5.13 where e.g. the amplitude response just remains above -3-dB 
before rising again to exhibit the highest BW possible. Also the GD variation with its 
frequency dependency is depicted. 
For the design goal of minimum GD variation, a well behaved amplitude response for 
the circuits (A) and (B) can be observed. Also, that the GD ripple is very small up to 
the 3-dB frequency and only then drops more or less rapidly.  
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Fig. 5.13  Amplitude- & group-delay response of circuit (A) and (B), adjusted for 

maximum bandwidth compared with no- and simple shunt peaking 

 
Fig. 5.14  Amplitude- & group-delay response of circuit (A) and (B), adjusted for 

best group-delay compared with no- and simple shunt peaking 

Resuming the topic on whether the peaking inductor should precede the load resistor 
from VDD or vice versa, the following can be summarized: 
 

• The ‘classical’ order (A) has a more conservative behavior and is 
less sensitive to parameter variations (Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.12). 

• The maximum BW for (A) corresponds to the known values from 
the simpler theory, neglecting Cp. 
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• The flattest GD response can be achieved with circuit (A) with only 
little BW penalty over (B). 

 
Conclusion: Unless BW is required at any price, the circuit configuration 
corresponding to (A) should be preferred over (B). Choosing (B) should be motivated 
by topology constraints only and requires means to keep parameter variations small 
(see Sections 5.7 & 5.8), hence keep the risk of performance penalties low. 
 

5.3.2. Series Peaking 
Series peaking employs an inductor Ls in series between the amplifier output and the 
load capacitance CL as depicted in the following figure. 

 
Fig. 5.15  Series peaking amplifier-stage & small signal equivalent 

To study the effect of LS on a single stage, the input capacitance Cin and Cgd can to 
first order be neglected (see Fig. 5.7), and since typically RL « 1/ gds so is gds. 
 
At low frequencies, LS is ineffective and the frequency response is dominated by the 
time constant T1 = RL(Cout+CL)- (dashed line in Fig. 5.17). At higher frequencies, the 
increasing impedance of Ls separates Cout from CL, effectively increasing the BW of 
the circuit compared to 1/T1 [51]. At LS CLT ⋅== /1/1 22ω , LS and CL form a low-
impedance series resonance tank, drawing a large fraction of Iin into CL, which 
increases the voltage amplitude over CL.  
Similar to the time-constant ratio m introduced for the shunt-peaking amplifier 
(Section 5.3.1) the ratio m = T1/T2 for the series-peaking amplifier stage is introduced. 
In contrary to the shunt-peaked amplifier, in series-peaking the total load capacitance 
C = Cout + CL can be arbitrarily distributed between Cout and CL. The value mopt of the 
factor LCRCm /= , which results in the maximum BW hence becomes a function 
of the ratio k = Cout/CL with practical values of k typically within the interval [0 2].  
In the following figure mopt(k), which is required for the largest “per-stage” BW and 
the resulting BWER are plotted.  
It is now easy to systematically find LS which maximizes the BW of a stage  
with given RL, C and k, by solving above expression for LS: 
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, and reading out mopt, depending on the load capacitance distribution k, from the 
following figure. 

 
Fig. 5.16  BW optimized m-factor for series peaking and corresponding BWER 

The normalized frequency responses for the selected, representative values of k are 
shown in Fig. 5.17. The -3dB line and the corresponding simple RC-stage (L = 0) 
response are plotted too for reference. 

 
Fig. 5.17  Maximum BW frequency response with series peaking for different values 

of k (see corresponding points in Fig. 5.16) 

From Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 a maximum BWER of ~3.8 can be observed. Hence the 
proper application of series-peaking results in a significantly higher BWER compared 
to e.g. simple shunt-peaking (~1.85). This can intuitively be explained by that a 
simple lumped capacitance can be split into two separate ones, leading to a dominant 
time-constant at a higher-frequency than the one for the lumped capacitance (i.e. 
shunt-peaking). However, since at (D) for k > ~0.5 the frequency response “touches” 
the -3dB line, at least with the classical definition of the -3dB BW, this high BWER is 
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very sensitive to circuit parameter variations. Also, the strongly resonant behavior for 
larger k’s, i.e. amplitude peaking might conflict with certain design specifications. 
 

5.3.3. Combined Peaking 
The logical consequence of using a single inductor for BW enhancement such as in 
shunt or series peaking is to combine these two methods, which leads to combined 
shunt and series peaking (also referred to as “triple resonance amplifier” [15]). 

 
Fig. 5.18  Combined shunt- and series- peaking amplifier & small signal equivalent 

To study the combined effect of LP and LS on a single stage, the input capacitance Cin 
and Cgd can to first order be neglected (see Fig. 5.7), and since typically RL « 1/ gds so 
is gds. To keep the parameter-space manageable it is further assumed that  
Cout = CL = C, which is an over-simplification of course, but taking parasitic wiring 
and inductor-capacitance into account is not too far off actual conditions. By adjusting 
LS at the end of the design, the Cout – CL imbalance caused by that assumption can be 
compensated for. 
Since the circuit offers already a significant degree of freedom in terms of design 
parameters, there are different design-methodologies applicable. The one not further 
discussed here [15], decomposes the circuit into three individual resonating sub-
circuits, hence the name “triple resonance”. The method described hereafter is based 
on numerical simulations similar to the ones discussed in Section 5.3.1 on simple 
shunt-peaked amplifiers. It gives insight into performance trends as function of 
different parameters and global maxima are apparent from the different performance 
plots (Fig. 5.19, Fig. 5.20). 
 
In Section 5.3.1 it has been shown that by taking the parasitic node capacitance Cp 
into account (see Fig. 5.18), the BW can reach values which are beyond the maximum 
that is predicted for the simple shunt-peaked topology. Extending the previously 
developed numerical method to combined peaking circuits unveils that under certain 
conditions the BWER of these circuits can be as high as ~4.5, which is 15% higher 
than with series peaking or 45% higher than with simple shunt peaking (Fig. 5.21). 
Since the value of LP is defined for a given value of m, instead of using LS the ratio 
LS/LP can also be used. The series resistance RS of LS is approximated with RS = α·LS 
with α = const. (Section 3.5 & Fig. 3.12) and the peaking factor is still defined as  
m = L/(RL

2·(Cout + CL)). The graphs of Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 are obtained by solving 
the transferfunction at every point in the Cp/CL vs. LS/LP–plane for the peaking factor 
m which best meets the design goal (e.g. maximum BW or minimum GD). The 
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optimized quantity (i.e. BW, GD) is then plotted on the left side and used to select the 
design-point (i.e. Cp/CL, LS/LP). The m-factor required to meet the goal is read out 
from the right plot at the same coordinates from which LP and subsequently LS can be 
computed.  

 
Fig. 5.19  BW and peaking factor m in the Cp/CL & LS/LP –plane, optimized for 

maximum BW with  α = 0.5, (CP/CL ≈ 0.6, LS/LP ≈ 0.4 → m ≈ 0.7) 

 
Fig. 5.20  GD and peaking factor m in the Cp/CL & LS/LP –plane, optimized for 

minimum GD, α = 0.5 (global minimum at CP/CL ≈ 0.3, LS/LP ≈ 0  
→ m ≈ 0.66), (local minimum at CP/CL ≈ 0.3, LS/LP ≈ 1.45 → m ≈ 0.4) 

Note:  To derive these curves a large number of computations are required at each point in the  
Cp/CL & LS/LP –plane. For this reason the total number of points had to be limited and 
consequently the curves are fairly coarsely resolved.  
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The LS/LP ratio and BWER derived in literature (e.g. [15]) agree with these numerical 
simulations (see Fig. 5.19). However, from Fig. 5.19 it is also apparent that in terms 
of BWER, they do not fully exploit the potential of combined peaking since they are 
located at a local maximum only. The main reasons for this are, that on one hand the 
numerical method was not restricted to a certain quality of the frequency response 
(e.g. maximally flat) and on the other hand it takes Cp into account which is usually 
not done since it increases circuit complexity.  
By inspecting Fig. 5.20 a first important conclusion can be drawn: Since the global 
GD-ripple minimum is located on the x-axis (i.e. LS = 0) the GD-ripple will always 
degrade when introducing series peaking in above fashion. Furthermore, the 
computed value agrees also with the results from Section 5.3.1 (Fig. 5.12, trace 
GD(B)). 
 
For the analysis in Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 RS was assumed to be a linear function of 
the required series inductance LS (RS = α·LS, with  α = 0.5 [Ω/H]). Typical values for 
α when denormalized are e.g. αhigh_Q ≈ 3 Ω/nH, αpeaking ≈ 20 Ω/nH (see also Section 
3.5). Fig. 5.21 shows, that the bandwidth of the BW-optimized circuit is weakly 
sensitive to variations of RS, i.e. to different BEOL technologies.  
To control the high-frequency gain-overshoot, RS can be adjusted (see also Fig. 5.23 b 
and c). While typically 1-3 dB gain overshot are considered acceptable, higher values 
might be desired to compensate for high-frequency losses of e.g. transmission-
channels. 
For GD-optimized circuits it is worthwhile noting that although the global minimum 
has the smallest GD ripple within its -3dB pass-band, the local minimum found has 
comparable GD-ripple over at least the same BW (Fig. 5.21  b). However, because the 
BW is much larger, the total GD-ripple within the -3dB band becomes much larger 
towards the band-limit.  

 
Fig. 5.21  Optimized frequency response for combined peaking circuits. The BW 

optimized circuit (a) uses the global optimum design point identified in 
Fig. 5.19, the GD optimized circuit compares the local and global optimum 
identified in Fig. 5.20. Note the different scales! 
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To conclude: The configuration for the maximum BW can accurately be predicted 
from Fig. 5.19 (BWERmax ≅ 4.5). For optimum GD circuits, the frequency response in 
Fig. 5.21 is consulted and the circuit configuration suiting the application best (shunt- 
or combined- peaking ↔ local or global optimum) is selected.  
 

5.3.4. Bridged T-Coil Peaking 
Alternatively to combined peaking, T-coil peaking can also be used for BW 
enhancement of amplifiers. With an inductor arrangement as depicted in Fig. 5.22, 
employing magnetically coupled inductors LS, LP with a mutual inductance M (i.e. a 
coupling factor k) and a bridging capacitance CB, and following the design Eqs. (5.17) 
to (5.19), the load-impedance at the drain-node – neglecting Cout – assumes a real 
value of RL over an arbitrary frequency range. Furthermore, the transimpedance Zt  
from the drain-node to CL has an increase in BW of up to 2.83 with respect to the 
simple RLCL-load [53], [76]. Again, some of the BW-enhancement can be attributed to 
LS delaying the current diversion from Cout to CL, but the detailed modes of operation 
are less intuitive. Mathematically the bridged T-coil (BTC) has recently been 
examined in [53] and [76], and the design equations can also be found in earlier work 
such as [13] and [18] p. 280.  
For more details and design trade-offs for the T-coil the reader is referred to 
mentioned literature and to Section 6.2.  
 

 
Fig. 5.22  a) Basic T-Coil peaking amplifier circuit. b) Equivalent circuit  

If the output capacitance Cout is small with respect to CL, the T-Coil is symmetrical, 
i.e. LS  = LP. Then the following design guidelines apply [13], [18], [53]: 
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There are two important values for the damping factor ζ, which with CL and RL 
governs the compensation network. Selecting ζ = 1/√2 results in a network with 
maximally flat frequency response (Butterworth-Type [13]), and setting ζ = √3/2 
leads to uniform group delay (Bessel Type [14]). The coupling factors k (k = M/√( LS 
·LP), with M the mutual inductance) are then k = 1/3 and k = ½ respectively. The 
expression for the resulting BW and BWER are derived in [53]. They are: 
 

 [ ]1)ζ2(1ζ21
CR
ζ4ω 222

LL
3dB +⋅−+⋅−⋅

⋅
=   (5.20) 

 [ ]1)ζ2(1ζ21ζ4
)C(1/R

ω
BWER 222

LL

3dB +⋅−+⋅−⋅⋅==   (5.21) 

 
Inserting the two damping factors ζButterworth = 1/√2 and ζBessel = √3/2 into (5.21) yields 
BWERButterworth = 2.83 and BWERBessel = 2.14. 
On-chip planar T-Coils have a parasitic capacitance between their turns/terminals 
which is typically equal or larger than the one required for the bridging capacitor CB. 
Hence in practice usually very little or no extra CB must be added to the circuit. 
 

5.3.5. Comparison of Different Inductive Peaking Methods  
Design: The circuit- and hence also the design-complexity from simple shunt- or 
series-peaking over combined- to T-coil- peaking increases continuously. Single 
inductors can efficiently and quickly be designed according to the method described 
in Section 3.5. The method can also be used to draft T-coils. In order to properly 
adjust the coupling coefficient k (i.e. M), several additional design-iterations may 
become necessary. Furthermore, the assumption for the T-coil that Cout « CL may not 
hold for arbitrary designs, in which case asymmetric T-coils have been shown to still 
have good BW-enhancing performance [75]. There is no simple equation-framework 
as is available for the symmetric BTC (Eqs. (5.17) - (5.21)) to assess the performance 
of asymmetric T-coils and numerical methods and circuit simulators must be used for 
their design and optimization. 
 
Performance: It has been shown how with different inductive peaking techniques the 
BW and the GD response of simple gain stages can be affected and improved. By 
inspecting the frequency and the group-delay response however, only limited 
information on how transient signals will be affected is unveiled. In the following, 
simulated eye-diagrams of above topologies are presented. 
 
Eye-diagrams are a useful tool for the qualitative analysis of digital signal 
transmission. In some cases the inner eye-opening is required to accommodate a 
specified shape (e.g. a hexagon or a “diamond”) with predefined vertical and 
horizontal “dimensions” in order to comply with certain standard-specifications. In 
the graphs below these shapes are not included since they vary from application to 
application and trade-offs between amplitude- and timing- jitter may also depend on a 
particular type of receiver employed. 
 
For comparison, the amplitude is always normalized to “1” and the reference RC-time 
constant (i.e. the one of the uncompensated circuit) is also “1”. There are two groups 
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of plots, one where the symbol time of the stimulus (i.e. PRBS7) is 1xRC and one 
where it is 2xRC and for each group there are two columns; on the left hand side the 
one for the circuit optimized (i.e. m selected) for maximum BW and on the right hand 
side the one for the flattest GD. The simulations were carried out in Spectre and 
MATLAB/Simulink, using the small signal equivalent circuits or/and the transfer 
functions from the above sections. 
The plots for series peaking are found separately at the end. To cover the different 
points of the mopt-k-plane (see Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17) a large number of plots are 
required for series peaking, which are easier to compare if they are grouped together. 
 
 
Shunt, Combined and T-Coil Peaking for a Symbol Time of T = 2 x RC: 
 
 Maximum BW: Flattest GD: 
 

 

 
Fig. 5.23 a.  Eye Diagrams for different inductive peaking techniques at a symbol-

time T = 2*RC, with RC the circuits characteristic time-constant without 
peaking. 
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 Maximum BW: Flattest GD: 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.23 b.  Eye Diagrams for different inductive peaking techniques at a symbol-

time T = 2*RC, with RC the circuits characteristic time-constant without 
peaking 
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 Maximum BW: Flattest GD: 
 

 
Fig. 5.23 c.  Eye Diagrams for different inductive peaking techniques at a symbol-

time T = 2*RC, with RC the circuits characteristic time-constant without 
peaking. 

 
Observations from Fig. 5.23 with T = 2·RC:  
 

• Independent of the peaking-topology selected, the inner eye-opening always 
improves with respect to the RC reference-eye. 

• While the higher BW of the BW-optimized circuits leads generally to lower 
signal-rise-times, their high-frequency gain-overshoot in the frequency domain 
(e.g. Fig. 5.21) leads to signal ringing in the time-domain, which closes the 
eyes vertically. This is not the case for the GD-optimized circuits (i.e. no gain-
overshoot → no signal ringing). 

• The higher group-delay ripple of the BW-optimized circuits leads to data 
dependent jitter (DDJ), which for all the GD-optimized circuits is almost 
negligible. 

• For the combined-peaking case, the damping of the high-frequency gain-
overshoot through a higher RS also damps the signal ringing in the time-
domain and leads to a more open eye for the maximum BW circuit. For the 
GD-optimized circuit however, which already has a lower BW, the higher RS 
leads to a higher rise time and hence vertically closes the eye. 

• The higher BW of the higher order circuits (i.e. with a lower rise-time) 
generally leads to wider open eye-diagrams. 
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Shunt, Combined and T-Coil Peaking for a Symbol Time of T = 1 x RC: 
 
 Maximum BW: Flattest GD: 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.24 a. Eye Diagrams for different inductive peaking techniques at a symbol-

time T = RC, the circuits characteristic time-constant without peaking. 
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 Maximum BW: Flattest GD: 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.24 b.  Eye Diagrams for different inductive peaking techniques at a symbol-

time T = RC, the circuits characteristic time-constant without peaking. 

    
Observations and conclusions for Fig. 5.24 with T = RC: 
  

• Without any inductive peaking, the eye of the RC reference circuit is virtually 
closed.  

• Again, the signal ringing of the BW-optimized circuits, which is due to high-
frequency gain-overshoot, vertically closes the eye, while the associated 
group-delay ripple leads to DDJ, which horizontally closes the inner eye-
opening. 

• Both of above mentioned effects do not occur for the GD-optimized circuit, 
which however is typically limited by a lower BW and hence a slower rising 
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edge, which also reduces the inner eye-opening. However, it is generally 
observed,  that GD-optimized circuits lead to “cleaner” eye-diagrams, which 
under most circumstances provide slightly more open eye-diagrams. 

• For the different shunt-peaked circuits (simple shunt-peaked and “Circuit A” 
and “Circuit B”, BW- or GD- optimized), it is observed that the lack of BW 
(too high rise/fall times) is the limiting factor, which “closes” the eyes. 

• For the combined-peaking case, the damping of the high-frequency gain-
overshoot through a higher RS also damps the signal ringing in the time-
domain and leads to a more open eye for the maximum BW circuit. For the 
GD-optimized circuit however, which already has a lower BW, the higher RS 
leads to a higher rise time and hence vertically closes the eye.  

• And again, for both BW- and GD- optimized circuits, the higher the order of 
the transfer function, the wider open the eye-diagrams are, which is attributed 
to the faster rise-times which become possible through the generally higher 
BWs. 

 
 
Series Peaking for Different Ratios of Cout over CL: 
 
The following figures illustrate how the performance of series-peaking amplifier 
stages strongly depends on the distribution between the load and the output 
capacitance, i.e. the ratio k. For the plots below a parasitic series-resistance for the 
peaking inductor RS ~ 0.5 * LS is assumed, which allows better comparison e.g. with 
the combined peaking circuits. Varying the value of RS has a comparable effect as it 
has for the combined peaking circuits (see e.g. Fig. 5.23 & Fig. 5.24). 
 
 
 Symbol Time = 2 x RC Symbol time = RC 
 

 
Fig. 5.25 a. Eye Diagrams for different series peaking circuits at symbol-times  

T = RC and T = 2xRC. Each circuit corresponds to one point of the 
graph of Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17.  
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 Symbol Time = 2 x RC Symbol time = RC 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 5.25 b. Eye Diagrams for different series peaking circuits at symbol-times  
T = RC and T = 2xRC. Each circuit corresponds to one point of the 
graph of Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17.  
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 Symbol Time = 2 x RC Symbol time = RC 
 

 
Fig. 5.25 c. Eye Diagrams for different series peaking circuits at symbol-times  

T = RC and T = 2xRC. Each circuit corresponds to one point of the 
graph of Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17.  

 
In summary: Series peaking as depicted in Fig. 5.15 is an efficient mean to BW 
enhance a CS amplifier stage and under most conditions leads to eye-openings which 
are comparable or even better than the ones that can be achieved with simple shunt 
peaking. This is also attributed to the higher-order transfer-function of series-peaking 
with respect to simple shunt-peaking. It was observed in Fig. 5.24 that the higher BW 
of the higher order circuits (i.e. their lower rise/fall times) improves the inner eye-
opening. 
Generally, broad-band amplifier performance employing inductive peaking is 
achieved by increasing the circuits degree of freedom (i.e. the order of the transfer-
function), which however comes at the price of a higher circuit complexity. Beside 
longer design time, also the increased chip area must be traded-off when multiple or 
coupled inductors are used. 
The true benefit of inductive peaking on the other hand is that neither DC-gain nor 
extra power are wasted in order to achieve a high BW. 
 

5.4. Capacitive (Zero-) Peaking 

From simple shunt peaking we know, that introducing zeros can help increase the 
circuit BW (5.3.1). Since the use of inductors is not always possible due to their large 
area requirements and for interfering with power-grids, alternative ways to achieve a 
similar frequency response may be attractive. One such way is the capacitively 
degenerated common source amplifier, as depicted in its single ended and in a 
differential implementation in the figure below.  
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Fig. 5.26  Single-ended and differential zero-peaked common-source amplifier  

Again, for reasons of simplicity gds is neglected in the following considerations. To 
achieve perfect compensation, the values of  R and C are selected so that the 
impedance of C starts to dominate over R at the same frequency as Cload starts to 
dominate over Rload. Hence with RC = RloadCload, effectively a pole-zero cancellation 
occurs as can be seen from (5.22) (second term), shifting the amplifier cutoff 
frequency to a second pole (1+gmR)/RC (first term). 
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From (5.22) it is apparent that this increase in BW is achieved by trading in DC-gain. 
The gain-bandwidth-product GBW of the BW-enhanced and of the uncompensated 
circuit are actually identical, hence the gain in BW is the penalty in DC-gain by the 
factor 1/(1+gmR).  
The advantage of this topology is that with respect to inductive peaking, very compact 
circuits can be laid out. Its main disadvantage on the other hand is the gain-penalty 
induced. To consider practical implications let’s e.g. assume gain-stages as employed 
in Section 5.7 & 5.8, which achieve a gain of ~2 per stage. In order to double the BW 
by zero-peaking, a per-stage-gain of ~1 remains, which makes cascading stages 
useless. Hence if the GBW and not just the BW is sought to be improved, zero-
peaking proves to be impractical for cascaded amplifier gain-stages.  
 

5.5. Other Feedback Amplifiers 

A classical topology particularly successful in bipolar designs named after its 
inventors is the “Cherry-Hooper” amplifier [28] which uses alternating series- and 
shunt- feedback stages so that the input stage is presented with a low-impedance load, 
i.e. the input impedance of the shunt-feedback stage. This increases the BW of the two 
stage combination. The typical differential implementation in CMOS technologies 
however, requires a high voltage headroom or the use of “slow” P-MOS output stages. 
This problem has been addressed by using modified topologies as e.g. in [90].  
Another recently proposed feedback architecture employs active, instead of resistive 
feedback to increase the circuit BW [16].  
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Fig. 5.27  Active feedback amplifier circuit topology 

Similar to the “Cherry-Hooper” topology, active feedback trades in DC-gain for BW 
but without loading the output-node resistively. It only adds the input capacitance of 
the feedback network to the output node. A possible circuit implementation is 
depicted in Fig. 5.28, which does not require stacked devices as e.g. the “Cherry-
Hooper” topology and thus can be operated at a lower supply voltage.  
In [16] it has been shown that active feedback can increase the GBW of an amplifier 
beyond the fT of the technology: 

     
3dB

T
T3dBvo f

f
ffA

−
− =  (5.23) 

 
where Avo is the DC-gain and f-3dB the amplifier -3dB-BW. 
 

 
Fig. 5.28  Active feedback amplifier transistor level schematic [16] 

The only fundamental advantage of negative feedback over open-loop systems, is the 
desensitivity of the amplifier gain that can be achieved, i.e. variations of the open-
loop gain affect the closed loop gain very little, given that the open-loop gain is much 
larger and that the feedback-network does not suffer from the same variations  
([18] p. 446). Furthermore, provided the feedback is achieved with linear elements 
and the open-loop gain is high, negative feedback allows to cancel distortion from 
non-linear gain of the gain-stage. 
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High-gain amplifiers in broadband digital communication systems however, typically 
suffer from a limited open-loop gain available from the devices in standard CMOS 
technologies. The primary concern with these circuits is high gain and high BW with 
a good phase response and every mean to reduce the valuable gain – even for better 
linearity – is not desirable. 
Therefore the use of negative feedback as a mean to increase the BW is less attractive 
if the use of peaking inductors is an option (see also 5.4). The latter can increase the 
BW without limiting the gain or increasing the power dissipation, hence leads to a 
better GBW-power ratio, given that chip-area for the inductors is available. 
 

5.6. Explicit Transfer Function (Arbitrary Pole Placement) 

The simulated eye-diagrams of Section 5.3.5 demonstrate that targeting a maximally 
flat delay-response in the frequency domain generally results in a more favorable 
time-domain response for communication systems than if the same circuits were laid 
out for maximum BW.  
From filter theory it is known that networks with a Bessel-type transfer function 
exhibit a perfectly flat group delay. Design guide-lines to achieve this goal for a single 
stage were presented and discussed and a possible way on how the same can be 
achieved for a cascaded amplifier is investigated in this section. 
The approach pursued in the following uses simple shunt-peaking stages and assigns 
to each stage in the amplifier cascade one of the complex pole-pairs which are 
produced by the Bessel polynomial of the same order.  
The ideal Bessel transfer function is completely governed by its complex poles only. 
The inductive shunt-peaking stages however, also create zeros, which are generally 
known to increase circuit bandwidth [18] p. 271. Because these zeros are directly 
linked to the stage’s pole-location and cannot be “positioned” independently, they are 
not accounted for during the design-procedure. Instead, their influence on the 
amplifier bandwidth and group-delay is discussed at the end of this section by 
comparing a design example using the proposed method with a reference design, 
which uses the same number, but all identical stages. The proposed method achieves 
the design goal very well. Its drawbacks are the slightly higher power-consumption 
and increased circuit and design complexity in comparison with the reference circuit.  
 

5.6.1. The Bessel Polynomial 
In this subsection the transfer function employing Bessel coefficients to approximate a 
perfect time-delay transfer-function T(s) is derived which is then used as the target 
function for the circuit implementation.  
With K = T0 = 1 the following expression is the Laplace transformation of the unit-
delay, which ideally preserves the shape of signals and only delays it by T0. 
 

     
(s)D

1eeKT(s)
n

ssT0 ≅⇐⋅= −−  (5.24) 

 
The exponential function se  can in turn be approximated by an nth order Bessel 
polynomial Bn(s) of finite length n, which is also a Hurwitz polynomial and is defined 
as: 
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Equation (5.25) can be factorized and may be rewritten as follows with px the xth root 
of T(s): 
     )p(s)...p(s)p(s(s)D n10n −⋅−⋅−=  (5.26) 
 
In this form the roots of T(s) can conveniently be compared with the roots of the 
transfer function of an idealized amplifier cascade (5.27) and the required component 
values can be computed (Eqs. (5.30) - (5.32)). 
 

5.6.2. Simplified Amplifier Cascade 
To match the amplifier frequency response to an arbitrary polynomial transfer 
function, a simplified amplifier representation is necessary. Since the pole-frequencies  
ωz = gm_i/Cgd_i (with i = 1..n) are higher than the frequencies of interest, Cgd can be 
neglected, which greatly simplifies the analysis because perfectly isolated 
transconductance stages can be assumed (e.g. the transistors used for the amplifier in 
Section 5.7 have a gm = 66 mS and a Cgd = 27 fF, resulting in ωz/2π = 390 GHz, vs.  
23 GHz amplifier BW). The stage’s output-capacitance, i.e. the total drain-
capacitance, is always absorbed with the load capacitance of the proceeding stage into 
Cin_x (see also Fig. 5.7). 

 
Fig. 5.29  Simplified amplifier cascade consisting of n different, shunt peaked stages.  

 
The transfer function of the above circuit assumes then the following form, where pi

* 
is the complex conjugate pole of pi: 
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Furthermore, it is seen from Fig. 5.29 that the real pole p0 at the input can be written 
as: 
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By performing a small signal analysis of the circuit of Fig. 5.29, it is found that the 
complex pole-pairs and the zeros created by the shunt peaking stages assume the 
form:  
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Equations (5.30) & (5.31) can now be used to match the component values with the 
target polynomial, i.e. with the Bessel approximated transfer function (i.e. Eqs. (5.24) 
- (5.26)). 

 

5.6.3. Matching Amplifier Poles to Bessel Polynomials  
As can be seen from Eqs. (5.24) - (5.26), the Bessel-function and its approximation do 
not contain zeros but only poles. From Eqs. (5.30) & (5.31) it can be seen that by 
using the shunt-peaked amplifier topology the poles and the zeros cannot be 
controlled independently. Nevertheless, in view to keep the design-strategy simple, in 
the following the focus will be on the pole-placement and the effect of the 
corresponding zeros will be assessed during the circuit evaluation at the end of this 
section.  

RL_i and LP_i can be used to match the ith stage to one of the Bessel-poles and Cin_i 
depends on the output capacitance of the ith and the input capacitance of the i+1th 
stage. In order to select RL_i and LP_i according to Eq. (5.30), both stage-designs with 
their parasitic capacitances must be known.  

It has been mentioned above, that by DC-coupling the stages in a cascade, 
“expensive” coupling schemes can be avoided. DC-coupling in turn is simplified, if 
the DC-levels between the stages remain constant, i.e. the input and output DC/CM-
level of all the stages are identical. Considering the following guidelines also 
facilitates the estimation of Cin_i as is required to solve (5.30) for LP_i and RL_i.   

 

1. All stages are linearly scaled versions of a prototype amplifier stage design. 
The scaling factor ki for the ith stage scales the transistor width W, the bias 
current I and inversely scales the load resistor RL.  

2. The DC-operating point of the amplifier-cell output equals the DC-operating 
point of its input (e.g. 600 -700 mV for the designs in this thesis). 

3. The parasitic capacitance Cp introduced by either RL or LP, whichever is closer 
to the active device, and the inter-stage wiring capacitance are comparably 
small with respect to Cin or Cout and hence constant values are assumed (e.g. 
14 fF and 7 fF respectively for below example, vs. ~44 fF for Cin0, Fig. 5.30).  
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Now the amplifier DC-gain has become independent of the pole-location and only a 
function of the design and the number of gain-stages, i.e. the order of the polynomial. 
Since the transistor-width W  is proportional to ki, so are Cin and Cout.  
In the following figure the prototype gain-stage with the linear scaling factor ki is 
depicted. 

 
Fig. 5.30  Simplified single branch of the differential prototype amplifier stage 

without the peaking inductor and with scaling-factor ki, which acts upon 
the bias current, the load resistor and the different parasitic capacitances. 

 
The load resistor RL, Cin and Cout are now no longer independent, they are related 
through the stage-scaling factor ki.   
To compute the component values for LP_i and RL_i, Eq. (5.30) can be solved with 
ℜ (pi) and ℑ ( pi) the real and the imaginary part of the complex pole pi, which yields:  
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The complex poles pi are computed beforehand by denormalizing Eq. (5.26) to the 
targeted amplifier BW, which for the general case is best done numerically. They all 
lie on a circle with its center on the σ’-axis in the complex frequency plane. 
 
To use Eq. (5.32) and ki to compute all LP_i, RL_i and then Cin_1+1 or vice versa, 
additional information for either the first or the last stage of the cascade is required. 
Typically this is given e.g. by the capacitive load that must be driven at the output, or 
by a specific source-impedance at the input, e.g. 50 Ω or 25 Ω. With a particular pole 
assigned to each stage (for pole-assignment criteria see Section 5.6.4), there are two 
different ways to compute all RL_i and LP_i. 
 
Method 1 (backward design): Provided that the amplifier external load capacitance 
CL_ext is known (Fig. 5.29), CL can be computed to CL =  Cfix+ kn·Cout0. With straight 
forward algebra, the scaling factor kn of the output stage can then be computed to: 
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RL~1/ki Ii = ki·I0  
Ii = (VDD-Vout_DC)/RL_i 

 
→ ki = (VDD-Vout_DC)/RL_i/I0 
 
W/L(Mi) = ki·W/L(M0) 
 
Cin_i+1 = ki·Cout0 + Cwiring+ Cp + ki+1·Cin0 
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With kn known, the last amplifier stage is fully specified. Particularly its input 
capacitance Cin_n is known, which is required to compute the second last stage 
accordingly. 
Now it is possible to derive the values of RL, LP and k for all the stages, always based 
on Cin_i of the previously computed, proceeding stage. This way however, Cin_1 can 
not be selected freely and typically the source impedance RS is also given. Hence the 
real pole at the amplifier input can only be matched to the target polynomial under 
particular conditions (i.e. Cin_1 is smaller than required, so extra capacitance can be 
added, or if the designer has control over RS). Alternatively a different Bessel 
polynomial must be selected, one that either exactly matches the real input pole or that 
has its real pole at a higher frequency, so that it can be shifted by adding extra 
capacitance to the input.  
 
Method 2 (forward design): Given the source impedance RS and p0, the input 
capacitance Cin_1 and consequently the scaling factor k1 of the first stage can be 
computed. With k1 known, the load resistance RL_1 is computed. Together with p1,  
Eq. (5.32) can be solved for Cin_2 which reveals the second stage scaling factor k2  and 
so on (Fig. 5.30). This way the component values for all the proceeding stages can be 
computed consecutively. Since the scaling of the last stage depends completely on the 
previous stages, it is generally not possible to correctly set the component values for 
the last stage in order to match pn, given an arbitrary load capacitance CL. Therefore, 
either extra capacitance can be added in case CL is too small, or as with Method 1 a 
different Bessel polynomial, which better matches the output pole location must be 
selected. 
 
Whether Method 1 or Method 2 is best suited for a particular case depends on 
whether there is more freedom for the configuration of the source resistance RS at the 
input or the load capacitance CL at the output. 
 

5.6.4. Criteria for Assigning Poles to Specific Stages i in the Cascade 

In the previous section, an arbitrary assignment of the (Bessel-) poles to individual 
amplifier stages was assumed, i.e. any pole can be assigned to any of the stages. In 
this section it is investigated whether the circuit can benefit from assigning a 
particular pole to a particular amplifier stage “i” or not. 
For this purpose three key requirements for high-performance data-communication 
amplifiers are identified which are: BW, DC-gain and current consumption. 
 
BW: If the amplifier matches a Bessel pole distribution, these poles correspond to a 
certain BW, which is then mapped to the amplifier. Consequently the amplifier will 
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always exhibit the same BW as the polynomial, independent of which stage is 
assigned to which pole. 
 
DC-Gain: The total amplifier gain can be expressed as follows: 
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The total amplifier gain depends only on the number of stages and the base-design of 
the amplifier stage with gm0 and RL0. Assigning certain poles to certain stages does not 
affect the DC-gain of the amplifier cascade. 
 
Current consumption: The current dissipated within the amplifier can be 
expressed as follows: 
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From (5.38) it is seen that the scaling factor ki does not cancel out of the expression. 
Therefore, minimizing (5.38) can be used as an optimization goal while assigning the 
Bessel poles to the individual stages. 
 
By permutating all pole-to-stage assignments and comparing their resulting total 
power consumption, the global power-minimum is found.  
 

5.6.5. Pole-Assignment Example for a 4-Stage Amplifier 

A design with 4 stages is used as an example, leads to an easily manageable number 
of 9 poles and has a practical relevance (i.e. 4-6 stages are often encountered in 
practical amplifier designs [15], [34], [73]).  
A higher number of stages with a higher order of the Bessel approximation, produces 
more complex pole-pairs at very high frequencies, which become increasingly hard to 
implement accurately. The main reason for this is that very small and hence 
inefficient peaking inductors are required and low values for the load resistors lead to 
increased current consumption (i.e. a high Q for the high poles is required).  
The design of the 4-stage amplifier involves the following steps: 
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1. The Bessel coefficients for D9(s) are computed using (5.25). A 9'th order 
polynomial is used: One real pole at the input & 4 complex conjugate pole 
pairs for the 2nd order stages (Fig. 5.29). 

2. The poles are numerically denormalized to match the required -3dB frequency  
(e.g. 20 GHz as an initial value) 

3. The prototype gain-stage as in Fig. 5.30 is designed and the values for Cin0, 
Cout0,  I0 and Vout_DC are extracted. 

4. One of the methods to derive the stage scaling factors (Section 5.6.3.) must be 
selected: Method 1 is used for this example (Method 2 works equally well and 
leads to the same insight). 

5. All combinations of pole to stage assignments are made and the corresponding 
scaling factors ki and component values RL_i and LP_i are computed. 

6. The total current consumption is computed for every case and compared with 
the other pole assignments. The combination with the least consumption is 
selected. 

7. To account for the zeros in the transfer function and for the offset of either the 
input or the output poles, the design-BW of the Bessel polynomial is adjusted, 
which leads to different poles, and steps 4 through 7 are repeated until the 
frequency and group-delay response match the design goals. 

 
Above sequence has been implemented in a MATLAB script. The parameters used for 
the gain-stage prototype are: Cin0 = 44.3 fF, Cout0 = 13 fF, CL = 100 fF, Cwire = 7 fF,  
Cp = 14.5 fF, I0 = 5.7 mA, Vout_DC = 0.75 V, VDD = 1 V, RS = 25 Ω. These values 
correspond to the a gain-stage such as used for the amplifier design of Section 5.8, i.e. 
with k = 1 → w = 40 μm and l = 80 nm. The following can then be observed: 
 
A) Under above conditions, it is possible to find component values which map the 
circuit-poles ideally to the Bessel poles, except for the real input pole.  

 
Fig. 5.31  Ideal Bessel poles and the poles from the circuit (ω3dB = 2π·20 GHz) 

From Fig. 5.31 it can be seen that the low-frequency pole-pair p4 is located at the 
amplifier output, where the load capacitance CL is driven. Then the "pole-frequency" 
increases continuously towards the input stage p1. Interestingly this intuitive pole-to-
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stage assignment also results in the lowest power consumption, which is almost a 
factor of two below the power drawn from the worst case assignment order (i.e. 
inverse scaling, with the high-frequency pole-pair at the output stage → requires very 
low R at the output and hence a high current to maintain the CM-level). 
  
B) Fig. 5.32 shows the frequency response and the group-delay of the ideal Bessel 
polynomial and of the implemented circuit, including the effect of the zeros in the 
transfer function.  

 
Fig. 5.32  Ideal Bessel vs. pole mapped amplifier frequency response with  

f3dB_Bessel = 37 GHz vs. f3dB_design = 47 GHz. 

As expected, the zeros generated by the shunt-peaking stages (Eq. (5.31))  
– which have not been taken into account so far – increase the BW of the designed 
circuit beyond the BW of the Bessel polynomial [18] p. 271. Together with the offset 
of p0c from p0 (see Fig. 5.31), they also induce a phase distortion with respect to the 
ideal Bessel transfer function, which in  Fig. 5.32 is observed as group-delay offset 
and ripple. As is also apparent from Fig. 5.32 the effect is very small and only occurs 
at the upper limit of the usable frequency-band. The selected architecture and design-
method achieve indeed a very linear phase response and also exploit the BW-
enhancing effect of the zeros which are caused by the shunt peaking topology. 
 
C) In Fig. 5.33 the effect of taking a component manufacturing tolerance of +/- 10 % 
into account is highlighted. For reference the curves of Fig. 5.32 are plotted again 
with typical manufacturing corners (i.e. R and C high and L low or vice versa). The 
bandwidth varies with almost a factor of four and the group-delay uniformity suffers 
too. However, this effect is by no means particular to the explicit pole-placement 
strategy, but rather an effect of shunt-peaking, where specially variations of the load-
resistor affect the peaking of the stages significantly, which has also been shown in 
Section 5.3.1. This tolerance sensitivity can e.g. be mitigated if tunable or adjustable 
components (load resistors) are used, an approach pursued in Section 5.7 and 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.33  4-stage Bessel amplifier a) magnitude and b) group delay response with 

components which are subject to manufacturing tolerances (Comps +10%: 
High L, low R and C; Comps -10%: Low L, high R and C) 

 

5.6.6. Comparison with an Amplifier with Identical Stages  

Even though the “Bessel-amplifier” uses linearly scaled prototype gain-stages, every 
stage must be designed and laid out individually (i.e. ki, LP and RL), which may be 
time consuming. In this section it is investigated whether a cascade of all identical 
stages – which obviously can be designed in a much shorter time – can show 
comparable performance. For this purpose an amplifier with the same number of the 
same prototype-stages and therefore with an identical total gain is studied. For 
comparison, the target BW is also set to 47 GHz as for the “Bessel-amplifier”. 
 
It is seen from Fig. 5.34 that such an amplifier comprises 3 different poles/pole-pairs: 
A real pole pin at the amplifier input, identical complex pole-pairs pstage between the 
stages and a complex pole pout at the output. All scaling factors ki = k are identical, 
and again RS = 25 Ω and CL = 100 fF are selected as with the “Bessel-amplifier”. 

 
Fig. 5.34  All identical stages amplifier with 3 different complex poles/pairs, one real 

pole at the input and 2 different, real zeros. 
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The design-variables which can be adjusted and optimized are the peaking factor m 
and the scaling factor k. Given m, the BW of the amplifier cascade becomes a function 
of k and has a characteristic as is shown in Fig. 5.35. With the desired value m = 0.32 
for the flattest group-delay, the maximum BW is 33 GHz. To meet the required  
47 GHz a minimum m = 0.44 is required instead. 

 
Fig. 5.35  Scaling factor k vs. maximum bandwidth.  

The corresponding frequency and group-delay response are shown in Fig. 5.36. 

 
Fig. 5.36 Amplitude and group-delay response for the amplifier with all identical 

stages, k= 2.3 and m = 0.44.  

The amplitude response is flat and compares well with the one from the “Bessel-
amplifier” of Fig. 5.32. The higher peaking factor m gives rise to .87 ps (vs. 0.23 ps) 
variation of the group-delay within the -3 dB BW. Also the total current consumption 
is comparable with the “Bessel-Design”. TABLE 5.2 lists the performance of the two 
amplifiers. 
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TABLE 5.2 Key parameters of 4-stage Bessel-design vs. identical stage amplifier 

 Bessel-Design Identical Stages Comments 
GD Uniformity 0.23 ps 0.87 ps Δ from DC to ω-3dB 
Bandwidth 47 GHz 47 GHz  
Current 
Consumption 

2 x 58 mA 2 x 53 mA  

 

5.6.7. Summary and Conclusions 

If the pole-location of multistage amplifiers can be individually controlled, many 
desirable transfer-function (Butterworth, Chebyshev, Bessel, etc.) can be 
approximated. In view of the continuously increasing data-rate of today’s 
communication systems, particularly the Bessel-type transfer function with its flat 
delay-response is very attractive, because it introduces very little data dependent jitter 
(see also Section 5.3.5). 
Very little recently published work addresses this topic. In [73] the authors claim a 
Bessel response for a 4-stage amplifier, but beside demonstrating a uniform GD 
response the topic is not further covered and in [51] the transfer-function is controlled 
on a stage by stage basis with series peaking, comparable to the method presented in 
the Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 
 
In this section an iterative method has been presented which assigns arbitrary complex 
pole-pairs to simple shunt peaking amplifier stages in an amplifier cascade. Hence 
with respect to the cited work, this method actually approximates the specified 
transfer function.  
A design using a Bessel transfer function according to the proposed method is 
compared with a reference design using the same basic gain-stages but all identical 
stages. In terms of group-delay uniformity the Bessel-amplifier clearly outperforms 
the reference design, but has a higher current consumption and circuit complexity. 
The zeros from the inductive shunt-peaking extend the circuit BW even beyond the 
BW of the Bessel polynomial, but induce a little more group-delay variation.  
The use of higher-order polynomials allows to better approximate the unit-delay 
transfer function, but requires more high-frequency poles, which lead to a higher 
current-consumption (i.e. low values of RL).  
The reference design with all identical stages has only a very small group-delay 
penalty with respect to the “Bessel-amplifier” (i.e. 0.64 ps), but requires only a single 
gain-stage, one peaking inductor LP and one load resistor RL to be designed, which 
from a designer-perspective is very attractive.  
 
Although the promise of being able to match amplifier transfer functions with 
arbitrary pole-distributions is tempting, at least for Bessel polynomials – which would 
be particularly attractive for data-communication systems – the performance benefit 
and design-complexity with respect to amplifiers with all identical stages is small. In 
this view, the following amplifiers were designed employing all identical stages.   
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5.7. A 20 dB 23 GHz Digitally Programmable Peaking Amplifier 
(DPPA) 

In the framework of the KTI Highscore project, a differential high gain and high BW 
preamplifier/LA preceding the data sampling latches (Fig. 5.1) was required.  
TABLE 5.3 lists the requirements defined for the first phase of the project, targeting 
25 Gb/s (40 Gb/s were planned for the second phase).  

TABLE 5.3 Highscore Pre-Amplifier specification (Section 1.4 & [20]) 

Quantity Value Comment 
VDD = 1 V Technology Driven & KTI 

System Specification 
IDD < 100 mA Allocated by project & constraint 

by the total receiver power  
3 dB Bandwidth > 18 GHz ~0.7 * Max. Bitrate (25 Gb/s) 
Lower Cut-Off Frequency < 50 kHz Typical for the industry   
Amplifier Gain ≥ 20 dB  
Differential Output Signals 400 mVpp Input Stage of Sampling Unit 
Output Common Mode Voltage < 650 mV (600 mV if possible) Must Support the Pass-Gate 

Sampler DC-Requirements 
Output Load Drive Capability CL = 200 fF or 

R = 50 Ω & CL = 100 fF (pad) 
200 fF from Sampler, 50 Ω +  
100 fF from Wafer-Probing 

Layout Dimension 100 μm x 250 μm Compatibility Between Different 
Blocks & Total Macro Area 

 
The target system uses a quarter-rate architecture, hence eight identical sampling 
latches must be provided with the high-frequency data-stream. Consequently a 
considerable load capacitance CL must be driven by the preamplifier. CL = 300 fF was 
a pre-design estimate, comprising 200 fF internal load capacitance and 100 fF extra, a 
typical value e.g. for wafer-probing contact-pads. 
 

5.7.1. Architecture 
Owing to relatively small signal amplitudes at the input (Dser) (Fig. 5.1) of the 
amplifier chain and the high gain therefore required, typical tolerances of the 
manufacturing process can affect the performance of pre-amplifiers severely. It is 
common practice to design these circuits in a more conservative way for worst-case 
conditions, so that they will still perform as specified over all process corners. 
However, such worst-case design methodologies can lead to highly suboptimum 
designs and might even limit the designer’s ability to achieve the specifications of a 
circuit at all. This effect is analyzed here, and it is shown that an inductively shunt-
peaked amplifier cannot fully exploit the potential of inductive peaking. The main 
reason lies in the processing tolerances of the load resistor and its effects on the 
damping of the peaking. Inspecting the peaking factor m = L/(RL

2CL) [21], it is 
evident, that because m is inverse-proportional to the square of the load resistor value, 
the ringing of shunt-peaked amplifiers is particularly sensitive to resistor process 
tolerances. To address this problem a digitally programmable load resistor in the 
individual gain stages of the amplifier is introduced. This allows one to always apply 
the appropriate level of gain peaking, having the circuit operating at its optimum 
operating point.  
Adjusting the load resistor in a differential pair consequently changes the DC-
common mode output-level. This is compensated for by adjusting the bias current 
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accordingly. For this reason a replica based bias-generator is implemented which 
keeps the gain-stage common-mode voltages at the desired levels, independent of the 
load resistor settings.  
 
The following amplifier consists of five identical stages, where the last one (i.e. the 
output-stage) has been slightly modified (i.e. higher bias-current) to account for the 
higher capacitive load and the required common-mode output-level. With this 
approach good matching between the stages and between the replica-stage of the bias 
generator is achieved. The latter provides a reference current, which is mirrored to all 
stages.  

 
Fig. 5.37  Digitally Programmable Peaking Amplifier (DPPA) architectural overview 

To mimic the effect of the load capacitance of the sampling stages subsequent to the 
amplifier, a 200 fF load capacitance Cload was added to the circuit-output on the test-
chip, which allows to measure the circuit stand alone under realistic operation 
conditions. 
 
With a DC-gain of ~20 dBdiff. the amplifier is not very susceptible to differential 
offset. Taking resistor-, and transistor- matching effects into account, an output 
referred offset voltage of 47.4 mV was calculated. Furthermore, the replica bias 
generator does also compensate for output voltage drifts which are due to shifts in the 
circuit operating points.  
 
Various solutions are known (e.g. [22], [89]) for pre- and de-emphasis techniques to 
achieve channel equalization for BER optimization. The programmable transfer 
characteristic of the digitally programmable peaking amplifier (DPPA), beside of 
compensating manufacturing variability,  provides an alternative to existing de-
emphasis circuits and needs neither extra power nor silicon area. 
 
In the next section concepts are explored on how to adjust the resistor values of the 
programmable peaking amplifier when operated within a receiver and/or link. In the 
subsequent sections the circuit details of the amplifier are discussed 
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5.7.2. Resistor Programming Concept 
The purpose of the amplifier programmability in a receiver is to reduce the BER at the 
same data-rate as would be achieved with the same amplifier with a fixed resistor-
value. To identify the best settings for the amplifier for a particular link, ideally the 
BER of the entire link – as a function of the programming settings – is available. 
The link-characteristic can be measured once and resistor settings stored in memory 
(case a), or it can be measured continuously (case b). In Fig. 5.38 the block diagram 
of a link including the DPPA and control (-loop) is depicted, which covers both cases. 

 
Fig. 5.38   Block diagram of a data-link employing a DPPA in the receiver chain. The 

programming settings for the DPPA are a function of the BER of the link. 
They may be sent to the DPPA either at system-start-up (case a) or during 
operation (case b) – which then requires online BER measurements as is 
indicated with the BERT-block. 

For case a) it may be sufficient to store one amplifier setting, common to many 
amplifiers on the chip and load it at system start-up. For case b) the receiver must be 
able to find optimum amplifier settings during operation. The problem thereby is that 
the typical BER of an operational data link is very low (e.g. 10-12), resulting in a very 
high time required to acquire statistically relevant data close to the optimum channel 
settings.  
This problem can be addressed by e.g. having a dedicated calibration or dummy 
channel, which is only used to estimate the best programming settings for the receiver. 
Alternatively, periodical calibration intervals may be used on each channel, during 
which the DPPA is intentionally detuned to cause higher BERs. In typical 
applications, if the resistor value is too low, signal ringing or peaking occurs and the 
BER will increase. If the resistor value is too high, the amplifier will be BW-limited, 
which increases the ISI penalty and again leads to a higher BER. A few of these 
measurement may be used to approximate the resistor-setting- vs. BER- characteristic 
of the link, which in turn allows estimating the ideal resistor-programming-value for 
the lowest BER. 
The above concept is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5.39, in which the different 
regimes of the characteristic are shaded differently.  
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Fig. 5.39   Schematical BER vs. gain peaking characteristic, which is a function of the 

resistor settings, i.e. RL. A few measurements at a high BER – which 
requires shorter measuring time – are interpolated with regression lines 
(alternatively splines) to estimate the programming value for the lowest 
BER.  

 
 

5.7.3. Single Gain Stage 
Simple differential pairs are used to provide gain in the individual gain-stages. The 
GBW of the amplifier is initially optimized by optimizing the GBW of such a single 
stage. Once physically laid out, the single stage – which is identical for all stages – is 
adjusted to improve the GBW of the entire amplifier-cascade including the load 
capacitance. 
Due to their simplicity, their well established design methodology and the reasonably 
high BWER of 1.6, simple shunt peaking stages with a peaking factor m = 0.41 (flat 
frequency response) as outlined in Section 5.3 are employed.  
With Eq. (5.2) the BW of one stage can be expressed as a function of the number of 
stages, the total amplifier BW and the order of the transfer function of one stage (i.e. 
2nd order transfer function for simple shunt peaking). For the following preliminary 
study, an initial estimation of the per-stage load capacitance is required. From a 
drafted gain-stage the input and output capacitance was extracted (~80 fF in total), to 
account for wiring and to take the BW-limitation of the heavily loaded output stage 
into account (i.e. 300 fF), the total capacitance was set to a conservative average value 
of CL ≈ 250 fF. With this value the BW, the load resistance RL, the per-stage and the 
total amplifier current can be computed (see Fig. 5.40). 
By specification the total amplifier current must not exceed 100 mA. The table in  
Fig. 5.40 unveils that hence no more than 5 stages must be used to meet the power 
specifications. 
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Fig. 5.40  Single gain stage of the DPPA with identical stages. The total BW of the 

complete cascade, i.e. BWΣ, is always 18 GHz (see TABLE 5.3).  

From the output DC-level specifications it follows that the voltage-drop over RL and 
LP be 350 mVDC. For a typical current source I0 about 200 mV drain-source voltage is 
reserved, which leaves ~450 mV for the M1/2 drain source voltage. To facilitate 
interstage DC-coupling,  identical DC-voltages at the gate and the drain of M1/2 are 
assumed. 
The size of M1/2 was set by using a circuit simulator (i.e. spectre/BSIM4). Its 
dimensions are w = 88 μm and l = 80 nm, with a nominal saturation voltage of  
~200 mV, allowing a large-signal output swing of ~250 mV – which gives a margin 
of 50 mV with respect to the specifications of TABLE 5.3 – while still remaining in 
saturation.  
In TABLE 5.4 the component values that were derived for the final gain-stage design 
are summarized: 

TABLE 5.4 DPPA single gain stage component values 
M1,2 W/L = 88 μm/80 nm  
M3 W/L = 160 μm/150 nm  
M3

* W/L = 240 μm/150 nm Output- Current-Source, Increased by 50%  
RL typically 36 Ω  
L 400 pH dout = 15 μm, n = 5.25 

 
Because the amplifier has to drive a large capacitive load (~300 fF), the bias current 
for the output stage is increased by 50 % (M3

*). This has two main advantages: (1) 
The higher output current helps to drive the capacitance, preventing the amplifier 
from slewing; (2) The voltage drop over RL in the output stage is increased 
consequently lowering the output common-mode level to ~650 mV which better 
meets the pass-gate sampling stage’s input DC-level requirement. 

n BWs RL I0 Itot 
1 18   56.58 12.4 12 
2  22.43 45.39 15.4 31 
3  25.20 40.40 17.3 52 
4  27.29 37.32 18.8 75 
5  28.98 35.14 19.9 100 
6  30.42 33.47 20.9 125 
7  31.68 32.14 21.8 152 
8  32.81 31.03 22.6 180 
9  33.83 30.10 23.3 209 
10 34.77 29.28 23.9 239 
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5.7.4. Programmable Load Resistor & Peaking Sensitivity 
According to the design manual of the 90-nm CMOS technology employed [24], 
polysilicon resistor-tolerances are ±20% and the variation of the NMOS gate and 
drain capacitance over process corners is also around ±10 and ±20%. The inductance 
tolerances of ~±5% for on-chip spiral inductors (Section 3.5), are comparably small. 
To mitigate the effect of the variation of the load resistor RL on the peaking factor  
m = L/RL

2CL, RL is made adjustable. At the same time this allows to compensate for 
possible variations in L or CL (i.e. NMOS gate and drain or the amplifier load 
capacitance). 
Principally there are two different options for implementing an adjustable or a  
programmable resistor: 
 

1. Changing the resistance in discrete steps, e.g. by switching “in and out” (i.e. in 

series or in parallel) individual resistors 

2. Changing the resistance continuously, by means of an analog tuning signal 

(e.g. with a DAC). 

 
Option 2 has been implemented in the circuit to be discussed in Section 5.8, and 
option 1 has been selected for this DPPA (Fig. 5.41) for its simple implementation. 
For the programming, 12 bits are available from the Highscore system configuration 
register (rl_ctrl<0:11>). By directly using the control lines to drive the resistor 
switches (i.e. no coding/decoding), it will be shown below that the resolution of RL 
becomes ~1Ω which allows to adjust the gain peaking to within much better than  
± 0.76 dB.      
All the P-MOS switches in Fig. 5.41 are tied to VDD, which allows to fully turn them 
on and off with the control signals either on ground or VDD. 
 

 
Fig. 5.41  Digitally programmable load resistor composed of unit-cells that are 

switched in parallel 

The load resistor RL is comprised of 40 unit-cells for different reasons. (1) to 
efficiently us the space available in the layout (RL governs the total amplifier-length, 
see Fig. 5.45), (2) to provide a fine granularity of RL over the entire tuning range (see 
the peaking analysis below), (3) to include tuning margin for circuit adjustment during 
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the layout (iterations). As noted in Fig. 5.41, an effective resistance range of 30 Ω to 
60 Ω , allows to keep the peaking factor m at the design value over all manufacturing 
process corners. 
To switch the 40 unit resistors with the 12 control lines (rl_ctrl), they are grouped 
together starting from 1 up to 20 unit-cells which each share a common control signal.  
 
Peaking analysis: Amplifier peaking is a direct function of m (Fig. 5.8), which is 
proportional to 1/RL

2. Hence, by adjusting RL the amplifier frequency response can be 
efficiently controlled. Taking the programming resolution ΔRL of RL into account, m 
can be written to: 

     
L

2
LLLLL

2
LL

2
LL CΔRCΔR2RCR

L
C)ΔR(R

LΔmm
+

=
⋅

=±
∓∓

 (5.39) 

 
Assuming that ΔRL « RL, the second-order term in ΔRL can be omitted and (5.39) 
simplifies to: 

     

L

LLLLL
2
L

R
ΔR21

1m
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−

≈+  (5.40) 

 
From Fig. 5.8 it is observed, that the gain peaking pI, i.e. the amplifier gain-overshoot 
in dB at high frequencies due to inductive peaking, can be approximated with two 
linear sections to: 
  

     
[ ]
( ] m6.282.95(m)p:1,47.0 m

0(m)p:0.470, m

I

I

⋅+−=∈
=∈

 (5.41) 

 
For m ∈  [0 1], this linearization always represents an upper bound in terms of ΔpI/Δm, 
or if used in the following, the actual peaking will always be equal or better than the 
ΔpI derived. Using Eqs. (5.40), (5.41) and (5.42), expression (5.43) can be derived for 
m ≥ 0.47: 
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With (5.43) and given the peaking requirements for a particular design (m and ΔpI), 
the resistor resolution can be computed or read out from Fig. 5.42 a.  
It has to be taken into account that with an amplifier cascade the peaking of all stages 
superimpose, i.e. accumulate (see Fig. 5.42 b). Accordingly, for this amplifier with 5 
stages, i.e. n = 5 and RL = 36 Ω, using a resistor resolution ΔRL = 1 Ω and m = 0.41, a 
ΔpI  « 0.76 dB can be achieved (since no limitations on peaking exist from the 
Highscore specifications, this value was considered acceptable).   
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Fig. 5.42   a) Δ-peaking as a function of the variation of the load resistor and  

b)  peaking “accumulation” over a cascade of n gain-stages with m = 0.71 

Note: Fig. 5.42 a):  The linearization of pI is very accurate for values m > 0.5 (see Fig. 5.8), 
however for m < 0.5 it is an upper bound and the actual dependence of pI on 
m is much smaller. 

Fig. 5.42 b): The amplifier sensitivity to variations in RL increases linearly with the 
number of stages. Furthermore, the BW reduction for n-stage cascaded 
amplifiers is also apparent (see also Eq. (5.2)).  

 
Beside of controlling the amplifiers gain-overshoot within tight tolerances, the 
programmability of the load resistor can also be used to power-down the circuit 
effectively. By switching off all resistors, the circuit consumes virtually no current at 
all. 
 

5.7.5. Replica Bias Generator 

Fig. 5.43 depicts the simple control loop implemented for the bias generator. The 
control voltage Vi_ctrl steers both, the current source of the replica stage and the one of 
the amplifier and keeps the amplifier output DC-level at VCM.   
 

 
Fig. 5.43  Simplified schematic of the replica based bias current generator  
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5.7.6. Layout & Schematic 
Fig. 5.45 shows the top-level layout of the DPPA-test-chip. Despite of being a simple 
circuit, a careful layout was necessary to achieve good performance at high 
frequencies. The rules for best device matching depicted in Fig. 5.44 were followed 
consequently on the transistor-level layout.  
From a test-layout for the differential-pair employing the common-centroid 
configuration (Fig. 5.44 d) it became apparent, that with respect to simply using two 
devices (instead of splitting them up into 4), more and longer wiring would be 
necessary and that the transistors had to be crossed with wires on low metal levels. 
This would have lead to a slightly increased Miller-capacitance and particularly the 
low level metal crossing can potentially cause device mismatch.  
To avoid this problem, the common centroid layout was not applied to this design and 
the two transistors M1 and M2 where laid out as two devices, symmetrically along the 
“input-output axis” of the chip (Fig. 5.45).  
In Fig. 5.44 the layout-rules for device matching as recommended in the technology 
design manual are summarized. 

 
Fig. 5.44  Optimizing layout for device matching (compiled from recommendations 

from the CMOS 9SF design manual). a) Bad matching for devices which 
are oriented differently and located far from each other. b) Better matching 
for close and equally spaced devices with identical orientation and 
dummy-devices at each side of the array. c) Same as b) but with fewer and 
larger devices to improve matching. d) The common centroid layout may 
provide even better matching than c). 

For the chip layout shown in Fig. 5.45, a number of other considerations were also 
taken into account: 
 

1. The replica bias generator is on the amplifier input side, where the data signals 
in its vicinity have still low amplitude and potentially induce less noise to the 
bias-generator.  

2. The configuration register receives programming values for the variable 
resistors. Once they are set (static), the register will be inactive. Its placement 
is not critical with respect to high-speed signal-routing and only constrained 
by the routing of its own signals (e.g. shift_clk, strobe, s_data). 

3. The amplifier stages are located along the chip main axis for symmetry 
reasons in the differential signal path. 
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4. The output load capacitors are located next to the output stage, where in the 
Highscore system the input stages of the sampling unit are located. 

5. Signal Pads: Power, ground and high-speed signals are placed following 
symmetry considerations. The traces to the strobe & shift_clk of the 
configuration register do not cross any high-speed traces, reducing the risk of 
glitches in the configuration register. 
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Fig. 5.45   Layout of the DPPA test-chip.  
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 Fig. 5.46   DPPA test-chip schematic 

Note:  - The configuration register is a VHDL-coded block taken from the project library  
  - Amp has 180 MHz BW, 33 dB Gain & 65°  phase margin 
  - All components „Component-Name“D are referring to dummy devices used to improve device matching in the layout 
  - The devices specified in the box are the ones for power decoupling and device matching, which where not specified in the text yet 
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5.7.7. Measurement Results 
All measurements were taken on a wafer-probing station. Frequency domain 
measurements where acquired with an HP 8510C network analyzer. For the time-
domain measurements, a setup consisting of Agilent E8257C signal generators, DCA-
J 86117A electrical scope modules, an Anritsu MP 1775A pulse-pattern generator and 
a 40 Gb/s multiplexer were used. Fig. 5.47 depicts the large range of transfer 
functions which are available through the digital programming of RL. Also, the 
excellent match between simulations and measurements is apparent. By setting the 
resistor-value to nominally 36 Ω, the amplifier BW exceeds the specified value by  
5 GHz and is at 23 GHz. The DC-gain meets the specifications of 20 dB. 

 
Fig. 5.47  Measured and simulated DPPA frequency response for different load-

resistor settings. 

Fig. 5.48 depicts the measured group-delays of the amplifier. Nominally a variation of 
18.5 ps is achieved up to 30 GHz, which compares well with literature (e.g. ± 20 ps 
for 20 GHz amplifier in [33]).  

 
Fig. 5.48  Measured group-delay of the DPPA for the nominal, the highest and the 

lowest possible value of the programmable resistor RL (i.e. 36 Ω, 60 Ω and 
30 Ω). (The phase-response was averaged, what induces a maximum phase-error of ~1° 
with respect to the measurements.)  
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Eye diagrams of the amplifier in linear and limiting operation are shown in Fig. 5.49 
and Fig. 5.50 respectively. The BW of 23 GHz available is tight for 40 Gb/s 
operation. Respective measurements where done with the amplifier saturating, which 
helps to reduce the output rise and fall times (Fig. 5.51).  
All measurements are single ended and use a PRBS-7 stimulus. To reduce computing 
time, the verification simulations employ a test-sequence which is shorter than  
the PRBS-7 sequence.  
On top of the measurement of Fig. 5.49 – Fig. 5.51 the input-eye is shown as a 
reference. The large noise seen at signals of small amplitude is mainly contributed by 
the measurement equipments (~2-3 mVpp). 
 

 
Fig. 5.49  a) measured and b) simulated 25 Gb/s eye diagrams of the DPPA in linear 

operation.  
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Fig. 5.50  a) measured and b) simulated 25 Gb/s eye diagrams of the 23 GHz DPPA 

in saturation.  

Under both conditions, the output eye diagram is wide open, agrees well with 
simulations and meets the specifications for a 25 Gb/s limiting amplifier for the first 
phase of the KTI Highscore project (see Section 1.4).  
In Fig. 5.51 the eye diagram of the amplifier operated at 40 Gb/s is depicted. The 
performance-limiting factor of this design is the large load-capacitance at the output 
of 250 fF. For phase two of the Highscore project, a new sampler was developed, 
which has ~100 fF less input-capacitance than the one that was used for this amplifier. 
With this new value, i.e. CL = 150 fF with the equations from Fig. 5.40 to estimate the 
amplifier BW (again for a 5-stage-design limited to 100 mA), results in 30 GHz, 
which is usually considered sufficient for 40 Gb/s (typically 40 Gb/s · 0.7 ≅ 28 GHz 
would minimally be required). 
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Fig. 5.51  a) measured and b) simulated 40 Gb/s eye diagrams of the 23 GHz DPPA 

with the output in saturation (i.e. limiting). 
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5.7.8. Summary and Conclusions 
From the performance summary in TABLE 5.5 it is apparent that the DPPA meets all 
and exceeds most of the Highscore specifications of TABLE 5.3.    

TABLE 5.5 DPPA circuit summary & measurement results 

 Min. Nom. Max. Remark 
VDD  1 V   
IDD 61 mA 80 mA 88 mA = f(Gain-Peaking) 
DC-Gain  20 dB   
3-dB Bandwidth 20 GHz 22.5 GHz 32 GHz  
Δ Group Delay 8 ps 10 ps 20 ps Δ from DC to ω-3dB 
Number of Stages  5   
Input DC-Level  740 mV   
Output DC-Level  590 mV   
Output Swing  550 mVpp  Differential Swing 
Load Capacitance   200 fF + 100 fFpad  
Load Resistor 
Value Range 

30 Ω 36 Ω 60 Ω Depends on Programming 

Silicon Area  100μm x 250μm 
=0.025 mm2 

 Core Cell Without VDD 
Decoupling 

 
TABLE 5.6 shows a comparison with state-of-the-art. In terms of supply voltage and 
GBW, this amplifier outperforms all previously published circuits. The latter is 
particularly true in view that beside the 50 Ω termination resistor, the amplifier drives 
a large capacitive load of ~300 fF at its output.  

TABLE 5.6  Performance comparison of the DPPA with previously  
published circuits 

Design Technology Gain 
[dB] 

BW 
[GHz] 

GBW 
[GHz] 

VDD 
[V] 

Power 
[mW] 

[15] 180 nm bulk 15 22 124 2.2 190 
[34] 90 nm bulk 18 23 183 1.2 54 
[35] 120 nm SOI 9 81 228 2.6 130 
This Design 90 nm bulk 20 23 230 1.0 80 
1)  Records are shaded in grey 
2)  [15] employs a 4-stage design with combined shunt and series peaking 
3)  [34] employs a 4-stage plus output buffer design using T-Coil “peaking” 
4)  [35] is a 7-stage travelling wave amplifier using cascode stages 
5) None of the other designs provides component programming/tuning to compensate for tolerances 

and/or to adjust the frequency response 
 
By using simple shunt-peaking for BW enhancement, EM-modeled on-chip inductors 
and layout extracted netlists to accurately simulate the circuit during optimization, it 
was possible to demonstrate that the demanding load-capacitance requirement for the 
Highscore project could be met and even exceeded. The programmability of the load 
resistor allows to compensate for variations of the amplifier and the link. The resistor 
settings can conveniently be programmed by means of a shift register. Despite of 
these tight constraints and extra functionalities, the circuit performance compares well 
with state-of-the-art and even exceeds the gain, BW and GBW of most previously 
published, comparable designs. 
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5.8. A 19 dB 44 GHz Analog Adjustable Peaking Amplifier 

The digitally programmable peaking amplifier discussed in Section 5.7 employs 
simple shunt peaking. The BW achieved with the DPPA is tight for 40 Gb/s 
applications. The next logical step to achieve higher BW is to use series peaking 
between the shunt peaking amplifier-stages. Series peaking isolates the stage output 
from the subsequent stage input capacitance, and avoids the formation of a single, 
dominant low-frequency pole. In conjunction with shunt peaking, this is referred to as 
combined peaking (Section 5.3.3). The circuit of this section explores the BW 
enhancement potential in CMOS9SF – a 90-nm bulk CMOS technology – by 
exploiting combined peaking. Furthermore, an adjustable load resistor in the peaking 
stages solves the problem of process tolerances, similarly to the digitally 
programmable resistor of the design of the previous section.  
 

5.8.1. Architecture 
In Section 5.7.1 and 5.7.4 the effects of process variations on the peaking factor m of 
a simple shunt peaked amplifier were discussed. It was shown that in order to control 
the peaking, the use of an adjustable load resistor is an effective way. Instead of the 
digitally programmable resistor of the previous design, the resistor of this design is 
analog adjustable. Such a tunable resistor can be built with a single transistor and a 
resistor in parallel, which leads to a small wiring overhead and less parasitic 
capacitance. The required analog tuning voltage v_Rtune is provided from off the chip 
and distributed to all the load resistors. Fig. 5.52 depicts the block diagram of the built 
amplifier. 
 

 
Fig. 5.52  Block diagram of the analog tunable, combined peaking amplifier  

The DC-common-mode level between the stages, gain and current-consumption 
specifications were all adopted from the DPPA design. The amplifier consists also of 
5 identical differential gain stages A1 to A5, which are interconnected by means of 
series inductors LS. The input signal vin is terminated on-chip with R50 and the output 
directly drives the 50 Ω measurement equipment. 
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5.8.2. Single Gain Stage Design 
Fig. 5.53 shows the circuit diagram of the basic gain stages A1 to A5.  
 

 
Fig. 5.53  Single gain stage of the analog tunable peaking amplifier 

Because different tools were required for the EM-simulation of the inductors and for 
the circuit simulation and the layout, a manual, sequential two-step optimization 
approach was pursued. The two steps are: 
 
Step One: A single amplifier stage is designed. The BW of the stage is then enhanced 
by simple shunt peaking according to Section 5.3.1. In order to take the BW 
enhancing properties of the node-capacitance Cp between RL and LP into account, the 
adjustable load resistor is designed during this step too. Since in the second step an 
adjustment of LP is necessary, the tuning range of RL must either be set with a margin 
or may require re-adjustments during the subsequent design iterations. 
 
Step Two: The interconnection between the stages is supplemented with the series 
peaking inductor LS. Because this inductor also comprises parasitic capacitance and 
resistance, it is necessary to again adjust LP for maximum BW.  
 
During both design-steps, the circuit layout was drawn at the earliest time possible. 
This way, layout extracted data together with S-Parameters from the EM-modeled 
inductors and inter-stage wiring could be used for the circuit simulations. The 
simulations consequently always reflect the properties of the physical circuit to a very 
high degree, which in turn helped to predict the effect of the optimization very 
accurately. With this approach it was possible to complete the entire amplifier design 
including layout within less than one week. 
 
With the basic design of the differential pair given, the frequency response is solely 
governed by the two inductors LP and LS. These two critical components were 
designed according to the method outlined in Section 3.5.  
To have a large tuning range for RL requires the series resistance of LP – connected in 
series with RL – to be low. A low series resistance of LP was achieved by connecting 
multiple metal layers together in parallel (on top of each other).  
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From Fig. 5.54 it can be seen, that the EM-modeled inductors have a very high self 
resonance frequency. This allows using them up to frequencies of beyond the 
technology fT = 79 GHz of the NMOS-devices. This is possible because the inductors 
are very small (dout ~12 μm) and area-efficient. Therefore, during the preliminary 
design sizing the inductors can at first order be treated as ideal devices, i.e. as simple, 
lossy inductors.  
 

 
Fig. 5.54  a) inductance and b) quality factor Q vs. frequency of shunt- and series- 

peaking inductors. Results are from full wave EM simulations, and include 
conductor and substrate losses (σcopper = 47 MS/m, σsubstrate = 7.4 S/m, 
εr_substrate = 11.7). ZL_ideal = jωL → Lreal ≈ im(ZL_real)/ω, LS = 200 pH,  
LP = 300 pH.  

 
The device and component summary of a single gain stage is given in TABLE 5.7.  

TABLE 5.7  Single gain stage device and component overview 
M1,2 W/L = 40 μm/80 nm  
M3 W/L = 80 μm/150 nm  
RL typically 50 Ω 42…80 Ω 
LP 300 pH dout = 12.1 μm, w = 0.4 μm, s = 0.28 μm, n = 5.25 
LS 200 pH dout = 11 μm, w = 0.4 μm, s = 0.28 μm, n = 5.25 
I0 ~12 mA at VDD = 1.0 V 

 

5.8.3. Adjustable Load Resistor 
Fig. 5.55 shows the circuit schematic for the tunable resistor RL and its simulated  
I-V-characteristic at different tuning voltages VR_tune. Current saturation of the FET is 
mainly observed at resistor voltages VRL which are below the operating range of RL 
(shaded area in Fig. 5.55). If the amplifier is used for digital data restoration (e.g. as a 
limiting amplifier), perfect linearity is not a prerequisite. Hence this circuit is 
sufficient and after all is very small. Similarly to the digitally programmable load 
resistor of Section 5.7.4, RL is tied to the positive supply rail to achieve the highest 
resistance tuning range with VR_tune between ground and VDD.  
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Fig. 5.55   Analog tunable load resistor. a) symbol, b) schematic and  

c) DC-characteristic; typical operating range is shaded in grey) 

During Step One of the design the tuning range of RL required to compensate the 
manufacturing tolerances is identified by simulating the gain-stage over worst and 
best case corners of the manufacturing process. Then, RL can be designed, with Ri 
assuming the value of the maximum value for RL, i.e. when MR is completely turned 
off, and the transistor MR is designed so that when fully turned on (i.e. VR_tune = 0 V), 
the smallest value of RL is achieved. 
 

5.8.4. Layout and Schematic 
From Fig. 5.56 the very small area requirement of the amplifier is apparent, which is 
at least 2.4 times smaller than any comparable designs (i.e. [15], [34] and [35]). In 
order to keep the signal traces from the pads to the circuit as short as possible, the 
circuit is oriented orthogonally within the typical test-chip pad-frame (compared with 
the DPPA test chip Fig. 5.45). The circuit’s ground and current bias voltage bias_in 
are supplied from a low-impedance center-rail. The current source M3 and the 
differential pair M1/2 are symmetrically placed along this center-rail.  
Metal filling and cheesing can also be seen, which both serve to ease wafer 
planarization during BEOL processing. The top metal filling patches are comparable 
in size to the peaking coils (~15μm edge length). To avoid inductor losses and 
reduction of inductance due to magnetically induced eddy-currents, these large 
patches were not allowed in the vicinity of the inductors.  
The power-supply was locally decoupled by filling the entire chip-area available with 
decoupling-capacitors.  
On the device level, the same layout methods as described for the DPPA have been 
consequently applied (see Section 5.7.6.) 
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Fig. 5.56  Chip-layout of the combined peaking, analog tunable peaking amplifier.  

 
The complete schematic of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.57. Beside the circuits and 
devices discussed in the previous sections, input termination resistors (R50), a current 
mirror (M3b), supply and bias decoupling capacitors and dummy-transistors for 
device-matching in the layout are also shown (Mxy_D). 
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 Fig. 5.57   Schematic of the analog tunable peaking amplifier chip 

Note:  - All components „Component-Name“D are referring to dummy devices used to improve device matching in the layout 
  - Only devices not mentioned in above subsections are specified in the box (i.e. decoupling & matching devices) 
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5.8.5. Measurement Results 
All measurements were conducted on the die on a wafer-probing station using the 
same equipment as for the DPPA measurements (see Section 5.7.7). Fig. 5.58 shows 
the frequency response and the large BW of 44 GHz. By varying the resistance of the 
tunable load resistor RL, a broad range of transfer characteristics can be achieved. 
With this large resistor range available, the peaking factor (m) can be set to the 
required value independent of process tolerances. For the control of the resistor tuning 
voltage, the concept described in Section 5.7.2 can e.g. be expanded with a DAC, 
which is then used to generate a single analog tuning voltage, which can be used for 
many amplifiers.  

 
Fig. 5.58   Measured frequency response as a function of RL and nominal simulation 

with RL = 50 Ω. 

Fig. 5.59 depicts the measured group-delay of the amplifier.  

 
Fig. 5.59   Measured group-delay of the peaking amplifier for the lowest and the 

highest possible and the nominal value of the adjustable load resistor RL 
(i.e. 42 Ω, 80 Ω and 50 Ω). (The phase-response was averaged, inducing a 
maximum phase-error of ~1.2° with respect to the measurements.)  
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With the nominal resistor setting, a variation of 9.2 ps is achieved up to 30 GHz and 
21.8 ps over the entire usable frequency band. For the first case this is a factor two 
lower than the one for the amplifier of Section 5.7. 
Because the highest fundamental frequency of a 40 Gb/s signal is 20 GHz (i.e. 25 ps 
symbol time), the GD-variation which is most relevant is ~9 ps, which is an 
acceptable value.  
 
In Fig. 5.60 measured and simulated eye-diagrams of the amplifier operated at  
20 Gb/s and at 40 Gb/s are presented. The test-pattern used is PRBS-7 and for the 
simulation the layout-extracted netlist was used.  
 

 

Fig. 5.60    Measured and simulated eye-diagrams of the 44 GHz peaking amplifier at 
20 Gb/s and at 40 Gb/s. 

 
From the stimulus signals, large noise on the signals is visible, which contains a 
significant contribution from the measurement equipment (~2-3 mVpp). 
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By employing the same amplifier-topology but following an optimum GD design-
strategy (Section 5.3.3) – rather than a maximum BW-approach – the GD-penalty can 
be reduced by more than a factor of 2. With this approach the BW can still reach  
30 GHz. The possible improvement of the eye-diagram, particularly in terms of DDJ, 
was already illustrated in Fig. 5.24. 
 

5.8.6. Summary and Conclusions 
The summary of TABLE 5.8 highlights the excellent broadband performance and the 
area and power efficiency of this circuit. 

TABLE 5.8 Circuit summary and measurement results 

 Min. Typ. Max. Remark 
VDD  1 V 1.2 V  
IDD 50 mA 57 mA 75 mA = f(Gain-Peaking) 
DC-Gain 16 dB 19 dB 21 dB Differential Gain 
3-dB Bandwidth 40 GHz 44 GHz 50 GHz  
Δ Group Delay  ~35 ps  Δ from DC to ω-3dB 
Number of Stages  5   
DC-Levels  740 mV  In-/Output Common 

Mode 
Output Swing   > 400 mVpp  Differential Swing 
Load Resistor 
Value Range 

42 Ω 50 Ω 80 Ω Is a Function of VR_tune 

Silicon Area  100μm x 200μm 
=0.02 mm2 

 Core Cell Without VDD 
Decoupling 

 
Simulating the amplifier without series and shunt peaking yields a total amplifier BW 
of 6.46 GHz. With Eq. (5.2) the BW of a single stage can then be computed to  
16.7 GHz. From Section 5.3.3 we know that the BWER for combined peaking is ~4.5, 
hence with combined peaking the BW of a single amplifier stage can be increased to 
~75 GHz. Again using Eq. (5.2), a good guess for the total BW of a 5-stage amplifier 
results in 46 GHz, which is very close to the measured 44 GHz. Thus, the presented 
amplifier exploits the BWER potential of combined peaking very well. 
In TABLE 5.9 the amplifier is compared with previously published circuits. The 
GBW is almost a factor of 2 beyond state-of-the-art and its BW is only surpassed by 
[35], a distributed design, which lacks gain and consumes a lot of power. With respect 
to its GBW, the amplifier is also very small and power-efficient. 

TABLE 5.9 Performance comparison with previously published circuits 

Design Technology Gain 
[dB] 

BW 
[GHz] 

GBW 
[GHz] 

VDD 
[V] 

Power 
[mW] 

[15] 180 nm bulk 15 22 124 2.2 190 
[34] 90 nm bulk 18 23 183 1.2 54 
[35] 120 nm SOI 9 81 228 2.6 130 
DPPA [26] 90 nm bulk 20 23 230 1.0 80 
This Design 90 nm bulk 19 44 392 1.0 57 
1) Best results are shaded in grey 
2) [15] employs a 4-stage design with combined shunt and series peaking 
3) [34] employs a 4-stage plus output buffer design using T-Coil “peaking” 
4) [35] is a 7-stage travelling wave amplifier using cascode stages 
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6.  Bandwidth Enhancement of ESD Protection Devices 

During chip manufacturing, packaging, system assembly as well as during normal 
operation, electronic circuits can be exposed to very high voltages and currents, which 
exceed the maximum tolerable I/O voltages by orders of magnitudes. One family of 
origins of these voltages and currents are electrostatic discharge (ESD) events. ESD 
describes capacitive discharge effects that occur upon touching a circuit’s contacts. 
Different ESD models are used to describe different discharge scenarios. The best 
understood is the human body-model (HBM), where a statically charged human body 
is represented by a charged capacitor and a series resistor accounts for the finite 
conductivity of the human tissue and skin. Others are the machine model (MM), the 
charged device model (CDM) and more recently also the charged cable model, i.e. the 
cable discharge event (CDE). Details of the models and typical discharge current 
waveforms are found in Appendix D or in [4] and [7]. 
 
The breakdown voltage of CMOS devices of state-of-the-art technologies is governed 
by their gate oxide thickness and their pn-junctions. Typical values found in design-
manuals for the 90-nm and the 65-nm technology node are below 10 V, more than 
two orders of magnitude below the required ESD specification of e.g. 2 kV for the 
HBM level 1 [10]. To protect the CMOS I/O circuits, special ESD-protection devices 
are connected between the circuits and the chip contact pads. Usually these devices 
are voltage triggered switches, which divert the ESD currents away from the sensitive 
I/O circuit, mostly into ground or VDD. The currents that occur during ESD-events 
can be beyond 10 A (see Appendix D). Consequently ESD-devices are comprised of 
many wide conduction paths which in turn load the high-speed I/O circuit-node with 
considerable parasitic capacitance. 
 
Using increasingly higher data rates for off-chip I/O circuits has led to the 
employment of ever faster devices with smaller feature sizes which has also 
constantly lowered their breakdown voltage. ESD standards on the other hand, have 
remained unchanged for many years. Thus, the “voltage-tolerance-to-requirement” 
gap has constantly increased and ESD-devices are required to carry increasingly 
higher currents. The latter is only possible by using larger and hence more capacitive 
devices. The parasitic capacitance together with the input or output capacitance of the 
I/O circuit and the typically used termination resistors form a low-pass filter which 
limits the I/O circuit bandwidth, deteriorates the return-loss and can increase the 
power consumption. In view of emerging I/O standards employing increasingly faster 
signaling rates the total and the ESD-device capacitance at the I/O node become a 
critical factor. 
 
The design and optimization of production-level, low-capacitance ESD-devices is  
covered e.g. in [4] or [7]. Complementary it will be shown in this chapter that 
techniques exist on the circuit-level to mitigate the BW-limiting effect of ESD-
devices. Employing inductors between the capacitances (i.e. the pad-, ESD- and 
input-node-capacitance), results in a ladder-type filter with a cut-off-frequency 
beyond the RC-cut-off frequency caused by the termination resistor and the sum of 
the capacitances. Alternatively, bridged T-coils have recently been proposed in [14] to 
broadband impedance match the combination of termination-resistor and parasitic 
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capacitances. The advantage of T-coils over ladder-filters is its area efficiency and 
simple design-equations.  
 
In the next section the BW limitations of uncompensated ESD and I/O solutions are 
discussed. It is shown that even under optimistic conditions – at data rates beyond  
10 Gb/s – significant insertion and return loss occurs. In the subsequent sections 
bridged T-coil compensated I/O circuits and the governing equations are reviewed.  
T-coil limitations are highlighted, design guidelines for low area and high current 
operation are given and simulation and hardware results are presented. Next, an 
investigation on an alternative ESD protection concept employing spark-gaps is 
presented. Although at first good agreement with theory was found, the scaling of the 
geometry to chip-scale proved to be difficult. The chapter closes with a summary and 
outlook section. 
 

6.1. Limitations of Existing Solutions 

In recent work in an IBM 65-nm bulk CMOS technology, the total capacitance of a 
combination of a silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) and a “down diode” (see  
Appendix D) inclusive wiring has been extracted and is roughly 300 fF. The structure 
protects the I/O circuits against HBM ESD events up to ~2 kV. This capacitance value 
agrees well with the scarcely published values. In [52] a device with an estimated 
junction capacitance of ~150 fF is presented. This value does not include the wiring 
and the parasitic capacitance of the down-diode, which altogether is likely to also be 
around the value of the extracted 300 fF. 
In the following, this value is used to assess the data-rate and frequency-response 
limitations of today’s and future circuits. Beforehand, three additional assumptions 
are made: First, based on earlier measurements, the parasitic capacitance of the bond-
pad is 100 fF. Second, a typical circuit input/output capacitance is also ~100 fF. Third 
and last, the characteristic impedance to/from the I/O circuit is 50 Ω, which is mainly 
governed by existing link standards (see also TABLE 2.2). With this, the RC-I/O-BW 
of the circuit can be calculated to 12.7 GHz. 
With the rule of thumb for which the minimum BW for a given data rate is  
0.7 x data rate, the maximum data rate can be estimated to 18 Gb/s. For practical 
systems however, the effects of the packaging and the package to board-interface 
must also be taken into account which further reduce the maximum data rate. From  
TABLE 2.2 it can be seen that e.g. for high-speed electrical links not the I/O BW but 
rather the maximum I/O return loss |S11| is specified. These return loss specifications 
include the package and are typically –8 dB at the frequency corresponding to half of 
the maximum data rate (e.g. at 5 GHz for 10 Gb/s data rate). The plots in Fig. 6.1 
highlight that using an ESD capacitance of 300 fF (i.e. 500 fF in total) for the HBM 
ESD protection structure, the return loss specifications are not met for data rates 
beyond 10 Gb/s. Although the HBM ESD-protection is typically much larger than the 
devices used for CDM protection, the latter are also required most of the times, which 
even further deteriorate the high frequency performance. 
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Fig. 6.1  Insertion loss |S21| and return Loss |S11| for different total I/O 

capacitances, assuming a simple RC equivalent circuit. A typical 
compliance value for standard links is -8 dB for |S11|.  

Retaining the 2 kV HBM ESD requirements for upcoming I/O standards and using 
existing protection devices and architectures proves to be impractical as is readily 
apparent from Fig. 6.1. One way which allows to push existing techniques to higher 
data rates is the T-Coil BW enhancing technique as described in Section 6.2. 
However, this approaches has its limitations which are dominated by the I/O circuits 
themselves and the pad and ESD parasitic capacitance. They are in turn a function of 
the technology used, the circuit topology and the targeted ESD-performance. 
Beside of new interconnect techniques (e.g. smaller pads and smaller flip-chip bonds), 
ongoing discussions also address the option of reducing the ESD voltage tolerance to 
lower values. Because lower ESD compliance directly affects production yield, the 
module and system manufacturer are opposing this approach.  
Another important issue of high-speed I/O circuits is the power consumption  
(i.e. mW per Gb/s). Given return loss specifications, the 50 Ω line impedance and 
minimum voltage, little room remains for circuit improvement. For this reason, 
increasing the characteristic impedance of the transmission channel (e.g. to 100 Ω 
single ended) is occasionally discussed. While in terms of power consumption circuits 
can benefit this way, meeting the return loss specifications with existing ESD 
protection devices and strategies becomes virtually impossible because the governing 
RC time constant is also doubled. 
 
In summary: The divergence between requirements for robust ESD design and high-
speed signaling becomes more severe with increasing data rates. For the next 
generation of I/O standards the use of BW enhancing measures and reducing the ESD 
compliance voltage will be a feasible solution. For the follow-up I/O generation, most 
likely alternative solutions or further reduction of the ESD requirements will be 
required.    
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6.2. Bridged T-Coil Compensated ESD Protection 

In the following sections the BTC design equations previously discussed in Section 
5.3.4 are reviewed. A lumped small signal equivalent model is presented, which 
subsequently is fitted to measured data and then is scaled to assess the requirements of 
the parasitic ESD capacitance for 40 Gb/s operation. Specific design guidelines are 
given for area-efficient and high-current capable T-coil designs. Finally, transmission 
line pulser (TLP) measurements are provided for the same test-circuit with and 
without T-coil to demonstrate the compatibility of the approach with existing ESD-
requirements. 
 

6.2.1. Bridged T-Coil Principle and Limitations 
Two inductors which share one common node and are coupled as depicted in  
Fig. 6.2 a) are generally referred to as a T-coil. Employing bridged T-coils (i.e. with a 
bridging capacitance CB, see Fig. 6.2 a) has long been known to increase cascaded 
amplifier bandwidth [13] and in recent years has also been proposed to overcome 
capacitive bandwidth limitations caused by ESD protection structures [14], [74]. The 
symmetric BTC and the commonly used setup for capacitance compensation are 
shown in Fig. 6.2. Using the design Eqs. (6.44) to (6.46) for the symmetric BTC  
(Fig. 6.2 c, with L1 = L2) leads to a second-order transfer-function for Zt, i.e. the 
transimpedance from the pad to the input-circuit. Zt then has an associated -3dB 
corner frequency (6.47), which is much higher (i.e. 2.83 times, see Section 5.3.4) than 
the RTCin-time-constant itself.  

 
Fig. 6.2  a) Basic bridged T-coil, b) uncompensated input/output-equivalent circuit, 

c) bridged T-coil compensated input/output equivalent circuit (requires 
that RT and Cin may be separated) 

Note:  Cin comprises the parasitic capacitance of the ESD circuit and of the I/O driver/receiver 
circuit. 

 Cterm , the parasitic capacitance of the termination resistor is discussed in Fig. 6.3. It is set to 
zero for design-equations (6.44) - (6.47). 

 
Given RT and CL = Cin + Cterm (with Cterm = 0, see also Fig. 6.3), Eqs. (6.44) to (6.46) 
are used to find L1,2 and CB and k (i.e. ζ). These equations are identical to the ones 
used for the T-coil peaked amplifier discussed in Section 5.3.4 or [13]. 
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Again, by setting the damping factor ζ to 2/1 or 2/3 , either a Butterworth or a 
Bessel type frequency response can be achieved. In practical designs the series 
resistance from the coils and different parasitic capacitances are usually taken into 
account by using circuit simulators.  
The parasitic capacitance in parallel to the termination resistor Cterm is not always 
negligible. This can e.g. be caused by  parasitic wiring capacitance if the termination 
resistor RT is built from many small resistors in parallel (e.g. in SST-driver 
architectures [89]), or if the resistor must be laid out very wide to be able to sink large 
termination currents. The “problem” of the non-separable capacitance is usually 
addressed by employing an asymmetric T-coil [75]. Such more general T-coil 
compensation networks exhibit a 4th order transfer-function with 2 zeros [53] and 
[76], which requires the use of numerical methods and circuit simulators for detailed 
analysis and circuit layout. The limitation of the symmetric BTC under such different 
capacitive load distributions between center tap and termination resistor where studied 
numerically and the corresponding insertion loss |S21| (from the pad to Cin) and the 
return loss |S11| (at the pad) are shown in Fig. 6.3.  

 
Fig. 6.3  a) Return and b) insertion loss for a perfect, symmetrical bridged T-coil 

compensated input/output circuit with Cterm at the termination resistor RT 
(see Fig. 6.2 c).  

For comparison, the total load capacitance CL = Cin + Cterm is always 1pF for all cases. 
L1,2, and CB are adjusted according to Eqs. (6.44) to (6.46) for every case. The BTC 
with all of CL connected to the center-tap, ideally matches RT. Its |S11| remains below 
-20dB within the frequency-band of interest and is not shown in the plot. The return 
loss degrades gradually from perfect T-coil compensation (i.e. Cterm = 0) towards the 
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case where no T-coil at all is used (i.e. Cterm = CL). The insertion loss however 
degrades already below the simple RC-case at low frequencies for a  Cterm as low as 
~30% of the total load capacitance CL.  
Consequently, keeping Cterm small helps to better exploit the BW-compensation 
properties of the BTC, or asymmetric T-coils must be used.  
The simulations of Fig. 6.3 where done with perfect, lossless coupled inductors. In the 
following section a more sophisticated model for the T-coil is presented which beside 
ohmic losses also takes frequency dependent skin and substrate losses into account 
and is used to assess the performance of realizable T-coils up to 40 Gb/s. 
 

6.2.2. Lumped On-chip T-Coil Model 
The simple, lumped T-coil model of Fig. 6.2 suffices for conceptual studies and is 
valuable to derive initial values for inductor designs according to Eqs. (6.44) to 
(6.46). Since it does not comprise parasitic effects, its use for detailed high-frequency 
analysis is limited and fitting it to measured data over a broader frequency range  is 
not possible. To overcome these shortcomings, the inductor series resistance RS, the 
parasitic capacitance Cox to the substrate and CB between the turns and ideally also 
frequency dependent loss terms which take substrate and conductor skin losses into 
account, i.e. kL, LL and RL, are required. Fig. 6.4 shows a model which takes all this 
into account.  

 
Fig. 6.4  Lumped on-chip T-coil model accounting for ohmic losses, parasitic 

capacitances and high-frequency substrate and skin losses. 

Fig. 6.5 shows how well this model can be fitted to measured data. It is matched to the 
measurements of the T-coil designed for CL ~700 fF of Section 6.2.4. 
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Fig. 6.5  Measurements (red) of the T-coil of Fig. 6.9 fitted (blue) to the lumped 

model of Fig. 6.4. L1,2 are again computed according to Fig. 3.8 .(Note: S-
Parameters S11 and S22 are virtually congruent over the full frequency span) 

 
In the following, T-coils in CMOS 9SF where studied up to data-rates of 40 Gb/s. The 
dimensions and inductance values for the T-coil and the maximum CL for a certain 
performance are derived. As a performance goal at 40 Gb/s, a vertical eye-opening of 
80% (800 mVpp in Fig. 6.6) is targeted. 
For this purpose the fitted model of Fig. 6.5 was scaled linearly in L1 and L2 (i.e. all 
parasitics, losses and Lx where scaled with the same scaling factor γx, and the coupling 
factors were preserved). The derived maximum load capacitance CL, which still 
allows 800 mVpp eye-opening at 40 Gb/s is 450 fF with scaling-factors γ1 = 0.64 for 
L1 and γ2 = 0.47 for L2. Compared with the recently measured ~800 fF of a fairly 
complex 10 Gb/s SST driver in 65 nm bulk CMOS [89], 450 fF is an aggressive but 
realistic value for 40 Gb/s. 
In Fig. 6.6 the simulated 40 Gb/s eye-diagrams for the uncompensated (RC) and the 
T-coil compensated equivalent I/O-circuit are shown.  

 
Fig. 6.6   Simulated eye-diagrams for a BTC compensated and an RC-reference I/O-

circuit at 40 Gb/s (Zref = 50 Ω, CL = 450 fF).  
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From the eye-diagrams of Fig. 6.6 the benefit of the T-coil becomes only partially 
apparent. Inspecting the return loss |S11| of Fig. 6.7 however, unveils one of the main 
strengths of T-coil compensation, the matching of the I/O-circuit’s input to the 
channel/reference  impedance. 

 
Fig. 6.7   Simulated return- and insertion-loss for a BTC compensated and an RC-

reference I/O-circuit (Zref = 50 Ω, CL = 450 fF).   

Beside the improved return loss, the T-coil’s BW-enhancement from ~13.5 GHz by  
3 GHz to 16.5 GHz also contributes to wider eye-openings. 
 

6.2.3. T-Coil Design 
To design a bridged T-coil for compensating ESD capacitance, the termination 
resistor RT (i.e., the characteristic impedance of the system) and the value of the 
capacitance CL to be compensated must be known. Then the coupling factor k is 
selected (i.e. the type of frequency response required). Using Eqs. (6.44) to (6.46), the 
inductance L1,2 and the bridge capacitance CB can be computed. The inductor design 
methodology described in Section 3.5, can be used to find the geometry of the T-coil. 
Because the proposed method does not explicitly take the coupling factor k between 
L1 and L2 into account, it must be adjusted subsequently. This can be done by varying 
the spacing between the nested turns of L1 and L2 (see e.g. Fig. 6.9). Further 
optimization is possible by: 
 

1. During ESD-events, only L1 carries the high discharge currents from the pad 
to the ESD-device (BTC center-tap). By using a smaller trace-width for L2 the 
BTC becomes smaller, has a higher SRF and silicon real estate can be saved. 

2. To support higher currents, multiple metal layers can be tied together (i.e. 
vertically in parallel). This way the coils occupy less chip area. 

3. Using multilayer coils with the turns in series, the inductance per chip area can 
be increased significantly (i.e. inductance L ~ N2, with N the number of turns). 

4. Connecting the different inductor-branches of a multi-layer and multi-turn 
planar coil (e.g. 2 layers & 2 turns in Fig. 6.8) in an optimum way, improves 
the coils self resonance frequency significantly. The assumptions necessary 
are that w > tx and d < s, which holds for most inductor designs. This way the 
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“vertical” capacitance between the turns overweighs the side capacitance, (i.e. 
fringe capacitance) between turns on the same metal layer. A two-layer helical 
coil outperforms an otherwise identical coil, which consists of two simple 
spiral inductors connected in series. This is shown in Fig. 6.8.  

 

 
Fig. 6.8    Series-connecting inductor turns to form helical coils (version 2) rather 

than as two simple spirals (version 1), improves the self resonance 
frequency while providing the same total inductance (according to Fig. 
3.8). P1/2 are the “input/output” ports of the T-coil and P3 is the center 
tap.  

The 3-D view of the EM-model of a T-coil is shown in Fig. 6.9.  

 
Fig. 6.9    Example of a T-coil EM-model which is built as described in Fig. 6.8.  

(dout = 40 μm, wL1 = 4 μm, wL2 = 3 μm and s = 2 μm). Simulation results of 
this coil are shown in Fig. 6.5 and measurements in Fig. 6.11.  
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6.2.4. Measurements of a T-Coil Compensated ESD-Device 
There are two different modes in which ESD protection circuits operate: First, the 
high-speed signal mode, where the chip is powered and operating normally. The 
return loss S11 of the compensated I/O-circuit is a measure on how well the parasitic 
capacitance of the ESD protection device has been compensated by the T-coil. 
Second: The ESD protection mode. Measurements in this mode are typically done 
when no power is applied to the chip. High-current ESD-pulses are applied between 
the nodes of interest (e.g. between signal & GND and signal & VDD), so that all 
possible discharge paths as depicted in Fig. D.5 can be measured. In this mode the T-
coil must not degrade the high-current I-V characteristic of the ESD-protected I/O-
circuit with respect to the uncompensated one, i.e. the maximum voltage at the I/O 
circuit must not be exceeded.  
 
To study these two modes of operation, a simple test-vehicle was designed and built 
in CMOS 9SF (Fig. 6.10), once with and once without the T-coil of Fig. 6.9. The 
diodes DVDD and DGND are from the technology ESD-library and are rated at 2 kV 
HBM with a total parasitic capacitance of ~300 fF. The measured inductances of the 
BTC are L1 = 560 pH, L2 = 750 pH. The coupling factor k is ~0.45 and the bridging 
capacitor which has been added on the chip is CB = 60 fF. To mimic the capacitance 
of an I/O circuit, a discrete capacitor Cin = 630 fF was added to the T-coils center-tap. 
 

 
Fig. 6.10   Circuit Schematic of the T-coil and ESD test vehicle 

 
Measurements of the high-frequency characteristic: 
 
In Fig. 6.11 the measured return-loss of above I/O structure with and without BTC is 
shown. Without BTC |S11| of the reference circuit rises quickly beyond the generally 
accepted value of –10 dB, with the BTC it remains below -10 dB for the entire 
frequency-band of interest.  
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Fig. 6.11   Measured and simulated return loss |S11| of the T-coil test vehicle of  

Fig. 6.10.  

Because the T-coil must not be resistively loaded at its center tap to operate properly, 
the insertion-loss |S21| from the input pad to the T-coil center tap cannot be measured 
directly in a 50 Ω environment. However, the insertion loss using a fitted lumped 
model based on this coil’s measurements, together with transient simulations at  
40 Gb/s was shown in Fig. 6.6 already. 
 
 
ESD Protection Mode: 
 
To acquire the high-current I-V characteristic of ESD protected I/O circuits, a 
transmission line pulser (TLP, see Appendix D. c.) is required. Because at the IBM 
Zurich Research Lab such equipment was not available, the test-chips were sent to the 
“ESD Lab” of the IBM technology group in the U.S. There, they were characterized 
using 100 ns long pulses which are typically used to test HBM compliance. The two 
discharge paths from the “Signal Pad” to GND and to VDD as depicted in Fig. D.5 
were measured for the T-coil compensated and the uncompensated circuit. 
 
For both measurements as shown in Fig. 6.12, the trigger voltage (e.g. Fig. D.13) 
using a T-coil is a little higher than for the circuit without T-coil. Furthermore the 
current slope for the reference circuit is also higher. Both effects are attributed to the 
series resistance of L1 (Fig. 6.10) (~1.5 Ω). The so caused extra voltage is only seen at 
the pad but not at the ESD diode and hence at the I/O circuit. Thus it is shown that the 
effectiveness of existing ESD protection-diodes (i.e. in this particular case a p+ to  
N-well diode for the VDD and an n+ to P-well diode for the GND protection) is 
preserved by using T-coils.  
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Fig. 6.12   High-current I-V characteristic of the test-vehicle, with and without T-coil 

compensation. a) Positive pulse at the signal pad with respect to VDD. b) 
Negative pulse at the signal pad with respect to GND. 

 

6.2.5. T-Coil Summary 
By using BTCs, the return loss of otherwise poorly performing, highly capacitively 
loaded I/O circuits can be improved over a wide frequency range. Furthermore, it has 
been shown – up to 40 Gb/s – that at the same time the transfer function from the 
signal pad to the I/O circuit benefits, i.e. that the BTC improves the vertical and 
horizontal eye-opening. Equally important is the fact that T-coil compensation 
preserves the ESD performance of the uncompensated circuit and requires little chip 
area – the T-coils of this thesis were all ~50 x 50 μm2.  
 

6.3. Spark Gap ESD Protection  

In the following study a possible approach on how to accomplish ESD protection by 
spark gaps as on-chip ESD-devices is discussed (another possibility has been derived 
on the conceptual level and has been filed as a patent application; see Appendix H). 
Initial spark gap measurements and literature looked promising. Scaling the gaps 
down to the chip-level and using the electrode materials available from CMOS 
technologies however, did not yield the expected results. Limited by the existing 
manufacturing technology (materials), the number of samples and the tools available 
(hardware and software), further studying of this approach has been postponed. Thus, 
limited measurements are available, which are mainly discussed on an intuitive level, 
sufficiently profound to pick-up the topic again at a later point in time. 
 

6.3.1. Idea and Existing Work 
Spark gaps are popular devices used for over-voltage and lightning protection. The 
high electric field between two closely spaced electrodes produces a spark which 
leads to heating and ionization of the gas between them (often air). The ionized gas in 
turn becomes conductive and supports a sustained electrical discharge arc. Hence, 
spark gaps are voltage-triggered switches, similar to on-chip ESD devices. 
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The fundamental relation between the breakdown-voltage and the spacing of two flat 
plate electrodes has been described in 1889 and is called Paschen’s law, named after 
its discoverer:  
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=
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BpdV downbreak

  (6.48) 

 
The gap distance d is in [cm], p the ambient air pressure in [Torr], B [V/(cm·Torr)] 
and C are two experimentally derived constants.  
 
The trigger-voltage required for on-chip ESD protection is below ~10V. As can be 
seen from  Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.16 Paschen’s law predicts breakdown voltages beyond 
300 V for all test-gaps. However, recent measurements by Torres and Dhariwal [77] 
show that Paschen’s law does not hold for gaps of a few micrometers only. The 
following figure is a compilation of their results [77]. The reason for the deviation of 
very small gaps from the law is attributed to the transition from the Townsend 
mechanism to field emission dominated breakdown. However, a single hypothesis 
capable of explaining all the observations made is not known to the authors of [77] 
and is also beyond the scope of this thesis. 
 
 

 
Fig. 6.13   Breakdown voltage of micrometer gaps. Prediction by Paschen’s law and 

actually measured values by Torres and Dhariwal [77].  

Virtually independent of the 3 electrode materials used, the measured values start to 
deviate from Paschen’s law at a gap distance of ~5 μm. As can be seen from  
Fig. 6.13, towards very small gaps the breakdown voltage approaches the required 
~10V. In this context it is important to note that the shape and the surface of the 
electrodes has a strong effect on the actual breakdown voltage and by providing 
“sharp tips”, the field strength is enhanced and the breakdown voltage can be further 
reduced.  
In Fig. 6.13 flat and smooth electrode surfaces where used. The trigger-voltage can be 
reduced by locally enhancing the field strength by means of sharp tips. (see e.g.  
Fig. 6.16). Other requirements to the spark gap for on-chip ESD protection are: A low 
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turn-on latency, i.e. a high switching speed, repeatability, large current handling 
capability, low chip area, compatibility with existing manufacturing and assembly 
technologies and low parasitic capacitance. These topics are addressed and discussed 
in the next two sections.  
 
In Fig. 6.14 a conceptual sketch of an on-chip spark gap is shown. The arrangement 
provides an  impedance matched connection between the contact pad and the I/O 
circuit by using the combination of a coplanar and a microstrip line on the top 
metallization layer. 

 
Fig. 6.14   Conceptual drawing of an impedance-matched on-chip spark gap.  

 

6.3.2. Experiments 
In a first step test-vehicles were built on organic substrates with gap-distances of 
between 10 μm and ~65 μm to study static and dynamic break-down beyond 
Paschen’s law. To locally enhance the field strength and provoke a lower breakdown 
voltage with respect to Fig. 6.13, one of the electrodes was structured as is seen in 
Fig. 6.15.   

 
Fig. 6.15 Copper spark gap on a Duroid substrate.  

As expected, the spark gaps have a lower static break-down voltage than predicted by 
Paschen’s law (Fig. 6.16). The second time the same sample was tested, a higher 
breakdown voltage was measured, which supports the assumption that with the tip-
wear the gap-distance had increased. 
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Fig. 6.16  Static breakdown measurements of copper spark gaps on an organic 

substrate.  

Among the requirements for ESD protection is also the dynamic behavior, i.e. the 
turn-on time of the device. Using the test-circuits depicted in Fig. 6.15, the transient 
discharge waveform of a charged capacitor into the spark gap was measured.  

 
Fig. 6.17 Measurement of a capacitor discharge into the Cu spark gap of Fig. 6.15.  

The ringing observed is attributed to the measurement setup, including current-sense 
resistors and high-impedance probes, which are not impedance matched but required 
to protect the measurement equipment from the high voltages and currents. 
The time during which the field-emission current initiates the gap ionization and the 
formation of the plasma-arc, that is when the gap starts to conduct and limit the 
voltage, is measured to ~10 ns (i.e. the gap’s turn-on time is ~10 ns). 
Since for larger gap-widths the gas must be ionized over a longer distance before 
breakdown occurs, the turn-on time and the break-down voltage can be associated 
with the gap width. Thus, above results motivated pursuing this approach and to 
design and fabricate spark gaps on the chip-level as shown in Fig. 6.18. 
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Fig. 6.18  SEM images of spark gaps on the chip-level with ~1.2 μm gap width. 

Left: After “destructive” breakdown, right: With different tip arrays to 
locally enhance the field strength. 

 
According to Fig. 6.13, breakdown voltages of below a few tens of volts were 
expected for these gaps. Actual measurements however yield static breakdown 
voltages of ~500 V. External means are required to protect the spark gaps from the 
high currents occurring at these voltages, or they will permanently break down  
(Fig. 6.18 a). 
In order to work properly, the gap must be free from insulating “dielectric” material, 
which was verified with the SEM images of Fig. 6.18. Next the gaps were cleaned to 
remove potential oxides that could have formed in the atmosphere, but no difference 
in the breakdown voltage was measured neither. The work function Φ  of the gap-
material (aluminum) was compared with the one of copper, which was used in the 
first experiments: ΦAl = 4.28 eV, ΦCu = 4.65 eV. They are very similar and do not 
indicate a significant discrepancy between the two breakdown voltages. However, the 
aluminum is also covered with titanium and tantal nitride layers, which have work-
functions between 4.8 eV and 5.15 eV. By the small difference of the work function 
no significant difference in breakdown voltage would be expected. However, nitrides 
have different lattice structures than the pure metals used for the electrodes by Torres 
and Dhariwal. Therefore the transition from the Townsend to the field emission 
dominated breakdown – as observed by Torres and Dhariwal and suggested to explain 
their deviation from Paschen’s law – is unlikely to occur with our surfaces. By 
investigating Fig. 6.13 the measured ~500 V would actually rather agree with 
Paschen’s law.  
Since removal of the nitrides was not possible at the time and removing it from the 
CMOS manufacturing technology is no option neither, this hypothesis could not be 
confirmed and for the lack of promising next steps to pursue, the investigation was 
stopped. 
 
 
 
 

unstructured gap after destructive break-down micro-structured gap (unused) 
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6.3.3. Spark Gap Summary 
The measurements of Torres and Dhariwal and of my larger test-vehicles clearly 
indicate that small gaps can potentially be used as very fast voltage-triggered switches 
for on-chip ESD protection. They can be implemented as an impedance matched 
section of a transmission-line, which contributes with negligible parasitic capacitance 
to the I/O-circuit.  
It is known that surface properties and roughness have a significant impact on the 
break-down voltage between two electrodes (e.g. [77]). Therefore, the test-chips with 
the spark-gaps were cleaned with different acidic solutions prior to measurement.  
However, the measured static breakdown voltage remained exceptionally high for the 
cleaned and the uncleaned devices. It was later discovered that the aluminum 
electrodes where covered with different nitrides, which would explain a different 
breakdown voltage. Since with the previously described T-coil a powerful and proven 
tool is available to mitigate the parasitic capacitance of ESD devices, and in view of 
other unsolved implementation constraints for the spark gap (e.g. tip-wear, deposition 
of evaporated tip-material, hermetic sealing for packaging, repeatability and trigger-
voltage control), the investigation was stopped. 
 

6.4. ESD Summary 

The protection of high-speed I/O circuits against ESD events in CMOS technologies, 
requires the use of comparably large protection devices (diodes, SCRs etc.). These 
protection devices add significant parasitic capacitance to the I/O circuits. The 
bridged T-coil circuit can compensate large parasitic capacitances and provide 
exceptionally good broadband return-loss for data rates as high as 40 Gb/s. 
Nevertheless, T-coil compensated circuits were also shown to preserve the ESD 
performance with respect to uncompensated circuits. Detailed guidelines and 
considerations for T-coil design were given. 
An alternative spark gap structure for ESD protection was designed and investigated. 
Despite the good agreement of the measurements of the larger devices with theory, 
scaling them to the chip-level was unsuccessful. Considering many options, the high 
breakdown voltage of the devices remained unclear, thus the investigation was 
stopped and further work postponed. 
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7. Electro-Optical Component Packaging  

To fully exploit the high speed of the CMOS I/O-circuits, the entire interconnect 
channel – including the sections off-chip – must support the same data-rates too.  
The limitations of electrical links has been discussed in Chapter 2. In summary; the 
bandwidth-length product of a copper channel with a given cross-section is roughly a 
constant and severely limits the transmission distance of electrical links at increasing 
data-rates. To overcome these limitations, optical channels are an alternative, which at 
a given cross-section have a channel capacity that is orders of magnitudes higher than 
the one of copper channels, hence allow longer and more dense interconnections.  
Previous optical links were mainly used in telecom type applications, which are less 
cost-sensitive than datacom applications. A big part of the cost of optical links comes 
from component placement and assembly, which often involves numerous labor-
intensive active precision alignment steps. One central challenge is therefore to 
massively reduce theses costs, i.e. the cost of electro-optical packaging and assembly. 
At IBM Research, work has been ongoing for several years on PCB-integrated 
waveguide technology [81] and on passive alignment concepts for optical components 
and packages [79], which both are required for denser and less costly optical links. 
In order to utilize these waveguides for chip-to-chip and board-to-board links, a 
suitable interconnect infrastructure including suitable optical packages has to be 
available.  
 
In the next section the challenges specific to electro-optical component packaging for 
PCB-embedded waveguide systems is discussed and existing and emerging electro-
optical packages for these applications are presented. In Section 7.2 a first package 
design made at the IBM Zurich Research Lab is presented and discussed. Finally, in 
Section 7.3, the main section of this chapter, a novel concept for packaging high-
speed electro-optical components, driver and receiver circuits is presented with a 
focus on manufacturing, mechanical alignment and high-speed electrical 
interconnects. This work has also recently been published [80]. 
Complementary to this chapter, Appendix E and Appendix F provide detailed 
information on the waveguide manufacturing and the alignment technology employed 
and in general on electronics packaging and packaging materials. 
 

7.1. Problem Line-Up and Existing Approaches 

7.1.1. PCB,  Package and Optical Tolerance Discrepancy 
The main challenge in the packaging of electro-optical components for waveguide 
(WG) applications is to overcome the discrepancy between the intrinsic dimensional 
tolerances of PCBs and packages and the alignment accuracy required between the 
VCSEL’s/Photo Detectors and the PCB embedded WGs, at affordable cost. Fig. 7.1 
depicts this schematically for two different types of BGA-packages, which is the 
package-type of choice for most applications requiring very high total aggregate I/O 
bandwidth (see also Appendix E).  
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Fig. 7.1  Tolerance-chain for two different types of BGA packages. a) Cavity-Down 

package using wire-bonding, b) Cavity-Up package using flip-chip 
bonding.  

The alignment offset over different lamination steps typical to PCBs is in the order of 
100-200 μm. BGA solder-balls between the package and the PCB self-align with 
respect to the solder-pads during reflow. The surface tension effects involved depend 
on a variety of process parameters and are rather complex. For details the reader is 
referred to e.g. [78]. Because the overall accuracy is dominated by the PCB and 
offsets from within the package,  these effects are considered second order and are 
neglected.  
Using the wire-bonding package as shown in Fig. 7.1 a), the optical components can 
be aligned with respect to the package pad layer, hence no lamination induced layer-
offset occurs. For very high-speed applications however, flip-chip bonding is the 
preferred technology (see also Appendix E). The drawback of flip-chip bonding with 
respect to alignment is that the optical component is referenced to the top 
metallization layer, which by itself may have an offset with respect to the package 
bottom layer. This offset is in the order of 50 μm (IBM internal communication). 
Finally, component placing e.g. by means of flip-chip bonding is possible with 
accuracies in the order of 1-2 μm (e.g. FC150 Süss MicroTec -> ±1 μm). 
By taking all these tolerances into account, the total alignment offset of the two BGA 
packages of Fig. 7.1 has been computed. It was assumed that the misalignment of the 
individual interfaces were equally distributed in X and Y around their nominal position 
(i.e. 150 μm for the PCB and 50 μm for the flip-chip-package). The resulting 
cumulative distributions are shown in Fig. 7.2 a). For comparison, a simple coupling 
sensitivity estimation between VCSEL/PD and the polymer WGs is shown in  
Fig. 7.2 b). It was computed by calculating the VCSEL/PD and waveguide overlap-
area at a given alignment offset, assuming uniform illumination of the VCSEL/PD, 
which in this case can be considered worst-case. The diameter of the active area of the 
VCSELs and Photo-Detectors are ~10 μm and ~70 μm respectively [32], [31]. The 
waveguides have a square cross-section with an edge-length of 50 μm  
(see Appendix F). 
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Fig. 7.2  Total alignment accuracy between the waveguide facet and the optical 

component. a) The cumulative probability distribution under the 
assumption of equally distributed tolerances for the individual offsets in x-
y direction. b) Simple estimation of the optical coupling penalty as a 
function of the alignment offset dx between VCSELs/PDs and waveguides 
(i.e. perfect butt-coupling).  

Clearly the coupling differences between VCSEL and PD are apparent, which stem 
from the significantly different aperture areas of the two. 
As is pointed out in TABLE 2.1, p. 16, the coupling efficiency between the package 
and the board is one of the critical measures for embedded waveguide applications. 
An acceptable upper limit for the coupling-loss per interface is ~1.25 dB. It is 
apparent from Fig. 7.2 b) that this leads to a maximum allowable alignment offset of  
~22 μm. Comparing this value with the result of Fig. 7.2 a), a total yield of below 
10% must be expected.  
In the next section it is discussed how a collimated-beam and lens-pair can relax, the 
package to board/waveguide tolerance requirement. In this particular case the high 
accuracy requirement can be shifted from the package-to-board alignment to the lens-
alignment within the package and the lens-alignment with respect to the board 
integrated waveguides. Although the high accuracy must still be achieved, it may be 
easier and more cost-effectively accomplished for the attachment of small lenses than 
it would be to precisely aligning an entire package to a PCB with this high accuracy. 
 

7.1.2. Lens-Pair Optical Interface 
To relax the in-plane x-y alignment and the vertical (z) tolerance constraints in an 
optical system (e.g. between the VCSEL/PD and the waveguides), a collimating and 
focusing lens-pair is a common approach, as is schematically depicted in Fig. 7.3. 
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Fig. 7.3   Optical interface with a collimated beam and a lens-pair between laser/PD 

and waveguides at different horizontal offsets (see Fig. 7.4 for coupling).  
 
Note:  The 90º deflection mirror is usually implemented as part of the board-side-optics (see also 

Section 7.3.3.5) and not considered in detail for the following package. It was shown in [91] 
that tilt-errors are not critical and in [79] that it can be passively aligned.  

 
 
Fig. 7.4 shows measured coupling results using the coupling scheme of Fig. 7.3.   
 

 
Fig. 7.4   Coupling measurements for the collimated beam and lens-pair coupling 

scheme of Fig. 7.3. a) Coupling-penalty for measured & calculated (from 
Fig. 7.2) x-y misalignment with and without lenses. b) Measured 
coupling-penalty for z-direction offset. (Measurements with kind 
permission from the Photonics Group at the IBM Zürich Research Lab). 

 
In Fig. 7.4 a) the measured results from using above coupling scheme are compared 
with the butt-coupling scheme as shown in Fig. 7.2 b). From Fig. 7.4 b) it can be seen 
how insensitive the lens-pair approach is to variations in the z-offset. 
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The collimation of the divergent beam from the VCSEL, i.e. θ ≈ 15º [32], has two 
effects on the coupling. First, it removes the z-dependency from the coupling losses 
(in practice it improves it by one to two orders of magnitude, see Fig. 7.4 b). Second, 
if the “fill-ratio” wbeam/wμ-lens is smaller than 1, misalignment dx between the E/O 
PCB and the optical package can be tolerated up to the point where the beam hits the 
μ-lens from the adjacent channel (Fig. 7.3). At this point optical cross-talk starts to 
occur.  
The light sensitive area of the photo detector (PD) is comparably large (~70 μm in 
diameter [31]), hence the alignment of the PD with respect to the WGs is less critical.  
 
Inspecting  Fig. 7.4 a) and Fig. 7.2 yields that by using the lens-pairs between the 
package and the PCB, a coupling loss of ~1.25 dB is possible with a relaxed 
alignment requirement (i.e. from ~22 μm to ~70 μm). The yield is consequently 
increased by ~20% (i.e. ~30% in total). Obviously this will still not suffice, and 
means to further narrow the PCB to package tolerance-gap (i.e. ~150 μm vs. ~70 μm) 
are sought (see Section 7.2.3). Solutions on how to precisely align the μ-lens-arrays 
with respect to the VCSELs/PDs and the waveguides are addressed in Section 7.2 and 
7.3. 
  
Next, a summary of the features and performance of existing packages and concepts 
for comparable applications are presented. 
 

7.1.3. Existing Electro-Optical Packages 
The idea to avoid the electrical I/O-bottleneck by employing high-density PCB based 
optical waveguides is not exclusive to IBM, thus other research groups around the 
globe are addressing this problem too, all in slightly different ways. A selection of 
these approaches is shown in Fig. 7.5. Beside the packages for PCB-embedded 
waveguide applications from R&D, optics is also brought to the PCB with 
connectorized or even free-space products as is also shown in Fig. 7.5. Commercial 
products that address on-board optical waveguide applications are not known to the 
author yet. 
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Fig. 7.5  Existing electro-optical packages for optical interconnect applications 
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Features and performance summary of the packages of Fig. 7.5: 
 
(1) The VTT package [64]: 
Electrical Interface:  BGA Solder-Balls 
Optical Interface:  Lens-Pair & mirror coupling to WGs on the top of the PCB 

surface. Coupling loss is ~5.1 dB and passive lens-alignment is 
employed. 

Mechanical:  LTCC. Package to PCB alignment relies on BGA pick-and- 
placement accuracy. 

Summary:  LTCC is used for high intrinsic accuracy and for its good 
thermal and RF properties. 10 Gb/s demonstrated but coupling 
and WG losses are still too high for practical applications  
(17 dB over 83 mm) 

 
(2) The NTT package [65]: 
Electrical Interface: BGA Solder-Balls. BGA pads are structured/manufactured  

after the assembly of the E/O  components. 
Optical Interface: Lens-Pair and 45° WG facet for beam-deflection (TIR, total  

internal reflection). Polishing of the seal of the VCSEL/PD 
required. Electrically through-contacted spacer on the bottom 
side of the package is required to accommodate lens-arrays. 
Lens-manufacturing on the partly assembled package itself. 
WG reside on top of a quartz-substrate on the top of an FR4 
carrier. 

Mechanical: Organic substrate. Relies on BGA self-alignment properties. 
Summary: No passive alignment included. Complex manufacturing steps  

required after E/O components have been mounted. 1.25 Gb/s 
demonstrated, but not the package, only the WGs. Different 
interesting lens manufacturing technologies presented 
(dispensing and ink-jet printing). 

 
(3) The Negit (Pin) [66]: 
Electrical Interface: Connector based. 
Optical Interface: Butt-coupling, either direct in-cavity or by means of a  

vertically from the board top side inserted deflection-element. 
Mechanical: Mechanical alignment and load-bearing mechanics are  

separated.  
Summary: Passive alignment and MT-compatible. Approach reuses many  

concepts from existing optical card-edge modules.  
 
(4) The Intel package [63]: 
Electrical Interface: Flip-Chip Pin-Grid-Array (FCPGA) 
Optical Interface: WGs to MT-connectors at the package-edge for fiber-ribbon 

connection, using metal 45° mirrors, active alignment to/with 
the most outer VCSELs illuminated (i.e. turned on). 

Mechanical: Standard microprocessor packaging technology. 
Summary: No PCB-embedded WGs on the cards nor on the backplane. 

8Gb/s demonstrated. 
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(5) The Gent interposer [68]: 
Electrical Interface: BGA/LGA  
Optical Interface: MT-connector on an actively aligned receptacle platform. 
Mechanical: Any existing cavity-down package. 
Summary: The main step requires active alignment of an MT-compatible 

interposer-platform with respect to the optical apertures of the 
E/O converters. Fiber-ribbons align then to the guide-pins on 
the interposer-plate. 

 
(6) The Xyratex module [67]: 
Electrical Interface: Not specified, but can be any of e.g. BGA, LGA, PGA, etc. 
Optical Interface: Coupling with one lens only to the WGs on a backplane (no 

WGs on riser-card). MT-pins for registration. 
Mechanical: Two step attachment of riser-cards to backplane. Coarse  

alignment with standard card-mounting. Fine alignment with 
mechanically decoupled optical interface on a flex-print. 

Summary: Optical card-edge connector only, allows no optical routing 
between chips on the same card. Decoupling of load-bearing 
mechanics from fine-alignment mechanics for optics.  

 
(7) The IBM ITX module [69]: 
Electrical Interface: LGA-connector 
Optical Interface: Butt-coupling using a precision silicon carrier with through- 

holes and MT-pins for registration. The module puts transceiver 
and conversion circuits into a PCB-cavity for coupling. 

Mechanical: Interposer-application, i.e. no logic/CPU on the same package  
foreseen. Heat-sink/diverter required on top of the cavity to 
cool the circuits in the cavity. 

Summary: Adoption of existing optical card-edge module architecture. 
Thermal shortcomings and limited compatibility with existing 
CPU/ASIC packaging processes. 

 
Summary of existing packaging approaches: 
 
On the path to a generic package containing electrical and optical functions for use on 
PCBs with embedded optical waveguides, most of these existing packages and 
modules contribute with valuable concepts (lens-pair-coupling, on-the-package lens-
manufacturing, pins for registration, BGA-self-alignment etc.). However, they also 
constrain the link-architecture in one way or another or employ expensive 
manufacturing steps or materials. 
While (4 & 6) have a realistic potential to be used in early applications, they cannot 
fully exploit the density advantage of optics due to the connectors used.  
Although (5) claims to overcome the I/O bottleneck of electrical links, it remains 
unclear which family of applications it addresses and many system-aspects are not 
considered neither. 
(3) and (7) have many similarities in the optical coupling approach. Both use butt-
coupling, either with or without an intermediate optical part between the VCSEL/PD 
and the WG. The problem with butt-coupling is that it requires the optical component 
(i.e. the package) itself to be aligned with respect to the WGs to within ~± 10 μm  
(see e.g. Fig. 7.2 or Fig. F.2), which has severe implications on the board assembly. 
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(1 & 2) use lens-pair-coupling to gain mutual alignment tolerance between the 
package and the PCB (see Section 7.1.2). Although accurate positioning of lenses on 
the package and a corresponding component on the PCB is still required, the high-
precision assembly step can be relocated from the general board assembly to the lens-
attachment, yielding an increased compatibility with existing manufacturing and 
assembly technologies. However, both packages use either expensive materials (i.e. 
LTCC (1)) or impractical manufacturing steps (e.g. surface polishing of partly 
assembled modules (2)). 
 

7.2. Preexisting Work at the IBM Zurich Research Lab 

The Photonics & Optoelectronics group of the IBM Zurich Research Lab has 
developed a technology to manufacture low-loss optical polymer waveguides 
compatible with existing PCB manufacturing technologies (see Appendix F). To 
demonstrate the suitability for future back-plane and “in-the-box” interconnects, a 
package was required that is suitable for coupling from the VCSELs to the WGs and 
from the WGs to the photo-detectors. At that time (2003) there was no packaging 
activity at the lab. An existing organic cavity-down package, originally designed for 
electronics packaging was selected mainly for its immediate availability.  
The next sections describes by what means the package was enhanced to meet the 
requirements and measurement results are presented. The work was done before this 
thesis, but provides a starting point for the packaging work of Section 7.3.  
 

7.2.1. Electro-Optical Prototype-PCB  
Fig. 7.6 shows a sketch of the waveguide testbed for which a O/E package was 
needed. The target data-rate was 10 Gb/s. The optical polymer waveguides are 
fabricated on the top surface of the FR4-PCB for ease of manufacturing (Appendix F). 
 

 
Fig. 7.6  Schematical overview of the early optical prototype-setup. The WGs are  

~6 cm long and the board side optics coupling elements (Fig. 7.20 a) were 
inserted and aligned in a manual step. 
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7.2.2. Organic Cavity Down Package 
The organic BGA/LGA package that was available is depicted in  Fig. 7.7 and  
Fig. 7.8. Its outer edge-length is 21 x 21 mm, thickness is 1 mm, the component-
cavity is 6 x 4 mm and it provides a total of 152 pads at a 1 mm pitch. For signal 
routing from the pads to the chips in the cavity 8 50 Ω impedance matched differential 
pairs and 16 50 Ω impedance matched single ended high-speed lines are available. 
The chips are wire-bonded to the bondable surface on the bottom side of the laminate. 

 
Fig. 7.7  Bottom view of the SLC (surface laminated circuit, see also Appendix E).  

The organic package substrate is attached to a metallic plate that serves as a stiffener, 
a heat-sink and as mechanical support for the attached chips. 

 

 
Fig. 7.8  Existing SLC package side view. The chips are attached face-down to the 

stiffener within the cavity and are wire-bonded to the organic substrate. 
The electrical interface between the package and the PCB is either LGA or 
BGA. 

 
Originally the package as shown in Fig. 7.7 provides no features for passively 
aligning it with respect to the PCB. However, reference markers (crosses and 
rectangles) are available on the metallization layer (Fig. 7.12), which were used 
during active alignment steps.  
 
In the next section the extensions made to this package as required for use in the 
prototype-setup of Fig. 7.6 are described.  
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7.2.3. Package Enhancements 
The following two properties are important for bring-up and debugging a prototype-
system as depicted in Fig. 7.6: 
 

1. The package must support multiple detach and reattach cycles of the electrical 
and the optical interfaces. 

2. The package has to be aligned passively with respect to the PCB. 
 
Electrical: 
 
The detach- and reattachment of a BGA solder-interface is labor-intensive and error-
prone. Hence, a more flexible solution was implemented by using a so called 
elastomeric interposer [54], which consists of a polymer sheet with many vertically 
inserted metal-wires (Fig. 7.9 & Fig. 7.10). 
 

 
Fig. 7.9  Elastomeric Interposer, ZEBRA®. (Source: Fujipoly America Corp.) 

This particular [54] as well as similar types of electrical interposers (e.g. also [71]) 
require to be uniformly compressed for good connectivity. To provide the required 
rigidity, the package is attached to a stiffener made of aluminum (Fig. 7.10), which 
also accommodates pins for package to PCB alignment. The elastomeric interposer is 
sandwiched between the package and the PCB and the stiffener is screwed to the 
PCB. To limit the compression of the interposer to the recommended 0.9 mm (i.e. 
10%), a mechanical spacer is put between the stiffener and the PCB (Fig. 7.10).  

 
Fig. 7.10  Detailed view of the removable LGA interconnect between the package 

and the FR4-PCB.  
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Optical: 
 
The two alignment pins fit the stiffener and the PCB tightly, thus connect their 
reference planes. This reduces the alignment tolerance between the package and the 
PCB to less than ~50 μm, which is the drill-accuracy on the PCB with respect to the 
WGs, as guaranteed by the PCB-manufacturer. The PCB-holes for the screws on the 
contrary fit the screws loosely since they have no aligning function. 
To profit from the high alignment accuracy between the stiffener and the PCB, the 
organic package and the electro-optical components have to be attached very precisely 
within the stiffener. By an elaborate mask transfer process, the active components and 
the existing package were attached to an aluminum frame. Fig. 7.11 depicts this 
attachment sequence, which yields a total accuracy of ~5-10 μm.  
 
The steps necessary for the mask-transfer of Fig. 7.11 are: 
 

1. The electronic components are aligned in an active step to a chromium mask 
on a glass substrate. Using a UV curable glue (Cyanolit), they are kept in 
place. The surface of the mask serves as z-reference, while the chromium 
pattern is used for x-y alignment (Fig. 7.11 “a”). 

2. In the same manner the cavity down package is aligned and fixed on the mask. 
However, previously to that, the necessary amount of temperature curable 
epoxy glue is deposited where later the components are attached to the 
package (Fig. 7.11 “b”). 

3. The mechanical aluminum clamp-frame is attached to the mask with the same 
UV curable glue. Between the clamp frame and the back of the cavity down 
package the same temperature curable and heat conducting epoxy is used  
(Fig. 7.11 “c”). 

4. The entire assembly is heated so that the epoxy resin is fully cured. 
5. The mask is removed from the components, the package and from the clamp 

frame in an acetone bath. Since the UV curable glue is acetone soluble and the 
epoxy is not, the mask can be perfectly removed and reused. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7.11 Active alignment and assembly sequence on a chromium mask [55].  
 
Fig. 7.12 shows the cavity of the package and the chromium mask during the transfer 
of the components from the mask to the package. 
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Fig. 7.12 View from the top through the mask before epoxy curing. On-chip vs. 

mask alignment markings are highlighted. Package vs. mask alignment 
markings are e.g. at the top right corner.  

 
Subsequently the electrical connections between the chips and the package are wire-
bonded, before the lens arrays are attached on the top of the chips, again in an active 
step, i.e. by hand. 
 

7.2.4. Results and Conclusions 
The modules were populated with a 4 x VCSEL and a 4 x photo-detector array each. 
An external pattern generator and an external TIA were used for the signal 
conditioning on the transmitter and the receiver side. Fig. 7.13 shows a photograph of 
the optical test-PCB with two transceiver modules.  

 
Fig. 7.13  Photograph of the embedded-waveguide test-PCB populated with TX/RX 

modules. 
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In Fig. 7.14 a schematic cross-section of the package and the optical board interface is 
shown and an eye-diagram measured after one of the receivers.  
 

 
Fig. 7.14  a) Schematic cross-section of a PCB-mounted module including lens-

arrays glued on the top of the VCSEL/PD arrays and one possible 
implementation of an optical board-interface (see also Section 7.3.3.5).    
b) Measured 10 Gb/s eye-diagram of a fully optical data link (for a detailed 
discussion of the results the reader is referred to [56]). 

This system demonstrated the feasibility of high-speed optical links. Many lessons 
were learned from this work, which also affected the electro-optical package of  
Section 7.3. They are: 
 

1. The module to PCB positioning accuracy by using alignment pins and a rigid 
stiffener is very good (< ~50 μm) and reproducible.  

2. The polymer interposer allows reproducible electrical connectivity up to  
10 Gb/s and beyond (see also Fig. 7.32). 

3. The comparably large clamp-frame is more than sufficient to divert the 
dissipated power. 

4. The package-to-clamp-frame attachment relies on a labor-intensive active 
alignment process (Fig. 7.11). 

5. The lens attachment to the E/O components is also only possible through 
active alignment steps. 

 

7.3. Up to 40 Gb/s Electro-Optical Organic Package  

In this section we develop a novel approach for packaging high-speed opto-electronic 
12x-array devices in a compact, low-cost package for waveguide-based intra-system 
links. The packaging concept uses a combination of passive alignment steps, tolerance 
stackup reduction and a misalignment-tolerant coupling scheme in order to bridge the 
tolerance gap between PCB, package and optics, in a cost competitive way. 
Using flip-chip technology, the opto-electronic components are placed on a very thin 
substrate with holes for the light path. The top side of the 25 μm thick liquid crystal 
polymer (LCP) substrate not only provides fast and low-loss electrical connections 
(tanδ = 0.002, TABLE E.1), it also serves as alignment reference plane for the entire 
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module, avoiding alignment tolerance accumulation over different assembly steps. 
Openings for the laser beams, passive lens alignment features, centering holes for 
mechanical alignment pins between module and board and optional MT-guide 
receptacles are all laser-cut in a single process step, with a precision better than 5 μm. 
A similar approach is used for the optical interface on the PCB, and a lens-pair 
coupling scheme (Fig. 7.10) provides a sufficiently small misalignment tolerance 
between the package and the PCB. Mechanical rigidity of the package and heat sink 
functions are provided by an epoxy filled aluminum frame. 
In the following sections the design considerations, the basic package concept, the 
experimental implementation and characterization results of the prototype package are 
presented [80]. 
 

7.3.1. General Design Considerations 

Since cost is a key requirement, design considerations started with the goal to avoid 
costly alignment steps as much as possible (i.e. avoid the steps as seen in Fig. 7.11). 
The strategy to cost-effectively bridge the gap between PCB manufacturing tolerances 
and optics requirements (see also Section 7.1.1) is a) to minimize tolerance stackup 
within the individual parts (package and PCB) and b) to use a misalignment tolerant 
coupling scheme between the individual parts (Fig. 7.10). Point a) is achieved by 
using a single plane of reference for positioning all sub-components within the 
package and within the PCB, respectively. For the passive placement of optical 
components to PCBs with embedded optical waveguides, this strategy has 
successfully been demonstrated with a precision down to a few micrometers in [79]. 
Point b) is achieved by using a collimated beam approach between the package optical 
interface and the PCB optical interface, which yields misalignment tolerances up to a 
few tens of micrometers between PCB and package at acceptable losses (≤ 1.25 dB, 
see also Section 7.1.2), [82], [83]. The package and PCB are positioned with respect 
to each other by means of guide pins that connect the reference plane of the package 
with the reference plane of the PCB (Section 7.2.3). 
To avoid active alignment of the optoelectronic dies with respect to the package 
substrate, the inherent alignment accuracy of flip-chip die attachment is exploited. 
Because of component availability or maturity and because of the absorption 
properties of most polymer waveguide materials (see e.g. Fig. 2.2), 850 nm VCSELs 
were employed. Most commercially available VCSELs at this wavelength are top 
emitters, i.e. the flip-chip bonded devices are emitting towards the substrate. 
Therefore the substrate either must be transparent, or be very thin and have holes. The 
small thickness is required because the light of each channel must be captured with a 
collimating microlens before it penetrates into a neighboring channel. At the same 
time, the substrate must be suitable for high-speed and high-density electrical 
connections. After initial unsatisfactory tests with transparent substrates, a thin 
substrate with optical via-holes was the approach selected for the realization of the 
package. 
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7.3.2. Overview of the Concept 
Fig. 7.15 shows an exploded view of the package building blocks plus a detailed cross 
sectional view of the central part with the optoelectronic devices and the coupling 
optics. The centerpiece of the package is a thin LCP substrate (4) that routes the HF-
signals from the electrical interface pads to the optoelectronic components (5 & 6) in 
the center of the package, and that also serves as the single plane of reference for the 
positioning of all other package components. On the top side, the LCP substrate (4) is 
covered with an additional LCP and copper layer (2-3) for a better electrical 
performance – fully embedded striplines in the low-loss LCP – and an overmold or 
stiffener (1) for mechanical stability and heat transfer to a heat sink. The bottom side 
contains the electrical interface to the PCB pads (10) at the periphery, and one part of 
the coupling optics (8) to the PCB-embedded waveguides (9) in the center. 
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Fig. 7.15  Package-concept illustration. Background & right: Optical PCB (11) with embedded waveguides (9) and an exploded view of the 

package, which consists of 3 different LCP layers (2-4) and a stiffener and heat-sink (1). Bottom-left: Detailed view of the optical 
interface. One coupling lens is part of the package (8) and its correspondent is part of the PCB in the form of a plug-in component 
(13). 
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7.3.3. Concept Details 
7.3.3.1. Multipurpose LCP Substrate 

A 25 μm thin liquid crystalline polymer (LCP) substrate (4) carries the electrical (5) 
and electro-optical (6) devices. With its low dielectric loss factor (tanδ = 0.002), LCP 
supports very high data-rates (it is shown [30] that up to 110 GHz LCP has negligible 
degradation of tanδ). A further advantage of LCP is its very low moisture absorption, 
which leads to severe performance degradation of other materials, as is depicted in 
Fig. 7.16 and Fig. A.2. 

 
Fig. 7.16  Moisture absorption of different substrate materials, which leads to a 

degradation of the loss factor δ. (Source: Rogers Corporation)  

Impedance matched differential striplines at 100 Ωdiff. are fully embedded into the 
LCP by adding an additional LCP and copper layer (2&3) on top of the substrate (4).  
 

 
Fig. 7.17  Fully embedded microstrip lines have low loss and decouple the electrical 

signals from the attachment of the mechanical clamp frame.  

LCP has the additional advantage of low material and manufacturing cost typical to 
organic materials, compared to e.g. ceramics ([58], Appendix E).  
 
The components are attached to the substrate (4) by flip-chip bonding, which offers 
excellent signal integrity and precise placement with respect to the pad pattern on the 
LCP substrate (4). To improve the mechanical stability, the components are 
underfilled.  
The patterned LCP substrate (4) also serves as the single plane of reference. Openings 
(7) for the laser beams, passive lens alignment features, centering holes for the 
mechanical alignment pins between package and PCB and optional MT-guide holes 
are all laser-cut into the substrate with a single process step. With this approach, a 
cost-effective relative alignment of all package sub-components with a precision 
better than ca. 5 μm is achieved, which is the limiting accuracy of the laser cutting.  
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In Fig. 7.18 a cross-section of the package is depicted. 
 

 
Fig. 7.18  Single plane of reference: The first layer of the LCP base substrate (4) 

serves as the reference to align electro-optical circuits, optical and 
mechanical components. 

 

7.3.3.2. Electro-Optical Components and Associated Driving Circuits 

VCSEL/PD arrays with 1x12 channels, a pitch of 250 μm, which operate at 10 Gbps 
are commercially available, and larger array sizes (e.g. 2x12 or 4x12) are expected to 
hit the market in the near future. 
Because of the anticipated large number of optical channels in future systems, the 
power consumption of the VCSEL drivers and transimpedance amplifiers becomes a 
critical figure of merit. Therefore the low-power CMOS devices of [38] where 
selected for this work, which also facilitates the cooling of the packages. 
 

7.3.3.3. Thermal Interface and Stiffener 

To provide rigidity and stability to the thin LCP substrate (4), an overmold or stiffener 
(1) is used, which also acts as a heat spreader and thermal interface to an optional heat 
sink. A machined metallic part can be used alternatively (see Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.24). 
 

7.3.3.4. Electrical Interface 

A BGA/LGA type electrical interface was selected for compatibility with standard 
board assembly technologies and because of its (2D) scalability of the number of 
channels. BGA will be preferred for cheap permanent attachments, while LGA or 
other compression-based interposer technologies can be used for non-permanent 
attachments, e.g. in a prototyping environment. 
 

7.3.3.5. Optical Interface 

The optical interface between package and PCB-embedded waveguides is of the 'lens-
pair-and-mirror' type (Section 7.1.2). One part of the optics, a lens array (8), is 
integrated with the package. It collimates the beams that emerge from the VCSEL 
array, or focuses the beams to the photodetector array. The other part of the optics 
(13) is integrated with the PCB. It provides the 90 degree deflection and the 
collimation/focusing of the beams from/to the waveguides. By grouping the optics 
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like this and by having a collimated beam between the package-side optics and the 
PCB-side optics, the alignment requirements between the package and the PCB 
become much more relaxed (Fig. 7.4), which allows standard board-assembly 
technologies to be used. Precision alignment is still required within the package and 
within the PCB, but there, cost-efficient passive alignment concepts are available 
(Fig. 7.18, [79]).  
On the package side, the channel pitch  of 250 μm and the divergence angle of the 
VCSEL (θ = 15° [37], Fig. 4.2) limit the distance between the VCSEL and the 
collimating lens to ~467 μm. Within this distance electrical interfaces, conductor 
traces, the electrical and optical substrate and a reserve (e.g. for glue) must be 
accommodated, as is depicted in Fig. 7.19.   
 

 
Fig. 7.19  The VCSEL beam divergence angle θ = 15° and the optical channel-pitch 

of 250 μm constrain the distance between the VCSEL and the lens-array to 
< ~467 μm. 

 
For the PCB-side optics, there are a number of possible implementations, as 
illustrated in Fig. 7.20.  
Fig. 7.20 a) shows the classical implementation that consists of two discrete lenses 
and a mirror, and that has successfully been demonstrated in [82], [56].  
Fig. 7.20 b) shows a more integrated implementation, where the PCB-side lens and 
the flat mirror are combined into a single parabolic mirror. With respect to mass 
fabrication, ease of assembly (i.e. cost) and dust protection, this version looks more 
promising than the version with discrete components.  
The implementation of Fig. 7.20 c), relaxes a particular limitation of the lens-pair 
approach, which have been reported in [83], [84]. 
 

 

Fig. 7.20  Lens pair coupling optics: a) pair of lenses and a mirror; b) more integrated 
implementation with a lens and a parabolic mirror; c) hybrid 
implementation with an additional waveguide-based component  
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Because the VCSEL output basically comes from a point source, it can be 
transformed into a rather well collimated beam. If the waveguide exit facet is the 
light-source, it is usually not much smaller than the lens (typically a 50x50 μm 
waveguide core versus a <250 μm lens diameter). As a consequence, the beam cannot 
be well collimated, and the distance between the two lenses needs to be small to avoid 
losses and crosstalk (few mm; depending on the ratio between lens diameter and 
waveguide size). A waveguide-based coupling device, as shown in Fig. 7.20 c), helps 
to overcome this limitation if the thickness of the PCB, or the position of the 
waveguides within the PCB, or the array size of the electro-optic components ask for 
longer distances between the waveguide facet and the electro-optical devices. Suitable 
components are now becoming commercially available [85]. 
In all cases, the PCB-side optical elements need to a) have a good (internal) precision 
and b) be precisely positioned with respect to the waveguide facets. Requirement a) 
can be met by precision plastic injection molding. For requirement b), in [79] a novel 
concept has been developed that allows passively positioning components with a 
precision of a few micrometers on a printed circuit board (see also Appendix F).  
 

7.3.3.6. Mechanical Interface 

The actual placement of the package on the PCB is done with the help of guide pins 
that directly connect the reference plane of the package with the reference plane of the 
PCB. Precise XY-positioning (using the guide pins in the package stiffener and tight-
fit holes on the PCB) is separated from Z-positioning and fixation, which - in the case 
of a compression-based electrical interface - is done by a mechanical spacer, screws 
and loose-fit holes (see Fig. 7.23).  
 

 
Fig. 7.21  An alignment pin connects the reference plane of the package with the one 

of the PCB and prevents tolerance accumulation  over different laminated 
layers within the PCB and the package. 

Taking the internal tolerances of the two reference planes (i.e. ~5 μm) and the 
mechanical drill accuracy on the PCB (i.e. ~50 μm, as specified by the PCB 
manufacturer) into account, the cumulative distribution can be computed. For 
reference the standard approach, which relies on the PCB and package intrinsic 
alignment tolerances is also shown in  Fig. 7.2.   
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Fig. 7.22  Cumulative distribution using guide pins (see Fig. 7.21), with equally 

distributed tolerances for the offsets in x-y direction.  

With a guide pin between the two reference planes, an x-y alignment accuracy of 
better than ~60 μm is possible. Together with the lens-pair coupling-scheme this 
suffices to achieve the targeted coupling-losses of better than 1.25 dB. 
 

7.3.4. Implementation 
The experimental implementation mostly follows the concepts outlined above. 
However, several compromises had to be made for practical reasons such as 
component availability and high non-recurring-expenses (NRE). Fig. 7.23 and  
Fig. 7.24 show a schematic sketch of the prototype package and photographs of the 
parts that were actually built. 
 

 

Fig. 7.23  Cross-section of the prototype-package mounted on a test PCB.  
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Fig. 7.24  Bottom and top view of the fully assembled E/O package.  

A split power and ground plane provides low impedance paths for the required supply 
and bias voltages. Differential high-speed 100 Ωdiff. striplines carry the data-signals to 
and from the driver and conversion circuits. An MT-receptacle allows directly 
attaching optical fiber ribbons for debugging or the passive alignment of lens-arrays. 
The mechanical alignment and mounting holes provide means to firmly attach the 
package to the PCB and align it with respect to the PCB-embedded optical polymer 
waveguides. 
 

7.3.4.1. Characterization of the Electrical Layer 

The electrical interconnections inside and off the package were measured to validate 
full-wave EM-models [60], which in turn served to predict the package performance 
up to 40 Gbps. 
Fig. 7.25 shows that the S-parameters of two EM-modeled microstrip lines of 
different length correspond very well with actual measurements from LCP substrates. 

 

Fig. 7.25  Measured vs. EM-modeled a) insertion and b) return loss for 50 Ω 
microstrip lines on an LCP substrate of 50 μm thickness. The amplitude 
ripple is due to an impedance mismatch which was caused by under-
etching of the conducting traces during manufacturing.  
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Following the same modeling approach, the entire electrical differential path from the 
flip-chip bonded chip on the package (11 mm of striplines) over the BGA solder-
interface and a 3 mm long piece of PCB microstrip-line was modeled. Fig. 7.26 
demonstrates that the selected technology is well suited for 40 Gb/s. However, it is 
also recognized that the package-to-PCB transition becomes the limiting factor. 
 

 
Fig. 7.26  Simulated electrical 40 Gbps eye-diagrams. a) Before the BGA-interface 

(11 mm stripline); b) After the BGA interface (11 mm + 3 mm + BGA-ball 
+ 3 mm). Excitation-amplitude at the chip is 1 V.  

 
In the frequency domain, the same structure has a return loss |S11| of better than  
-10 dB up to 40 GHz, an attenuation of 2.4 dB at 40 GHz and a channel far-end-
crosstalk FEXT for adjacent channels of much below -30 dB up to 40 GHz, which is 
depicted in Fig. 7.27. 
 

 
Fig. 7.27  EM-model and simulated frequency response of two adjacent impedance 

matched (100 Ωdiff.) 40 Gb/s differential striplines with different trace 
spacing s and a flip-chip bond-interface to the CMOS chip. The simulated 
trace-length is 8 mm and the pad-pitch of the CMOS chip is 100 μm. 
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During the model-fitting of the measured transmission lines and interfaces  
(Fig. 7.25), it was found that the gold-plating of the copper traces led to extra high 
frequency losses.  
Gold prevents the underlying copper from oxidation and is usually applied to achieve 
surfaces with good bondability for PCB and packaging applications. To prevent the 
thin gold-layer (~100 nm) from diffusing into the copper, an intermediate nickel layer 
of a few microns thickness is usually added.  
At high frequencies, current crowding at the conductor interfaces starts to occur (i.e. 
skin-effect, see also Appendix A). The skin-depth for the different layers of the 
package-traces as seen in Fig. 7.28, has been computed according to Eq. (A.1) at  
10 GHz and yields: δcopper ≈ 1.12 μm (with σcopper measured to ~20·106 S),  
δnickel ≈ 1.27 μm (with σnickel ~14.5·106 S) and δgold ≈ 790 nm (with σgold ~41·106 S). 
Clearly, the skin-depth for copper and nickel is smaller than the respective film 
thickness t and hence must be accounted for in the EM-model. The same applies for 
the surface roughness of the ground and the signal traces which is ~2 μm [59] and 
which is taken into account by the EM solver by an analytical model [60]. 

 
Fig. 7.28  Microstrip lines for the package substrate. a) Schematic layer cross-

section. b) Polished cut image of the LCP base-substrate (4) (GS 
Präzisions AG).  

Alternatively to gold-plating, organic coatings can be used instead. The high-
frequency properties of traces coated with such materials (e.g. Acrylate) have been 
assessed by EM-simulations and are shown in Fig. 7.29 in comparison with a Ni-Au 
plated and a non-plated copper trace. 
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Fig. 7.29  Simulated insertion loss |S21| of three differently coated microstrip lines. 

All traces of Fig. 7.29 are 10 mm long, have a differential impedance of 100 Ω and a 
line-spacing s = 50 μm. The organic coating has: εr = 2.9, tan(δ) = 0.02, tlayer = 20 μm, 
the Ni-Au plating has: tnickel = 3.3 μm, tgold = 120 nm and the copper thickness is  
tcu = 14 μm. 
Even though the loss factor of the organic material is 10 times higher than the one for 
the LCP substrate, the skin-effect in the Ni-Au plating clearly outweighs the dielectric 
losses in the organic coating up to very high frequencies, which makes organic 
materials a viable alternative for trace coating. For the pads, gold can still be used 
locally or alternatively organic solderability preservatives (OSPs) can be applied [87].   
 

7.3.4.2. LCP Lamination 

To keep the optical path through the LCP substrate short and to avoid electrical vias 
from the high-speed traces to the chip-dies, the latter are directly bonded to the 
differential high-speed traces. This in turn requires the LCP stripline cover to be 
removed in the area of the component, i.e. a cavity to be formed which accommodates 
the electronic circuits, which then reside partly within the carrier substrate (see also 
Fig. 7.17). 
Cutting the cavities from the cover-plies (2 & 3) before lamination has the advantage 
that no bond-inhibitor layers must be added locally to the base substrate (4) so that the 
cavity can be cut after lamination. However, due to the high temperatures and 
pressures required for the LCP lamination (see Fig. 7.30) and the inherent flow 
properties of LCP under these conditions, the lamination process proposed by the 
manufacturer had to be adjusted significantly to prevent excessive material flow to the 
cavities as shown in Fig. 7.30. 
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Fig. 7.30  Adjusting the LCP lamination process to prevent excessive material flow. 

a) Original (black) and refined (red/grey) temperature and pressure 
profiles. b) LCP flows into the component cavity with the original 
lamination process. c) The component cavity remains clear of LCP when 
using the refined process settings.  

By using lower lamination temperatures, lower pressures and a shorter lamination 
time, the bonding between the plies becomes weaker. For an industrial application, the 
lamination process will have to be further adjusted.  
Only after all the high-temperature processing steps - which can lead to warping and 
affect dimensional tolerances of the substrate - have been carried out, the optical and 
mechanical alignment holes a laser drilled with a very high absolute accuracy of  
~5 μm. 
 

7.3.4.3. Die Attachment 

Because of the softness of LCP (Tmelt ~300 ºC ) and the temperature sensitivity of the 
electro-optical components (typically ≤ 150 ºC), standard thermo-compression flip-
chip bonding (Tbonding ≥ ~300 ºC) was not possible. Instead, gold-stud bumping in 
conjunction with an electrically conductive epoxy was used [86]. After bump 
formation, the bumps are flattened and “dipped” into a 10 μm thin film of doctor-
bladed conductive epoxy. Afterwards, the components are placed on the package and 
the epoxy is cured. 

 
Fig. 7.31  Gold stud bump forming and covering with electrically conductive epoxy 

on the electrical/electro-optical components. a) after deposition, b) after 
flattening, c) after dipping in conductive epoxy.  
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To protect the bonds during subsequent manufacturing and to seal the optical 
apertures, the components where underfilled after placement, either with a mechanical 
or an optically transparent underfiller. 
 

7.3.4.4. Electrical Interface 

While standard technology BGA/LGA interfaces are foreseen in the packaging 
concept (see Fig. 7.15), they are not practical for prototype evaluation, where multiple 
remove and reattach cycles between the package and the test-cards are needed. For 
this reason two different types of electrical interposers were used for this work. 
The first tests were made with Zebra® W-Series elastomeric connectors from Fujipoly 
[54], which consist of a polymer substrate with vertical electrical wires (Fig. 7.9). Due 
to a substrate manufacturing problem, short-circuits between different supply voltages 
occurred (see Section 7.3.8.3). Using an alternative interposer (HXC125 from Tyco 
[71]), which uses dedicated single contact columns for each LGA interconnection, the 
issue was solved. 
For comparison, the two PCB-to-package interfaces were characterized using TDR 
measurements as shown in Fig. 7.32. The single-column type interposer tends to be 
less capacitive which allows for better impedance matching. Due to the limitations of 
the measurement equipment (20 ps pulse rise-time and 20 GHz bandwidth), features 
as small as the columns or the wires themselves (< 1mm) cannot be resolved in detail 
but blend into the impedance level of the environment and bias the latter. 
Furthermore, Fig. 7.32 unveils that the PCB and the package trace impedance are off 
target at 58 Ω and 54 Ω respectively. While the first is attributed to a PCB 
manufacturing problem, a ±10% impedance-tolerance on the package is a value that is 
usually acceptable in the PCB industry, particularly in view of the aggressive trace-
width of only ~40 μm for the package traces.  

 
Fig. 7.32  TDR measurements of the PCB-to-package transition using two different 

electrical interposer technologies [54], [71]. Shaded in grey are the “feed-
traces” on the PCB.  

 

7.3.4.5. Optical Interface 

For reasons of component availability and high tooling cost for customized designs, 
the experimental implementation of the PCB-side optics was limited to the classical 
approach with two discrete lenses and a flat mirror (Fig. 7.20), rather than the 
envisioned more integrated module. Some of the available lens arrays had no 
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integrated passive alignment features and therefore had to be assembled actively. 
None of the lens arrays available was custom-optimized for this project, and 
essentially the most suitable ones out of a pre-existing choice of substrate thicknesses 
and numerical apertures had to be picked. 

 
Fig. 7.33  Photographs of the optical package to PCB interface. a) Top view of the 

board-side element attached to the PCB. b) Optical board-side element 
with lens array, mirror and passive alignment features (PAF). c) Bottom 
view of the package mounted on a PCB with passive alignment receptacles 
around the cavity for the optical interface, which mate with the PAF of the 
optical board-side element. 

 
On the package side, either a commercial lens with MT-alignment features (Fig. 7.34 
a), a custom lens that had to be actively positioned or a direct MT-ferrule-to-package 
connection (Fig. 7.34 b) were used. 
For the package-side optics, we had to face the following issue with the choice of 
available lenses: When a lens is used to collimate the output of a VCSEL, the distance 
between the lens and the VCSEL basically corresponds to the focal length of the lens. 
In order to capture the maximum optical power (and to avoid crosstalk into 
neighboring channels), this focal length has to be short. In the case of our VCSELs 
(NA ≈ 0.36 in glue), only one of our custom lens arrays with NA 0.4  
(f = 440 μm in glass/glue) was suited for this purpose. All other lenses had lower NA, 
i.e. longer focal length. It turned out, however, that we were not able to place the NA 
0.4 lens close enough to the VCSEL (at its focal position) because the lens has a 
rather thick 300 μm substrate, and because the final package substrate is thicker than 
originally planned (additional copper reinforcement after initial chip connectivity 
issues). As a consequence, we were not able to actually collimate the beam, which 
caused excess losses in the order of -10dB at the second (PCB-side) lens. With the 
other available lenses, we were able to collimate the beam, but this time, the 
collimating (package-side) lens was too far away from the VCSEL, which caused 
similarly high losses there.  
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Fig. 7.34  Photos of different package-side optics. a) Plastic lens array, passively 

positioned with MT pins. b) MT ferrule for direct butt coupling into a 12x 
fiber ribbon. 

With the available choice of lenses, we were able to demonstrate coupling of light into 
the waveguides, but we did not further pursue waveguide-coupling for the remainder 
of the package characterization, because the excess losses at the Tx-package output 
prevented us from doing any reasonable waveguide-based link experiments. Since the 
basic suitability and performance of the lens-pair optical interface had been 
demonstrated elsewhere [84], where coupling losses as low as -1.25 dB were 
achieved, this suggests that these limitations can quickly be overcome when a suitable 
lens (i.e. one with a thinner substrate) will be available. All subsequent optical 
measurements were therefore done with the direct MT-ferrule-to-package connection. 
     

7.3.5. Operation of the Packages at 10 Gb/s 
From Fig. 7.35 to Fig. 7.37 the test-setup and the measured optical and electrical 
output signals of the transmitter and the receiver are shown. For the experiments the 
driver- and receiver-chips from G. Sialm and Ch. Kromer ([38]) were used. Both 
measurements show that the package operates well at 10 Gb/s and provide no 
indication on a package-induced data-rate limitation for even higher speeds. 
 

7.3.5.1. Transmitter 

 
Fig. 7.35  Measurement setup and optical output eye-diagram of the transmitter-

module at 10 Gb/s. The setup uses the MT-ferrule interface of the package 
and connects directly to a Tektronix CSA 8000. The eye-diagram has an 
extinction ratio of  > 6 dB, which meets typical link requirements.  
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7.3.5.2. Receiver 

 
Fig. 7.36  Measurement setup and electrical output eye-diagram of the receiver-

module at 10 Gb/s. The setup uses the optional MT-interface of the 
package. Although the data-eye is clearly open, it is significantly noisier 
than e.g. the optical transmitter output. The main reason is a problem with 
the DC-offset compensation of the TIA, which however has already been 
fixed in a follow-up design. 

 

7.3.6. Full Link Measurements at 10 Gb/s 

By combining the two experiments that were shown in the previous paragraph, a full 
E-O-E link at 10 Gb/s is demonstrated. A 1 m long 12x fiber ribbon-cable directly 
connects the optical output of a Tx-package with the optical input of an Rx package.  
 

 
Fig. 7.37  Measured eye-diagram of a full E-O-E-link at 5 and 10 Gbps. A 1 m MT-

compatible fiber-ribbon cable was directly attached to the optional MT-
connectors of the packages. For both data rates the eye-diagram is clearly 
open.  
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7.3.7. Summary 
A novel packaging approach for electro-optical components that can be used in 
systems with PCB-embedded optical waveguides has been presented. By using an 
organic BGA/LGA type package, the concept benefits from a high level of 
compatibility with existing manufacturing and board assembly technologies. The tight 
internal tolerances required for the optical alignment are achieved by using the 
electrical LCP substrate as a single plane of reference and mechanical guide pins, 
avoiding tolerance accumulation over different manufacturing steps. The number of 
possible optical channels scales with the package area and/or total edge length and the 
internal electrical interconnect bandwidth allows for future data-rates as high as  
40 Gb/s and beyond. All these features help to preserve and improve electrical and 
optical performance and contribute to low manufacturing cost. 
With the first prototype packages 12-channel transmitters and 12-channel receivers 
were demonstrated, each operating at 10 Gb/s per channel. This data-rate is currently 
limited by the available electro-optical components and CMOS circuits. Employing 
EM-simulations, which were validated with measurements, it was shown that the 
electrical performance of the proposed packaging technology scales well to 40 Gb/s 
and beyond. The individual modules were tested by directly attaching 1 m fiber-
ribbon cables to the optical apertures of the modules. In the same manner complete  
E-O-E links have been demonstrated with open eye-diagrams operating at 5 and  
10 Gb/s. In-depth characterization of waveguide-based links with these packages was 
postponed, because suitable lens-arrays to efficiently couple into the waveguides were 
not available.  
 

7.3.8. Lessons Learned 
In the course of the prototype development, different potential problems and 
limitations have been identified. Among them are some specific to this approach and 
others of a more general nature. They are summarized in this section. 
 

7.3.8.1. Substrate Underetching and Aggressive Chip-Pad-Pitch 

The CMOS VCSEL-driver and TIA chips employed use an aggressive pad-pitch of 
down to 80 μm, while the pad-width is only 60 μm. The resulting pad-to-pad spacing  
is only 20 μm, which is below the substrate manufacturer design-rules of 40 μm line-
width and spacing. To comply with these design rules, bond pads on the substrate 
were shifted as depicted in Fig. 7.38 a). This offset of the position reduces the 
overlap-area between chip and substrate pads and practically completely removes the 
tolerance margin available for the placement of the balls on the chips. The problem 
became even more severe with a second batch of substrates, where noticeable 
underetching of the traces and the pads had occurred. Temporarily the solution was to 
manually, very carefully place the balls on the pads – either on the very left or the 
very right of the pad – which is a very time-consuming task. In the long run, only a 
chip and substrate redesign will provide a viable solution to this problem. 
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Fig. 7.38  Aggressive chip pad-pitch and substrate design rules required labor-

intensive, manual placement of the balls and led to poor contact yield.   
a) The situation as found during the prototype manufacturing. b) Solution 
for future work; chip and substrate pad-pitch are identical and provide 
sufficient margin for the ball and the subsequent chip placement.  

 

7.3.8.2. Chip-Bond Opens  

The first assembly experiments with 8x VCSEL-arrays had a very promising high 
yield, which however dropped to almost zero for the subsequently assembled 12x 
array modules. The main reasons for this is depicted in Fig. 7.39. Underneath one row 
of the CMOS chip-bond-pads there was no copper ground-plane to avoid capacitively 
loading the traces on the top of the substrate to the VCSELs/PDs arrays. During the 
flip-chip bonding the “soft” and comparably thin LCP substrate gave way under the 
applied pressure. Upon pressure-removal the LCP flexed back and the resulting stress 
on the bonds led to cracking and consequently in open-circuits. The problem was 
solved by placing a copper support underneath every bond-pad in a substrate redesign. 

 
Fig. 7.39  Flexing of the LCP substrate during flip-chip bonding leads to high 

mechanical stress on the bonds upon pressure release and to their cracking, 
causing open-circuits. The solution was to place a copper-support (e.g. a 
GND-plane) underneath all the bond-pads. 

 
7.3.8.3. Shorts between Power-Planes 

Using an elastomeric interposer [54] between the package and the test-board yielded 
excellent results for the early packages used at the lab. With the new package 
however, short-circuits between split-power-planes made reliable connectivity to the 
test-boards difficult.  
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For reasons of turn around time and cost, no solder-resist mask was applied to the 
bottom side of the package. The reliability of the connectivity between the interposer 
and the PCB was increased by avoiding vias within the area of the LGA-pads, using 
“dog-bone” structures and adding solder-bumps on the pads. A manufacturing 
problem of the solder-resist mask on the dog-bones however, allowed short-circuits 
between the dog-bones and overlapping power-planes to occur. The problem was 
solved by adding a thin insulating layer with holes (e.g. LCP) at the locations of the 
LGA pads (i.e. a removable solder-mask on the package). Alternatively, a “single-
column” LGA-interposer technology [71] has also solved the problem. 

 
Fig. 7.40  A defective solder-stop mask on the PCB and using the polymeric 

interposer [54] led to short circuits between dog-bone structures and 
neighboring powerplanes on the package.  

7.3.8.4. Covering of the Bond-Pads with Optical Filler and Sticking to the Tools 

Given the different chip-heights of the optical components (VCSEL/PD ~300 μm, 
CMOS VD & TIA ~700 μm), the bonding-sequence was given (i.e. the thinner chips 
are bonded first). The bonding machine available and the flip-chip process described 
in Section 7.3.4.3 require to remove the substrate after each bonding from the 
equipment. To improve the mechanical stability of the newly bonded components 
they are underfilled immediately after bonding. Since underfill materials in general 
tend to creep along edges and into gaps and because optical and electrical components 
reside in very close proximity on the package, the optical underfiller of the 
VCSELs/PDs tends to creep towards the adjacent bond-pads of the CMOS chips. 
There it can cover them with a transparent but electrically insulating film, hence 
inhibiting proper electrical connection to the substrate of the subsequently bonded 
CMOS chips.  
This problem can be solved by a larger spacing between the chips and/or solder stop 
“islands” for each chip to confine the underfiller. In this design this was not possible, 
hence very careful application of the underfiller and subsequent inspection of the pads 
was the only solution. 
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7.3.8.5. Warping of the Substrate when Applying the Mechanical Filler 

After the thermo-mechanical filling of the fully assembled modules (see e.g.  
Fig. 7.24), buckling of the base-substrate on the bottom side was observed. The cause 
is the shrinkage of the fill-material during curing.  
The solution was to apply the fill-material in thin layers and cure them sequentially, 
which however increased the assembly time. 
 

7.3.8.6. Cavity Lamination 

The lamination of electrical substrates with embedded cavities is not common in the 
packaging and PCB industry. A possible alternative is to locally apply a bond-
inhibitor to the base-substrate before lamination and subsequently cut-off the cover-
layer where required. This way the existing lamination process can be used. However, 
the development of such a process and the evaluation of the required materials is out 
of the scope of this thesis. 
 

7.3.9. Outlook 
The electronics industry is very conservative in adapting new technologies and 
materials, particularly in fields where high reliability is required. The potential of 
electrical links will be exploited to the limit, before PCB based optical interconnects 
will be used at a large scale. Fig. 7.41 depicts a possible scenario of how the transition 
from electrical to electro-optical interconnects can take place before fully PCB-
embedded waveguides will be used. 
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Fig. 7.41  Possible packaging evolution towards PCB-embedded waveguide 
interconnects. Today: Flip-chip technology within standard BGA 
packages. Tomorrow: High-speed busses may be routed on flexible PCB-
sheets from processor to processor, gaining on density by avoiding the 
BGA-interface and on speed by using high-performance materials. Soon: 
Similar as “Tomorrow”, but instead of electrical flex-sheets optical ones 
may be used. Future: With increasing data-traffic the density-advantage of 
fully PCB-embedded, multilayer optical waveguides may be exploited.  

Since there exists an abundance of different fields of applications (e.g. from aerospace 
over automotive and handhelds to supercomputers), there will likely be an equal 
number of different approaches to address this transition from electrical to optical 
links. 
The proposed packaging concept can be used in different ways to address these future 
package I/O requirements. Optics-enabled chip packages could be built using this 
approach by adding more interconnect-layers to satisfy the wiring-density 
requirements of large functional chips (e.g. CPUs). Another way would be to use 
conventional chip packages and add self-contained sub-assemblies made with this 
approach to provide optical I/O. Finally, individual parts of the proposed approach, 
e.g. the concept of having a single plane of reference for all positioning tasks, may 
become part of future chip packages.   
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8.  Summary & Outlook 

The goal of this thesis was to build and evaluate critical building blocks necessary for 
electro-optical, short-reach data-communication systems with an emphasis on PCB-
embedded waveguide applications. 

8.1. Summary  

It was shown that existing high-density, electrical interconnects are severely 
constraint by their bandwidth*length product and become increasingly expensive in 
terms of area, power and equalization complexity at data-rates of 10 Gb/s and beyond. 
Much higher data-rates become possible if optical interconnects are used instead. 
However, using optics within the existing electrical PCB and packaging infrastructure 
imposes new challenges, among which particularly the tight dimensional tolerances 
required for the optical signal coupling is critical. Furthermore, high-speed, low-
power and reliable electrical driver and receiver circuits are also required. 
 
By using a standard 90-nm CMOS technology, a very simple driver was demonstrated 
to drive commercially available VCSELs up to 10 Gb/s, dissipate as little as  
2.4 mW/(Gb/s) and occupy almost negligible silicon real-estate.  
For an approach where few, very high data-rate links are employed to achieve a 
comparable aggregate I/O bandwidth instead, two small, low-power and very broad-
band peaking amplifiers have been analyzed and built in the same 90-nm CMOS 
technology. A record-breaking gain-bandwidth-product of 392 GHz  was reported for 
one of the amplifier with a 44 GHz BW, which draws only 57 mA from a 1 V supply. 
Addressing process variations of state-of-the-art technologies, different circuit tuning 
techniques were studied and successfully implemented. 
 
To fully exploit the analog performance of CMOS technologies at very high 
frequencies, on-chip inductors have become important. A novel inductor-design-
method was proposed and implemented in MATLAB. It runs on a laptop computer 
and provides coil-dimensions for arbitrary inductances with the highest quality factors 
within less than a second.  
 
Electro static discharge protection (ESD) is a difficult task in modern high-speed 
CMOS technologies. In order to provide an acceptable level of protection, large ESD 
devices are needed with large parasitic capacitance, which limit the I/O circuit 
bandwidth and degrade return-loss. For many I/O circuits however, the effect of the 
parasitic capacitance of the ESD-protection can be mitigated by separating it from the 
termination resistor of the I/O-circuit by means of a T-coil. The performance and 
limitations of the T-coil for compensating ESD protection circuits has been assessed 
in detail in the frequency, the time and the high-current domain. 
 
Finally, a novel approach for packaging high-speed opto-electronic 12x-array devices 
in a compact, low-cost package for waveguide-based intra system links was presented. 
In order to avoid optical signal loss and crosstalk, the alignment between PCB-
embedded multimode waveguides and the opto-electronic components needs to be in 
the order of 5-10 μm, one order of magnitude tighter than standard PCB 
manufacturing tolerances. The proposed concept uses a combination of passive 
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alignment steps, tolerance stackup reduction and a misalignment-tolerant coupling 
scheme in order to bridge this gap in a cost competitive way. Prototype packages have 
been built and measurement results were presented.  
 

8.2. Outlook 

At the present time, the biggest remaining challenges on the way to high-speed, all-
optical interconnects on the backplane are reliability issues of the new technologies 
introduced, the increased footprint and space required by the optical devices and 
receiver sensitivity. For the gathering of long-term reliability data, first applications 
must be found. Naturally, these early technology-adopters have either relaxed 
reliability requirements or allow for sufficient redundancy. The footprint or space 
problem is currently addressed by research efforts to integrate photo-detectors and 
lasers into and/or transfer them on the top of CMOS VLSI-circuits, but remains a very 
challenging task. The receiver sensitivity problem can be solved in two ways; either 
by reducing the losses of the optical waveguides and the coupling or by improving the 
sensitivity of the receiver itself. Both tasks are non-trivial but can be expected to be 
solved in the near future. The transition from electrical to all-optical interconnects will 
likely occur in different, intermediate steps, allowing the remaining problems to be 
solved sequentially and hence in a more efficient and cost effective way. 
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Appendix A: Sources of Electrical and Optical Attenuation 

A. a. : Electrical Attenuation: 
Attenuation or signal damping is observed for all kinds of signal transmission. The 
basic physical phenomena causing electrical attenuation are dissipation in the 
surrounding dielectric, dissipation in the conductor or signal loss through radiation. 
Typically, signal attenuating effects are a function of frequency. 
 

A. a. a. : Dielectric Losses 

The loss-factor or tan (δ) of a dielectric material is a measure on how lossy the 
material is at a certain frequency. For many engineers, this is one of the key 
parameters they look at when selecting high-frequency (microwave) substrate 
materials. The loss factor of a dielectric material is the ratio of the resistive over the 
capacitive part of the complex impedance of a perfect capacitor using this material as 
its dielectric. The electric permittivity and the loss factor are determined very 
accurately with the Hakki-Coleman Method [61]. Microwave substrate materials 
typically have a tan(δ) of < 0.01 (see also TABLE E.1). 
 

 
Fig. A.1  Definition of the (dielectric) loss factor in the complex impedance plane 

Dielectric losses are caused by different mechanisms. While e.g. lattice defects in 
crystalline materials increase the dissipation factor, so does moisture absorbed in 
polymers. The bipolar water molecules for example follow the alternating electrical 
field with their orientation. As frequency increases, by "inertia" and "friction" they 
start to contribute strongly to dielectric losses. These losses start to be severe in the 
GHz frequency range. In Fig. A.2 the loss factor of FR-4, Polyimide and LCP are 
plotted as function of frequency and humidity/moisture. Clearly, Polyimide and FR-4 
which are both known to absorb water significantly show a corresponding increase in 
dielectric loss which increases with frequency. LCP on the other hand, which absorbs 
very little water (TABLE E.1), shows no increase in dielectric losses at all. 
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Fig. A.2  Dielectric loss factor as function of frequency and moisture/humidity 

(Source: Rogers Corporation) 

 

A. a. b. : Conductor Losses: 
Conductor losses are resistive losses. The two main contributing effects are, (1) the 
DC-resistance and (2) the skin-effect. The DC-resistivity of a conductor is a material 
property in function of temperature, is frequency independent and can e.g. be 
explained by electron-lattice collisions [62]. The skin effect is strongly frequency 
dependent and describes an effect where the current density towards the conductor 
surface increases with increasing frequency. The skin depth of a good conductor, the 
distance from the conductor surface at which the current density has reached 1/e  
(~36 %) of the current density at the surface is defined as: 
  

 
μω
ρ2δs ⋅

⋅
=   (A.1)

 

 
with ρ the bulk resistivity, ω the frequency and μ the permeability. 
 
The skin effect leads to a reduction in the effective conducting cross section and 
therefore to an increase in the effective resistance (Fig. A.3). Particularly on the 
substrate-side of printed circuit wires, the surface roughness h,  the RMS deviation of 
the conductor surface from a plane, is intentionally made high to increase adhesion 
(peel strength in TABLE E.1). Consequently, these surfaces are particularly critical 
for the effective resistance of these conductors.  
In Fig. A.3 the above described circumstances are depicted for a microstrip (MS) line. 
With the ground reference facing the “rough side” of the MS-line, the current density 
is also the highest on this rough side, which in turn increases the skin-losses even 
more (see e.g. Fig. 7.28).  
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Fig. A.3  Skin-effect losses in printed circuit wires 

As an example, employing Eq. (A.1), the skin-depth δs is calculated for the perfect 
copper trace (without roughness) from Fig. A.3 at a frequency of 10 GHz : 
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  (A.2) 

 
The typical PCB substrate surface roughness is 1-2 μm, hence indeed a large portion 
(most) of the current flows within the “rough” part of the conductor. Equation (A.3) 
corrects the bulk resistivity as a function of skin-depth and surface roughness h [60]. 
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Solving (A.3) for copper at 10 GHz with h = 1 μm, results in a significant increase of 
the bulk conductivity by a factor kρ = 2.53. To further point out the significance of 
this effect, Eq. (A.3) has been solved numerically for different surface roughness and 
over frequency. The results are plotted in Fig. A.4. 
 
With data rates as high that the skin-effect starts to become noticeable, surface 
roughness starts also to become important. Consequently, if a substrate material with 
a low loss factor delivers the expected performance at lower data rates, this must not 
implicitly be true at higher frequencies. If the material needs a high surface roughness 
to satisfy peel strength requirements for manufacturing, the performance benefit from 
low dielectric losses is sacrificed to increased skin-losses. Hence, best results can only 
be achieved when taking both factors into account and trading off one against the 
other. 
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Fig. A.4  Copper bulk resistivity ρc corrected for skin-effect and surface roughness h 

 

A. a. c. : Radiation Losses: 
Whether an electrical structure can be considered electrically small is estimated based 
on the “λ/10 rule of thumb”:  As long as the structure of interest is smaller than λ/10 
of the highest frequency component of interest, lumped models represent the electrical 
properties of the structure accurately enough. At λ/4, electrical structures can readily 
act as antennas. Therefore, the closer the structures dimensions are to one fourth of 
the wavelength of the signal of interest, the more prone the structure is to radiate a 
part of that signal and hence lose energy to the environment and possibly interfering 
with proximate signals. The transition between lumped and distributed behavior is not 
abrupt but smooth. TABLE A.1 lists computed values of above rule for a selection of 
typical high-frequency substrate materials: 

TABLE A.1 λ/10 for Different Frequencies and Materials 

frequency λ/10, εr=2.1 (PI) λ/10, εr =2.9 (LCP) λ/10, εr =4.4 (FR4) λ/10, εr =7 (LTCC) 

1 MHz 20.7 m 17.6 m 14.3 m 11.3 m 
1 GHz 2.07 cm 1.76 cm 1.43 cm 1.13 cm 
10 GHz 2.07 mm 1.76 mm 1.43 mm 1.13 mm 
40 GHz 0.52 mm 0.44 mm 0.36 mm 0.28 mm 

 
As long as transmission lines and other interconnect structures are perfectly 
impedance patched for the propagating mode along their way between transmitter and 
receiver, modes are not distorted. Hence, possible radiation modes will not be excited 
and radiation does not occur, even if the structure’s dimension is larger than λ/4. 
However, impedance matching is always subject to manufacturing tolerances and can 
not be guaranteed over an arbitrary broad frequency range. Particularly discontinuities 
such as vias, bonding pads/wires or even sharp bends are virtually impossible to 
perfectly impedance match. This increases the risk of radiation and associated signal 
loss and is more severe the electrically larger the interconnects becomes.   
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A. b. : Optical Fibers and Waveguides: 
Attenuation in optical waveguides (WGs) and fibers is caused by absorption, 
scattering and bending losses. The underlying mechanisms and quantities for glass 
silica are well understood and available (Fig. A.5). It is understood that the same basic 
mechanisms apply also for polymer WGs. However, the attenuation in WGs is much 
higher than in glass fibers (note different scales in the figure below). 
 

 
Fig. A.5  Total attenuation (absorption + scattering) in two typical polymers used for 

optical waveguides and in glass silica  

The two different wavelengths which are commonly used in long range/haul 
communication systems become evident when looking at Fig. A.5 (1st attenuation 
notch at ~1300 nm and global minimum at ~1550 nm). 
Optical discontinuities which occur particularly at into and out of the fiber coupling, 
contribute to extra signal loss (typ. >1 dB per transition for embedded waveguide 
systems). Unlike electrical discontinuities which tend to affect the links frequency 
response, optical signal are only attenuated. Reason for this is the very high ratio of 
the physical dimensions of the optical components used to the carrier wavelength in 
optical communication systems (i.e. optical communication systems behave as/are 
“narrow-band” systems).  
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Appendix B: FEM Modeling of On-Chip Coils and 
Interconnects 

Except for very simple selected geometries, it is impractical to find analytical 
solutions for the Maxwell equations of technically relevant structures. For these 
devices approximations to the equations exact solution are usually computed 
numerically to estimate and predict the electrical properties (e.g. for  antennas, 
packages, resonators, inductors...). Once the field equations are solved, the field 
distributions and the complex scattering parameters (S-parameters) are computed.  
 
The structures that were numerically analyzed in this thesis are mainly on-chip 
inductors and packaging models. Both extend typically over different metal layers 
which makes using a full-wave 3-D solver – although computationally more 
expensive – appropriate (in comparison to e.g. 2- or 2½-D solvers [e.g. momentum 
method]).  
 
Using a 3-D finite element method (FEM) involves making simplifying assumptions  
on the model in order to be able to compute the EM fields efficiently. The following 
list provides a selection of relevant assumption, using an on-chip inductor as a test-
vehicle.  
 

1. Space is divided into finite volume elements within which the fields are 
assumed to be either constant or can be described with simple analytical 
functions. The process of dividing the model into these elements is called 
'Meshing' (Fig. B.1). The quality (e.g. the aspect-ratio) of the resulting mesh-
elements is important and affects the accuracy of the solution significantly. In 
automated meshing tools, space is often divided into tetrahedra. Depending on 
the field of application (electrical, mechanical, fluidic), different element-
shapes (hexagonal, pyramidic, …) are also used. 

 

 
Fig. B.1  Tetrahedron mesh elements on a CAD-model for EM-simulation 

 
2. The total volume in which the field is solved is always finite. Therefore, 

suitable model boundary conditions must be defined to accurately approximate 
the physical situation. 

3. Excitation of the model requires special constructs, the ports. The type of 
port/excitation used and their layout also affect the solution. 

4. Material-interfaces are modeled as smooth surfaces. Roughness e.g. is usually 
modeled explicitly using analytical models. Geometrically modeling 
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roughness does typically require too fine a mesh, which in turn results in 
disproportionately high computing power and memory requirements. 

 
Using FEM to solve complex problems is a very powerful tool however, its use still 
requires a good understanding of the class of problems to be solved. The following 
considerations include general FEM related rules and a list of specific ones for the 
modeling of on-chip inductors (Fig. B.2).  
 

1. Geometry:  - only the electrically relevant details are included into 
  the model to help the meshing engine to identify the  
  regions of interest where a high mesh density is required due 
  to the expected high field gradients. 

 - wmodel ≈ 2 x dout (fields have decayed towards the model 
  boundary by typically 2-3 orders of magnitude) 

 

 
Fig. B.2  EM-model of an on-chip peaking inductor 

 
 - a typical value for the die thickness dbulk of a silicon chip is  
  700 μm while dout = 15 .. 50 (100) μm. The resulting  
  high aspect ratio wmodel/dbulk causes convergence  
  problems with the EM solver. Adjusting dbulk to 50 μm in  
  the model mitigates this problem. 
 - the same applies for the airbox.→ dair  ≈ dbulk 
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2. Ports (HFSS): - the coil geometry is rather small compared to the  

  frequencies of interest, hence so called "lumped ports" (i.e.  
  voltage sources, single mode field excitation) are used 
  rather than wave-ports which for this application require too  
  much space [29] 

 - typical port-aspect ratios are wp/lp = 0.5 ... 2 with wp equal to 
  the coil conductor width to prevent the port from  introducing  
  parasitic inductance or capacitance 

 - the spiral inductor does not reach the model boundaries. In 
   order to comply with above "port-aspect-ratio-rule", port- 
  feeds, pieces of perfectly conducting material extend the  
  "perfect-E" boundary, which is all around the model, to the 
  inductor so that ports can be placed between them and the 
   spiral coil. The trick in sizing the port-feeds is to keep them  
  free of parasitic capacitance and inductance while not  
  disturbing the field solution from the inductor. 
 
3. Boundary Conditions: - the bulk material is usually assumed to be a "lossy  

  ground plane". For this reason a perfect-E boundary is  
  applied all around it to provide ground-contact (= default  
  setting). 

 - it is easy to contact the port-feeds if around the FTEOS  
  dielectric a perfect-E boundary is applied too. 

 - physically it is correct if the airbox is enclosed by a  
  radiation boundary (no energy is being reflected back to the  
  model)  

 - care has to be taken if frequencies are high or the model 
  becomes sufficiently large, that the "conductor-box" formed 
  by perfect-E boundaries is not excited on one of its self-  
  resonance modes. 
 

4. Meshing: - in a typical tetrahedra mesh-algorithm, a root tetrahedron is  
  placed around the entire model and then subdivided  
  continuously to match the model geometry. Once the 
  algorithm has completed, the tetrahedra outside the 
  model-boundary are cut off.  .  

 - ideally the meshing tool partitions the model completely  
  autonomously. However, with a little help much better  
  results are achieved (see also: 1. Geometry). 

 - the skin-depth of copper at e.g. 10 GHz is 0.66μm (see also
  Eq. (A.2)). With an on-chip conductor thickness of up to  
  ~1.2 μm a surface conductivity approximation does not take 
  this effect sufficiently into account. It is therefore required to  
  volume-mesh inside the coil conductor. Good results can be  
  achieved with ≥ 2 grid-layers over the conductor thickness  
  (e.g. Fig. B.1). 

 - the field in/around an on-chip coil is pretty much confined  
  within the coil. However, the meshing-tool does not know  
  that at the beginning and it is likely that within this region of  
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  the model, not enough tetrahedra are produced, i.e.  
  the tetrahedra-size transitions too quickly from the small size 
   on/in the inductor to a much larger mesh-size in the 
   vacuum/dielectric. For this reason the "dummy-FTEOS"  
   (also dummy-air) blocks are placed right on top and  
  underneath the inductor. They have the identical material 
  properties as the surrounding material. However the meshing 
  tool recognizes these blocks as independent model entities 
   and consequently  adapts the mesh size in their vicinity to 
  capture their outline. A further improvement can be achieved 
  when assigning these blocks extra meshing-constraints (e.g. 
  maximum surface mesh size). With wdummy slightly larger 
  than dout, and ddummy ≈ 2 μm good results were achieved. 
 
5. Solver (HFSS):  - the dimensions of the model are much smaller than the  

  wavelength of interest. For this reason the zero-order option  
  can be used to save memory and solver-time. With it active,  
  the field quantities within the mesh-tetrahedra are  
  approximated linearly rather than with a higher order  
  polynomial function. Instead a higher number of tetrahedra  
  can be used if required, to better capture complex  
  geometries. 

 - since the coils used in this work are neither differential nor  
  are the eigenmodes of interest, the so called "driven modal"-
  type results in good solutions 

 - using "fast" frequency sweep, gives accurate enough results. 
   Only for verification purpose the HFSS "discrete" option 
  should be used, where for every frequency point the entire
  field solution is computed and no frequency interpolation is 
  applied. 
 
While the field-quantities (e.g. H-Field, E-field or current density) are used to 
visualize solution details or to identify problems of the model, it is usually the S-
parameters with respect to the ports, which are exported from the solver and can be 
used e.g. with circuit simulators. 
 
All inductors and T-coils used in this thesis were modeled and simulated according to 
above guidelines and the exported S-parameters were subsequently used to represent 
the coils or interconnect-structures in the circuit simulation test benches. 
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Appendix C: 2-Step S-Parameter Deembedding 

To account for the parasitic capacitance and inductance of the contact-pads and the 
pad-to-DUT wiring of on-chip structures (e.g. inductors), the pads and the on-chip 
traces are measured separately and subsequently their contribution is subtracted from 
the measurements of the DUT. This process is called deembedding and is illustrated 
in the next figure. This appendix reviews the 2-step S-parameter deembedding 
procedure and lists the equations used. 
 

 
Fig. C.1  Contact-pad and wiring deembedding 

The contributions of Pad1 and Pad2 can only be deembedded if the S-parameters of 
the pads are known. However, these values are usually not available. Instead an open 
circuited and a short circuited reference pad are measured with the open and the short 
at the reference plane of the DUT. Out of these measurements, a simplified model of 
the pads, consisting of only a shunt and a series impedance, can be modeled. With a 
two step procedure, these impedances can then be subtracted from the measured data 
of the DUT by means of matrix operations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note 1:  Parameters for Pad 1 have a suffix 1, for Pad 2 the suffix is 2 ( y12 for example for the value 

y2 for Pad 1). 
Note 2:  As a convention, capital letters are used for matrices where as lower case letters are used for 

variables. 

S-Measured (e.g. from NVA) 

S-DUT S-Pad2 S-Pad1 

S-DUT 
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C. a. : Deembedding Step-1 
 
It is assumed that the probe-pad can sufficiently accurately be represented by a shunt 
impedance z3 and by a series impedance z2. 
 

 
Fig. C.2  Series- and shunt impedance equivalent for the deembedding of probe-pads 

 
Transforming the S-parameters into Y-parameters, the shunt admittance y3 is 
subtracted from the measurements by matrix subtraction. y3 is available from the 
measurements of the “open”. 
 

 
Fig. C.3  In step-1, the shunt admittance of the probe-pad is subtracted from the 
measurements of the DUT. 

 
 open_Pad2open_Pad1MeasuredMeasured_1 YYYY −−=  (C.1) 
 
With the same manipulation, y3 can be subtracted from the measurements of the 
shortened deembedding pad which results in the series admittance y2 (Fig. C.2).  
 
 2openshortshort_1 yYYY =−=  (C.2) 
 

Pad (open) Pad (short) 
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C. b. : Deembedding Step-2 
 
To remove the remaining series impedance z2 (Fig. C.2) from the measured results, 
the intermediate results Ymeasured_1 and Yshort_1 are transformed into the Z-domain 
where z2 is subtracted by matrix subtraction. 
 

 
Fig. C.4  In step-2, the series impedance of the probe-pad is subtracted from the 
intermediate measurement results of the DUT. 

 
 Pad2_1Pad1_1Measured_1DUT ZZZZ −−=  (C.3) 
 
With this second step, the effects of both pads have been completely removed and the 
DUT is now completely deembedded. Usually the results are then transformed back 
into the S-parameter domain. 

 

C. c. : Expressions for the Impedance/Admittance Conversion [12] 
 
S to Y Conversion: 
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where: 
 211222111 ss)s1()s1(N ⋅−+⋅+=  (C.5) 
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Y to Z Conversion: 
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 (C.6) 

 
where: 
 211222111 ss)s1()s1(N ⋅−+⋅+=  (C.7) 
 
 
Z to S Conversion: 
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where: 
 211222113 zz)z(1)z(1N ⋅−+⋅+=  (C.9) 
 
 

C. d. : Deembedding Summary 
The 2-step method assumes, that the pad can be represented with two lumped parasitic 
elements, a shunt and a series impedance. As long as the structures to be deembedded 
are smaller than ~λ/10 of the frequency of interest, this assumption is valid.  
 
It is easy to program above algorithm sequentially e.g. in MATLAB or a comparable 
tool to automate the deembedding process for larger series of measurements.  
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Appendix D: ESD Fundamentals 

An electro static discharge or ESD event occurs when a body (human, machine, cable, 
DUT) which has been charged by one of many processes (e.g. triboelectrically) to a 
potential which is different than that of its surrounding environment, is being 
discharged (violently) into the latter. Because the total energy involved is usually 
small, such events are typically not life-threatening for humans. However, if the 
discharge path is of sufficient low-impedance, the currents involved can increase 
beyond several amperes, which exceeds the handling-capability of many high-speed 
electronic circuits.  
In this appendix the topic of ESD in CMOS circuits and different solutions of 
addressing it on the system and the device level are discussed. For a more detailed 
coverage of the topic, the reader is referred to [4] and [7]. 
 

D. e. ESD on the System Level 
ESD events may occur at any time (i.e. while the system is powered up or not) and 
between any combination of pins. Fig. D.5 gives an overview over the different 
possible discharge paths within a generic ESD protected system.  

 
Fig. D.5  Simple system level ESD discharge paths for a VDD and GND referenced 

Protection Strategy 

Note:  The “Power Clamp” is usually comprised of a diode in “forward bias” from GND to VDD and  
of a voltage triggered clamp device/circuit, which shunts VDD to GND, should VDD exceed a 
certain threshold voltage. 
Because the discharge path from signal to signal goes through the comparably low-resistance 
substrate, typical ESD tests do not incorporate signal-to-signal testing. The worst case scenarios 
are usually fully covered by testing signal to GND/VDD and the different supply-to-supply 
combination. For this reason only one signal pin is shown in Fig. D.5 (bottom) and Fig. D.6. 
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The total discharge path from signal-to-GND in Fig. D.5 (i.e. “a” and “b”) can induce 
high voltages at the I/O circuits, which for I/O devices in state of the art CMOS 
technologies can already exceed tolerable values. Contributing impedances are the 
“up-diode”, the resistance of the power grid (i.e. VDD interconnect) and finally the 
power-clamp. This problem can be mitigated by offering the current a more direct, 
lower impedance path to GND. A possible implementation which employs a self-
triggering SCR device (i.e. a thyristor) in a “ground referenced” ESD protection 
scheme is shown in Fig. D.6. 
 

 
Fig. D.6  Simple system level ESD discharge paths for a GND referenced 

Protection Strategy 

Here the signal-to-GND discharge path (Fig. D.6 “a”) has become very short and low 
impedance, and leads over one single voltage triggered clamp device only (e.g. an 
SCR, see below). 
  
The manifold possible discharge paths in combination with different I/O circuit 
architectures and device sensitivities require that for every design the best strategy 
and devices be re-evaluated. The goal of any ESD design can be summarized with the 
following general requirements: 
 

1. Pulse energy dissipation, reflection, diversion or a combination of all of 
them is required to prevent the ESD current-pulse from entering the circuit.  

2. Short response/turn-on time of the ESD protection-device PDESD is required. 
The rise time of an ESD current-pulse can be as short as a few 100 ps for the 
CDM (see Section D. b. c).  

3. Small PDESDs in terms of area are desired because silicon real estate of 
integrated circuits is considered "expensive". 

4. Transparency during normal circuit operation. For most PDESDs this 
translates into the requirement of adding comparably little parasitic 
capacitance to the protected node, so that during normal operation the PDESD 
does not interfere with the circuit’s intended functionality. For CDM 
protection schemes, also the often required series resistance becomes 
important. 

 
To provide this protection, a variety of different devices are available in CMOS 
technologies which are discussed in the following sections. First however, the basic 
breakdown mechanisms which lead to device failure are reviewed. 
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D. a. Breakdown Mechanisms 
ESD currents into CMOS I/O pads and contacts either enter the I/O devices through 
their gates, their drains and sources or a combination of both. If the voltage at these 
devices exceeds the critical level, different break-down mechanisms are involved 
depending on whether a “gate oxide break-down” or a “diffusion break-down” occurs. 
These mechanisms are reviewed next. 
 

D. a. a. Diffusion Breakdown: 

Under ESD stress, the drain-source voltage increases until the break-over/snapback 
voltage (Vbo) is reached (Fig. D.2). At this point the parasitic bipolar transistor  
(Fig. D.1) enters its conducting state  [1]. Until then, the FET operates as a regular 
FET, with its current determined by the gate-source and drain-source voltages. The 
bipolar transistor is turned on when the drain-body leakage current causes enough 
avalanche hole injection into the P-body (base) to forward-bias the body-source diode. 
At that point the voltage drops to the sustaining voltage until excessive current causes 
second break-down due to Joule heating (Fig. D.2, IT2). The thermal stress is now too 
high so that the device suffers irreversible damage. 
 

 
Fig. D.1  SOI NMOS FET and parasitic bipolar device  [1] 

Note:   For illustration purposes, an SOI transistor is shown because of simpler geometry and fewer  
parasitic devices, rather than a bulk device. 

 STI = shallow trench insulation 
 
  

 
Fig. D.2  SOI NMOS high-current characteristics [1]  (similar behavior is also 

observed in bulk technology devices.) 
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D. a. b. Gate Oxide Breakdown: 

The Gate-Source/Body voltage is increased until the break-down of the gate-oxide 
layer occurs. 
The exact mechanisms of the oxide break-down are still controversial. A model which 
takes different phenomena into account and explains experimental findings is 
presented in  [2]. There the break-down is initiated when a critical number of lattice 
defects in the oxide is reached and a conducting path trough it is created.  
For the generation of the defects, there are three different models which are believed 
to contribute: 
 

1. The Thermo Chemical Electric Field Model suggests that defects are 
generated due to the interaction between the electric field and the oxide lattice 
 [3]. 

 
2. The Hydrogen Release Model suggests that energetic electrons injected from 

the cathode tunnel into the oxide layer and release hydrogen. These released 
hydrogen species can then generate defects in the oxide  [3]. 

 
3. The Anode Hole Injection Model suggests that injected energetic electrons 

tunnel into the oxide and generate holes at the anode that can tunnel back into 
the oxide and then also generate defects in the oxide [2], [3]. 

 
The overall electron and hole tunneling current in turn comprises different 
components caused by different mechanisms too. Generally there is 'Fowler-
Nordheim Tunneling', direct tunneling becomes more important as oxide thickness 
decreases and a tunneling mechanism referred to as “Trap assisted tunneling” can take 
place if there already exist defects (traps) in the oxide layer [2]. 
Defects created by either model/mechanism allow an initial current to flow across the 
oxide, leading to localized heating which induces the flow of larger currents and 
eventually leads to the meltdown/breakdown of the oxide.   
 

D. b. Testing and Models 

Testability in the electronics industry is of utmost importance. Ideally every single 
device on a chip is tested after manufacturing. Certain key parameters are measured or 
at least it is tested whether the device has been manufactured after all and is connected 
or not. While the presence of an ESD protection device PDESD can be detected as well 
as the low-voltage characteristics can be measured, this is not possible for the ESD 
protection mechanism for the following reasons: First, most test-probing stations are 
not designed for high current/voltage operation. Second, the presently used ESD-
testing models provide a pass-fail decision for which the full ESD-voltage must be 
applied. However, stressing the circuits to their maximum limits during 
manufacturing is highly undesirable for potential residual stress and its effect on long-
term reliability.  
 
The ESD models introduced in the following sections are “Test-Models” and yield a 
pass-fail result only for a given test-voltage. Alternatively the use of transmission line 
pulsers (TLPs) has gained acceptance as a tool for characterizing ESD devices in the 
last few years  (Section D. c.). However, no TLP standards have been ratified yet and 
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the correlation of TLP results with classical ESD-Test-methods is still the subject of 
ongoing research. Consequently, ESD robustness and performance is still assessed 
with the different ESD (test-) models which are discussed in the following sections. 
 

D. b. a. The Human Body Model (HBM) 

The HBM is the best understood ESD mechanism. It describes the discharge of a 
charged human body which contacts the device under test (DUT) directly. The human 
body is modeled as a lumped capacitor of capacitance CESD and a series discharge 
resistor RESD which takes the human body's finite electrical conductance into account. 
LESD is the parasitic inductance of the test setup, responsible for a finite rise time of 
the current pulse. 
The most widely accepted standards developed for this model are the military 
standard, MIL-STD-883E Method 3015.7 [7] and a modified form of it, the more 
stringent IEC 61000-4-2.  

 
Fig. D.3  The Human Body Model (HBM) and corresponding short circuit current 

waveforms for the MIL-STD-833E and the IEC 61000-4-2 standard.  

Due to the individual measurement setups with different parasitic wiring inductances 
LESD and test fixture capacitances (not shown here), it is not trivial to obtain 
reproducible results. Therefore the test equipment must always be calibrated until the 
resulting short circuit current waveform conforms to the desired standard. 

 

D. b. b. The Machine Model (MM) 

Machines, tools, and any charged object other than a human body can also discharge 
into an ESD sensitive device when getting in contact with it. These events are 
accounted for by the MM which was originally defined by the Japanese IC 
manufacturers. The MM equivalent circuit is equal to the HBM circuit. The machine’s 
metal parts which are likely to touch the ESD sensitive device, for example while 
packaging or testing, are low-ohmic. Therefore the discharge resistor RESD assumes a 
much smaller value in the MM than in the HBM.  
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Fig. D.4  The Machine Model (MM) and a corresponding short circuit current 

waveform for the JESD22-115A standard [9]. 

The AEC-MM01 and JESD22-115A standards propose an effective inductance LESD 
of 0.75 μH and an effective discharge resistor RESD of 10 Ω for the discharge path [4]. 
Because of these low values, the parasitic elements in MM test systems have a much 
stronger effect on the discharge current waveform. For this reason the correlation 
between different MM testers is significantly worse than e.g. for HBM testers. These 
testers too have to be calibrated before use to best match the standard current 
waveforms. To do so, usually a short circuit and a 500 Ω reference load are used in 
place of the DUT. 
 

D. b. c. The Charged Device Model (CDM) 

The CDM models a different discharge mechanism than the HBM and the MM. In the 
CDM the device itself is charged and then discharged through a pin into a grounded 
object or a conductive surface. It models the situation which often occurs e.g. in 
automated assembly lines, where slides are used as part feeders. Even though the 
charged capacitance is very low, the discharge path, i.e. the contact pins, are low-
ohmic and low-inductive and therefore high discharge currents can occur, up to 
several 10 A [7].  

 
Fig. D.5  Simplified 2nd order electrical model for the Charged Device Model 

(CDM) and the corresponding short circuit current waveform for the 
JESD22-C101-C standard [8]. 

Note:  The Device under test (DUT) is represented within the dashed bubble. RESD and LESD are the 
parasitics from the DUT including the parasitics of the test system, which are not separable. 
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The very small values of the parasitic elements in a CDM test setup cause any other 
parasitic element to affect the test results significantly. The current waveforms of 
CDM testers can deviate a lot from the required standards. Therefore there is little 
trust in the available test systems yet. 
 

D. c. Transmission Line Pulser Measurement 
The ESD test models discussed so far share one common disadvantage: Their results 
are only pass-fail statements for a given device, a given test-model and a particular 
test voltage. Using a transmission line pulser (TLP) can overcome this problem and 
can be referred to as ESD “measuring”, as will be shown in this section. TLPs not 
only reveal failure voltages, but also provide insight into failure behaviors and failure 
signatures. This allows designers to understand and improve the protection 
schemes/designs (see e.g. Section 6.2.4).  
 

D. c. a. Pulsed circuit characterization 

The high-current characteristic of an FET such as introduced in Fig. D.2 covers all 
relevant operating regimes (1st and 2nd break-down and sustaining voltages) common 
to most PDESDs. For this reason it is used representatively to explain the principle of 
pulsed circuit characterization which comprises the following steps (Fig. D.6,  
Fig. D.8): 
  

1. Short, “rectangular” voltage pulses are applied to the DUT. As long as the 
pulse amplitude at the DUT is below the first trigger voltage Vt1 of the PDESD, 
the device does not trigger/snap-back and a “clean” pulse is also measured at 
the DUT (see Fig. D.7). If the voltage of the incident pulse at the DUT is 
beyond Vt1, the PDESD triggers and limits the pulse amplitude to the hold 
voltage Vh, which is a function of the incident pulse amplitude (i.e. the pulse 
energy) and the DUT.    

2. After transient effects have decayed after tturnon, the pulse hold voltage Vh and 
the corresponding hold current IDUT are measured. Vh and IDUT of each pulse 
(i.e. each measurement) are copied to one point in the Quasistatic  
I-V-characteristic (e.g. Fig. D.6).  

3. Before and after each pulse, the leakage current of the DUT is also measured. It 
is a measure on whether or how much the DUT has been stressed or damaged.  

 
These steps are repeated and for each step the amplitude of the incident voltage pulse 
(i.e. the test-pulse) is increased. The measurements can be stopped when either the 
PDESD or the I/O circuit fails (i.e. the leakage current is much beyond acceptable 
limits). 
 
This way all Vh -IDUT points which are necessary to construct the quasi static (QS) 
high-current I-V characteristic of the DUT are acquired. In areas of the QS I-V curve 
where measuring of Vh becomes difficult (e.g. close to Vt1 or Vt2), direct inspection of 
the transient shape of the pulse (Fig. D.7) helps to get more accurate data.  
 
Now that the leakage current and the ESD stress voltage can be correlated, this can be 
used as a tool to adjust the PDESD and the I/O circuit between different design cycles 
to meet the ESD target robustness. For production testing it can be used equally well. 
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There, it is sufficient to apply a pulse well below the damage threshold. Should the 
subsequently measured leakage current be beyond a previously defined limit Ifail, the 
DUT can be sorted out as a failing part or vice versa. 

 
Fig. D.6  Derivation of a quasistatic I-V-curve with pulsed characterization 

technique [4] 

In Fig. D.7 details are shown on how the characteristic of the voltage pulse at the 
DUT changes with increasing amplitude of vS of the incident pulse. The voltages used 
to reconstruct the QS I-V characteristic are the different hold voltages Vh.  

 
Fig. D.7  Qualitative voltage pulses at the DUT for different amplitudes of incident 

pulses (i.e. stimuli). While Vh is a function of the pulse energy (i.e. the 
voltage vS), Vt1 is characteristic to the DUT and remains constant. 
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D. c. b. Pulse Generation and TLP Setup 

One important challenge in TLP-ESD circuit characterization is the generation of well 
controlled and reproducible test-pulse shapes. Using the distributed capacitance of a 
transmission line (TL1, Fig. D.8) is a solution to this problem. The pulse width is 
proportional to the transmission line length (e.g. a coaxial cable). The source 
impedance is given by the transmission line (TL) impedance, typically 50 Ω and can 
be well controlled. The pulse amplitude is adjusted by the voltage to which the TL is 
charged. In the following, the different components of the TLP setup of Fig. D.8 are 
described  
([4]: Design and implementation of a very fast TLP): 
 

• TL1, is a high quality 50 Ω coaxial cable. Its length is directly  
proportional to the desired pulse width (e.g. 10m of RG58 for 100ns). 

• R50, terminates TL1 to avoid reflections from the open end of TL1. 
• S1, is a very fast high voltage switch. S1 is critical to achieve very short 

rise times (Trise). Custom made, mercury wetted, coaxial reed switches 
are often used. 

• Rch, limits the transmission line (TL1) charging current (typ. 1 MΩ). 
• VHV, is the adjustable high voltage source. 
• Attenuator, helps reduce (multiple) reflections caused by the far end of 

TL1 and the typically low impedance of the DUT when turned on. 
• TL2, feeds the pulse to the DUT, typically on a wafer-probing-station. 
• S2, is a high frequency, impedance matched single pole double throw 

switch. Its switching speed is not critical, its on-impedance however is. 
• VProbe & IProbe, record transient voltages and currents in real time at a 

high bandwidth and sampling rate. Real time oscilloscopes are often 
used. 

• μA, is a high-resolution leakage current meter. 

 
Fig. D.8  Transmission line pulser (TLP) schematic with simplified electrical 

equivalent circuit and typical pulse shape 
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To adjust the pulse rise time Trise the attenuator can be capacitively loaded or different 
attenuators or transmission lines TL2 of different length can be used. Particularly if 
the measurements have to be correlated with existing standards this adjustment can 
become necessary. To compare TLP results e.g. with the HBM, it was found that 
pulses with Trise in the order of 5 ns and a pulse width of 100 ns correspond to ~1 kV 
HBM robustness/compliance, if IDUT is 0.66 A ([4] p. 56). The general mapping 
and/or correspondence between existing specifications and standards and TLP results 
is still subject of ongoing research and no accepted TLP ESD standards exist to date. 
Nevertheless, TLPs are used to measure and characterize single devices or entire I/O 
circuits and provide much deeper insight into ESD failures than the existing test-
methods. To date, most ESD-devices for state-of-the-art IBM technologies are already 
provided with a set of TLP measurements for better comparison; a clear indication of 
the growing acceptance of TLP results for product qualification. 
 

D. c. c. Example of Industry ESD Requirements 

TABLE D.1 gives a brief overview over different types of ESD voltage robustness 
required by different industries.  

TABLE D.1 Typical industrial ESD requirement 

Standard/ Class Test Voltage Typical Applications 
JEDEC HBM Class 2 > 2000 V Consumer & Industrial ICs 
JEDEC HBM Class 3A > 4000 V Medical Equipment  
JEDEC MM  Class 3-4 > 500 V Simple ICs  

(Drivers, Amplifiers) 
 

D. d. Protection Devices in CMOS Technologies 

In this section the most frequently used devices and parasitic effects for ESD 
protection are discussed, including their physical implementation, their high-current 
characteristics and how they can be incorporated into a protection scheme. 
 

D. d. a. Diffused Resistor 

In the resistor protection scheme a voltage divider is formed between the resistor R 
and the input-circuit which limits the input voltage. Values of R are typically small to 
avoid signal attenuation and BW limitation in combination with the circuit’s input 
capacitance.  
 

 
Fig. D.9  Resistor ESD protection scheme 

A closer look at the high-current I-V curve (Fig. D.10) of the diffused resistor unveils 
this circuit’s potential, even with small values of R. After the resistor current has 
reached a saturation level Isat, the resistance starts to increase significantly and the 
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voltage VESD drops almost completely over the resistor and not over the I/O-circuit, 
protecting the latter from higher voltages. 
 

 
Fig. D.10  Large signal I-V curve for an n-type diffused resistor [4] with very high 

resistance in the saturation region 

When the voltage reaches the snapback voltage, the current starts to increase again. 
The diffused resistor is most often found in combination with other devices in 
composite protection schemes. 
 

 
Fig. D.11  Simplified cross section of a diffused resistor as typically used for ESD 

protection in bulk technologies 

 

D. d. b. Diodes 

The probably best known and very frequently used protection devices are different 
types of diodes. Typically one diode is connected between the circuit and ground to 
protect against negative ESD pulses and one between circuit and VDD to shunt 
positive pulses. Sometimes more than one diode is used in a “diode string” (Fig. D.12 
(2)) in order to increase the clamp voltage Vt (Fig. D.13) to multiple diode forward 
threshold voltages. This is particularly useful for circuits where the signals are close 
or even beyond the potential of one of the supply rails. 
 

 
Fig. D.12  Diode protection scheme. Diode strings are used to protect circuits which 

operate beyond the supply voltage. 
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Because the reverse-break-down voltage Vrb of typical CMOS diodes is in the order of 
10’s of volts, only the forward diode characteristic is used for ESD protection.  
 

 
Fig. D.13  Typical large signal diode I-V characteristic in a CMOS technology 

 
Fig. D.14 depicts one possible way of building a set of diodes within an N-well in a 
CMOS technology. 
 

 
Fig. D.14  Cross section of a P+/NW diode to Vdd 

 
For many CMOS technology generations, diodes were used stand alone (see  
Fig. D.12) or followed by a small resistor in series. The series resistor protects the 
circuits during the turn-on time of the diode.  
As ESD has become an important reliability issue, more complex and efficient 
protection strategies have been developed where multiple devices in combination 
achieve a higher level of protection (i.e. lower trigger voltage, shorter turn-on delays 
and smaller parasitic capacitance (e.g. section below on SCRs)). 
 

D. d. c. Bipolar Transistors 

Bipolar-Junction-Transistors (BJTs) in CMOS technologies, similar to junction 
diodes, are parasitic devices used as building blocks in many ESD protection 
structures [7]. 
If a positive ESD pulse with respect to GND is applied to the I/O pad, the collector 
junction of the BJT Q is reverse-biased up to its breakdown voltage. Once avalanche 
multiplication has been initiated at the collector, the hole-current through R is 
collected by GND. With this current the voltage across the emitter junction is built up 
until VBE becomes large enough to fully turn on Q. At this time the emitter current iE 
maintains the carrier multiplication. The collector voltage VC starts to decrease and Q 
enters the sustain/hold region. The so formed low-impedance path safely discharges 
the ESD current into GND. 
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Fig. D.15  BJT protection scheme for positive ESD pulses with respect to GND 

 
Fig. D.16  Large signal I-V characteristic of a BJT 

 
Unlike in bipolar technologies, the relatively wide base of a parasitic BJT in CMOS 
separates Collector and Emitter laterally rather than vertically, hence being a rather 
inefficient BJT.  
 

 
Fig. D.17  Cross section of a lateral Bi-Junction-Transistor in bulk CMOS technology 

 

D. d. d. Gate-Grounded NMOS Transistor (ggNMOS) 

Using a MOS-Transistor in a CMOS process for ESD protection is very attractive, 
since the device is "process-intrinsic" and no extra processing steps are required. A 
simple NMOS in a gate-grounded configuration is shown in the figure below. 
Important for ESD protection are the parasitic BJT Q and the Diode. 
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Fig. D.18  ggNMOS protection scheme in bulk CMOS technology 

During a positive ESD pulse, the drain-bulk junction (i.e. the Diode) remains in 
reverse bias until the 1st breakdown occurs. Then the avalanche current from the 
Diode through R causes a voltage drop over R (Fig. D.19). As this voltage reaches the 
turn-on voltage of the BJT, the ESD current is diverted into the substrate (i.e. GND). 
The principle of operation is similar to the one described for the BJT in the previous 
section. ESD pulses of negative polarity are shunted to ground through the Diode. The 
grounding of the gate is necessary to avoid current shunting, i.e. leakage current 
during normal operation of the circuit. 
 

 
Fig. D.19  Large signal I-V characteristic of a ggNMOS 

Fig. D.20 shows how in a typical N-FET design the bipolar parasitic devices used for 
ESD are always embedded as parasitics. 
 

 
Fig. D.20  Cross section of a Gate Grounded NMOS (ggNMOS) structure with 

parasitic BJT (Q) and diode 

The ggNMOS high-current I-V characteristic is very similar to the one of the silicon 
controlled rectifier described in the next section. However, the reverse breakdown 
occurs at a reverse voltage VD, one forward diode voltage, which is considerably 
smaller than the reverse break-down voltage VR of the silicon controlled rectifier. 
Therefore using a MOS transistor, ESD protection for both polarities is possible with 
a single device.  
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D. d. e. Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) 

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (thyristors) are among the most successfully used ESD 
protection devices in CMOS technologies.  

 
Fig. D.21  Ground referenced SCR protection scheme (both, positive and negative 

polarity ESD pulses are diverted into GND) 

Note:  The Gate is normally left floating, while g2 (Fig. D.23) is connected to VDD by means of a high-
ohmic resistor to reverse bias the large N-well junction and reduce the parasitic capacitance 
during normal circuit operation.  

 
If the voltage/current at the cathode input reaches the trigger voltage (current) Vt1 (It1), 
the device turns fully on and remains in the on state, until the cathode voltage drops 
below the hold voltage Vh. The reverse break-down voltage of the SCR in Fig. D.22 is 
denoted by VR. 

 
Fig. D.22  Large signal I-V characteristic of an SCR 

The SCR is a 3 terminal 4-layer device as shown in Fig. D.23, with a simplified stack-
up, equivalent circuit and the commonly used symbol. 

 
Fig. D.23  SCR layer stack up, equivalent circuit and symbol. Different numbers of 

trigger diodes Dtrig can be used to control (i.e. lower) the trigger voltage of 
the SCR.  
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Because the intrinsic threshold/trigger voltage (Vtr1) of the SCR is often higher than 
required, different mechanisms to lower the trigger voltage (i.e. Low-Voltage-
Trigger-SCRs, LVTSCRs) and to reduce its response time (i.e. Gate Grounded SCRs, 
GGSCRs [5] ) have been implemented. 
 

 
Fig. D.24  Cross section of an SCR structure with parasitic 'bulk- NPN' transistor 

Note:  STI = Shallow Trench Insulation, NW = N-Well, PW = P-Well 
 If a poly-gate is added (g1), then the device corresponds to a LVTSCR with integrated trigger 
  Gate Grounded NMOS, which has a significantly reduced trigger voltage, compared to the  
 original device 
 
 

D. e. Outlook 
The aggressive scaling of CMOS technologies and the constantly changing techniques 
to increase their performance (e.g. SOI, strained silicon etc.) and differences in I/O 
circuit topologies, requires existing ESD-protection-strategies to be reassessed and re-
qualified even for minor process changes. If a protection concept proved to be 
successful in a bulk technology e.g., chances are high that it will fail in SOI due to 
differences in thermal and parasitic device behavior. In this view, it is virtually 
impossible to provide a reliable projection on next generation ESD devices and 
performance, except that the topic will remain very challenging and unless 
revolutionary new devices/techniques are brought up, it will not be possible to protect 
high-speed I/O circuits to the same ESD-voltage levels as is barely possible today.  
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Appendix E: Packaging Technologies 

In  Chapter 7 a novel packaging architecture based on organic substrates was 
presented and discussed. In this appendix different types of packages, the materials 
used for their production, the different packaging and wiring technologies and finally 
chip and package bonding techniques are reviewed. 
 

E. a. : Different Types of Packages 
DIP/DIL (Dual Inline Package) packages are used for discrete logic and analog 
circuits. First processor circuits were also packaged in DIL packages. As operating 
frequencies increased, the THT (through hole technology) DIL packages were 
replaced with surface mount DIL packages. The DIL package is manufactured in 
plastic and ceramic and is still used for applications with low integration densities. 

  
Fig. E.1   Dual in Line Plastic Package 

QFPs/PGAs (Quad Flat Packs/ Pin Grid Arrays) were introduced to satisfy the need 
of higher contact densities by using all 4 edges of the package (QFP) and in a second 
iteration using most of the packages area for interconnections (PGA). Most of the 
QFP packages are made of plastic and the PGAs are often made from ceramic. 
Because the PGA packages allow the use of a ZIF (zero insertion force) device socket 
on the board, many popular PC-processors are sold in this package despite the long 
"leads" which limits their use at very high data rates. 

 
Fig. E.2  a) QFP,  b) PGA package 

BGAs/LGAs (Ball Grid Arrays/ Land Grid Arrays) differ in that the BGA has the 
solder balls already attached to the package where the LGA package provides landing 
pads only. These packages are the logical consequence of further development of the 
PGA. The shorter lead-length allows for applications at higher frequencies and data 
rates. In recent trends complete systems (i.e. system in a package, SIP) are assembled 
within a BGA package, including multiple stacked or side by side chip dies and 
passive components, which results in very area and cost efficient sub-assemblies. 

 

a) b) 
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Fig. E.3  Typical BGA cross section of a SIP and an organic BGA  

(Source: AMKOR Technology) 

CSPs (Chip Scale Packages) are by definition not larger than 1.2 times the 
dimensions of the packaged chip-die itself. They are the smallest and lightest 
packages available to date. Their advantage over other packages is price, board area 
and thermal management. Mechanically, these packages are typically less robust than 
other package types. Compared to using direct die-to-board attach technology, the 
CSP offers the advantage of being standard solder-process compatible. Underfiller on 
the board is not imperatively required and the substrate can be designed so that 
differences in CTEs can be compensated and thermal induced stress on the interfaces 
is reduced. 
 

 
Fig. E.4   CSP cross section and typical example 

One of the most recent trends in chip scale packaging is: Wafer-Level Chip Scale 
Packaging. As its name suggest, the chips are “packaged” while still on the wafer. 
Particularly for MEMS applications, where e.g. hermeticity is an issue, this 
technology is promising. However, for very high pin-count applications its use is 
rather questionable. The fan-out function of a typical BGA package is not available 
with this technology; hence the PCB and module manufacturers would have to be able 
to produce chip-scale landing pads on PCBs and module substrates which today is 
impossible or too expensive.   
 

E. b. : Package Substrate Materials 
There exists a wide variety of materials used for standard and special application 
packages. The following paragraphs focus on a selection of materials and material 
families widely accepted by customers and manufacturers alike. Most have a long 
history of application with detailed data available regarding long term reliability. 
Beside general properties and the fields of application, advantages and disadvantages 
of the materials are listed,  which are always in view of package or PCB substrate 
manufacturing. 
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E. b. a. : Epoxy-Based Materials 
Glass fiber reinforced epoxy resins have been used for a long time as printed circuit 
board (PCB) substrate material. Their low cost, decent mechanical and thermal 
properties and excellent manufacturability and reworkability make them the material 
of choice for many applications, ranging from consumer to high-end applications. In 
order to extend the usable range of applications, different additives and modifications 
to epoxy resin are available to improve any of the below drawbacks. The best known 
and still widely used material is called FR4.  
 
Advantages:  

• inexpensive 
• reliable (electrical, thermal, mechanical, with decades of statistical 

data and experience) 
• scalable area (from smaller than "watch-size" up to and beyond 

"back-plane-size") 
• scalable cross-section (from single layer up to 30 Layers and 

beyond, with layer-spacing ranging from 43 μm up to several 
mm's). 

• coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) in x-y direction is very low 
and well controlled through the use of reinforcement fibers 

• flame retardant (FRx) 
 

Disadvantages: 
• high dielectric loss factor tan(δ) in the GHz regime, which for many 

applications leads to unacceptable high signal attenuation  
• moisture absorption can become significant for high-frequency 

applications (TABLE E.1) 
• uneven surface caused by reinforcement fibers can cause problems 

in the optical wave-guide lamination process (leads to lossy wave-
guides) 

• CTE in z-direction is very high which causes mechanical stress to 
vertical interconnections (vias) and can be a reliability issue for 
thick boards 

• signal propagation variations due to local variations of εr, which are 
caused by the fiber bundles of the embedded glass weave 

 

E. b. b. : BT (Bismaleimid-Triazin) 
BT laminates have a significantly higher glass transition temperature Tg than similar 
epoxy laminates. BT is used as an additive to epoxy systems to increase the Tg. For 
this same reason it probably finds its main application in the electronics industry as a 
packaging material. 
 
Advantages: 

• higher glass transition temperature Tg than epoxy laminates 
• high and stable insulation resistance under high temperature and 

humidity conditions (in high-density applications) 
Disadvantages:  

• lower peel strength than epoxy 
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• low thermal conductivity 
 

E. b. c. : Polyimides 

Polyimide (PI) substrates are used for high-frequency, high-density, high-temperature 
and flexible print applications. They are commonly not reinforced with fibers, which 
is one of the reasons why PI substrates are typically smaller in size than e.g. FR4. The 
material is often spin-coated onto a carrier material, which allows very thin films to be 
produced in a build-up manner (see also Appendix E. c. a). 
 
Advantages: 

• very good thermal stability 
• good high-frequency properties (as long as it is dry!) 
• high peel strength 
• suitable for flexible and high-density circuits 

 
Disadvantages: 

• very high moisture absorption that significantly degrades the high-
frequency loss factor (see also TABLE E.1) 

• limited circuit size due to manufacturing constraints (e.g. no fiber 
reinforcement) 

 

E. b. d. : BCB (Benzocyclobutene) 

BCB is a polymer resin developed particularly for the electronics industry. Among 
other properties, it features low εr and low losses at high-frequency, is optically 
transparent, temperature stable, photo processable and can be applied in very thin 
layers. BCB is commonly used as a build up material and not as a base-substrate. The 
SLC (surface laminated circuits (Fig. E.6)) process is one typical example for the use 
of BCB, where on a carrier substrate (e.g. FR4) a number of extra copper wiring 
layers are deposited with BCB as a dielectric material. 
 
Advantages: 

• low dielectric loss factor tan(δ) 
• low dielectric constant εr 
• high temperature stability 
• high degree of planarity 
• excellent chemical resistance 
• photo processable 

 
Disadvantages: 

• limited circuit size due to manufacturing techniques (spin-coating) 
• availability as resin only (no core- or prepreg laminates) 

 

E. b. e. : PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene or TeflonTM) 
PTFE in its chemically pure form is relatively soft. Therefore most PTFE based 
substrates are either reinforced with woven glass fibers or ceramic is being added to 
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the compound. The material is also used as a blending component together with other 
materials.  
 
Advantages:  

• low dielectric loss factor tan(δ) 
• low dielectric constant εr 
• high temperature stability 
• excellent chemical resistance 
 

Disadvantages: 
• slightly higher CTEz than previously mentioned materials 
• tends to cold flow (i.e. flow at room temperature)  
• poor adhesion 
 

E. b. f. : LTCC (Low-Temperature Co-Fired Ceramics) 

LTCC is actually rather a technology than a material, but is listed here in place for 
ceramics in general. The LTCC process is typically used on the package or module 
(MCM) level. Because LTTCs dielectric constants are very high (~7) a very high 
wiring density (i.e. controlled impedance lines) is possible, which however requires 
rather thin and lossy traces. Furthermore there is virtually no limit on the number of 
vertical interconnect layers. LTTC is commonly found in high volume or high-end 
application, because initial cost (tooling) can become significant. 
 
Advantages: 

• very high interconnect density 
• low dielectric loss factor tan(δ) 
• high temperature stability 
• excellent chemical resistance 
• extremely low CTEs (6.3 ppm/ ºC), (Si chips ~4.2, GaAs chips 

~5.8) 
• very high thermal conductivity 
• mechanically very robust 
 

Disadvantages: 
• expensive (system-cost benefits may however exist if the design can 

benefit from all other advantages) 
• typical substrate size is in the order of 200 x 170 mm  

 

E. b. g. : LCP (Liquid Crystalline Polymer) 

LCP as a material is known to the industry for a while. Using it for very-high-
frequency and circuits packaging on the other hand is relatively new. The material 
belongs to the family of the aromatic polyamides from which particularly Aramid 
(KevlarTM) is commonly known. LCP possesses very attractive properties for high-
frequency applications which earlier had required the use of much more expensive 
materials. 
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Advantages: 
• low dielectric loss factor tan(δ) 
• low dielectric constant εr (facilitates the use of very thin layers) 
• very low moisture absorption 
• high temperature stability 
• virtually no outgasing 
• plasticity 
• low cost  
 

Disadvantages: 
• relatively low peel strength (i.e. poor adhesion) which is addressed 

by using copper plating with a higher surface roughness  
• fairly high CTEz (although a very low Young’s modulus of 3.1 

GPa) 
 

E. b. h. : Material Summary 
TABLE E.1 summarizes the most relevant properties of different families of substrate 
materials for high-frequency and packaging applications. 

TABLE E.1 High-frequency material properties  
 Epoxy 

based 
(FR4) 

BT Polyimide BCB  
(e.g. SLC) 

PTFE 
(Teflon) 

LTCC LCP 

usable f-range 
[GHz] 

< 5 - 6 > 20 > 10 > 20 > 40 > 40 > 40 

εr @ 5 GHz 3.5 - 5.4 3.2 (4) 4.0 (4) 2.65 2.1 (1) 7 2.9 
δ @ 5 GHz  .01 - .035 .0035 (5) 0.014 (4) 0.002(1) 0.45m (1) 0.003 .002 
CTE-z [ppm/ºC] 285 (2) 280 (2) 

35-40(3) 
60 42 64 (3) 6.3 150 

CTE-x/y [ppm/ºC] 15 (3) 14(3) 17 42 29 (3) 6.3 17 
Moisture 
Absorption [%]  

< 0.8 < 0.08 > 1 < 0.2 < 0.01 < 0.1 .04 

Thermal 
Conductivity 
[W/mk] 

0.36 0.25 0.45 0.29 0.2 3 0.5 

Tg, Td [ºC] 150, 350 225, na. 260, 480 350, na. 260, 400 > 600 300 (7) 
Peel Strength 
[N/mm] 

1.4 1.0 1.4 na. 1.4  0.95 

RoHS 
Compatibility 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Trace Width & 
Gap [μm] 

100 < 100 < 50     < 50 

Typical Brand 
Names 

Duraver-
E 

CCL-
HL832 

P96, P26 
Arlon 33N 

Cyclotene 
4000 

Polyflon DuPont 
951 

R-
Flex 

Note: (1) Measured at 10 GHz (2) At temperatures above Tg 
 (3) At temperatures below Tg (4) Measured at 1 GHz 
 (5) Measured at 20 GHz (6) Measured at 1 MHz 
 (7) Melting temperature (LCP is a thermoplastic) 
 - fields shaded in grey mark desirable properties for packaging applications 
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Choosing a material for a particular application often starts with reviewing the 
dielectric constants and the dissipation factors. However, in order to achieve optimum 
overall performance, all of above factors must be taken into account over the entire 
operating regime and traded off one against the other very carefully 
 

E. c. : Package & Wiring Technologies 
While the physical package outline and material properties have been covered in the 
previous two sections, the focus of this section is on the manufacturing technology 
employed with different materials towards a certain package type. Particularly the 
way the electrical conductors are manufactured differs from one type to the other.  
 

E. c. a. : Organic Substrate Build-Up 
For building the metal wires on and within the organic substrates, there are two 
fundamentally different methods which are commonly used: 
 

1. Multiple sheets of copper plated and patterned substrates are laminated and 
vertically interconnected one on top of each other. For thermosetting materials, 
the core typically consists of a fully cured and reinforced material, while the 
prepreg (pre-impregnated material) contains the resin and hardener but has 
been stored at low temperatures to prevent material curing which occurs 
during lamination. This way, the prepreg serves as dielectric material and as 
adhesive between different core layers simultaneously. 

 
Fig. E.5  Simplified multi-layer lamination process 

2. The resin for the dielectric is deposited (typically spin coated or sprayed) on a 
core substrate or carrier. Then the holes for the vertical interconnections are 
mechanically or laser drilled. Copper is deposited and patterned. More layers 
can be added in the same fashion. 
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Fig. E.6  Simplified additive multilayer process (e.g. SLC) 

E. c. b. : Traces on Organic Substrates 

There are two fundamentally different ways on how to build the electrical wires on 
organic substrates: (1) The classical subtractive process and (2) the additive process. 
 

1. The subtractive process starts from a substrate material completely covered 
with copper the same thickness as the trace-thickness will be. Using a 
photolithographic process a mask-layer is patterned which serves as an "etch-
stop" in the subsequent wet etching. Finally the mask is removed/stripped. 

 

 
Fig. E.7 Subtractive copper patterning 

2. The additive (build up) process deposits a very thin copper (seed) layer on the 
substrate (typ. 1 μm). This layer is then covered with photoresist which is 
patterned. On the seed layer, the desired interconnect structures are electro-
plated. In a final step the seed layer is removed (etched). 

 

 
Fig. E.8   Additive copper patterning 

Typically, the additive process allows for smaller feature geometries (15 μm line 
width and 15 μm spacing vs. ~50 μm & 50 μm). The reason for this is that the etching 
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time to remove the thin seed layer is shorter than to etch a “full-thickness” layer and 
therefore less under and over etching occurs. 
The resolution of both processes strongly depends on the thickness of the photoresist 
used and on the copper thickness required. 
 

E. c. c. : Ceramic Substrates 
Ceramic materials are traditionally known for being very hard and durable. On the 
other hand, very high temperatures are required during manufacturing and once they 
are sintered, it is difficult to further process them.  
The way ceramic substrates, in particular LTCC, are manufactured offers features 
such as: A very high interconnect density on a very high number of interconnect 
layers and a small trace-width which is possible due to the high εr (TABLE E.1), low 
dielectric losses, low moisture absorption, integration of passive components into the 
substrate (thick film resistors and capacitors), excellent heat distribution and CTEs 
which match semiconductor chip-dies very well. 
Based on ceramic raw material on tapes the vias are punched first and filled with a 
conductive paste (typically silver based), then the copper traces are screen-printed 
(conductive paste, see figure below), followed by the stacking of all the layers and 
sintering. Unlike the processes used for organic materials, in LTCC manufacturing all 
the traces of the entire substrate are shaped/manufactured within one single processing 
step called sintering, which results in a comparably short manufacturing time. 
 
In Fig. E.9 and Fig. E.10 the sequential build-up of an LTCC substrate and a final 
LTCC product are illustrated. 
 

 
Fig. E.9   Manufacturing steps for one particular type of  LTCC substrates, i.e. 

“Pressure-assisted Zero-shrinkage” sintering (Source: muRata) 

Pressure-assisted Zero-Shrinkage Sintering 

1. No shrinkage in the panel area 
2. Dimensional accuracy: ±0.05% 
3. Flatness: 5μm/(4mm)2 
4.Sheet size: 8”x 6.87” max. 
   (203.2 x 174.5 mm) 

Conventional Sintering 

1. Approximately 20% shringage in length 
    (Almost 60% shrinkage from orig. area) 
2. Dimensional accuracy: ±0.5% 
3. Flatness: inner-layer undulation inevitable 
4. Sheet size: small
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Fig. E.10   Possible cross section & 3-D view of an LTCC substrate (Source: muRata) 

E. c. d. : Technology Summary 

The different technologies presented seem all to fulfill the requirements for high-
frequency high-density packaging application. However, it has been highlighted that 
cost constraints, environmental conditions, reliability- and life time- requirements and 
other factors are extremely diverse. Individual factors have to be carefully traded one 
against the other before a specific decision on material, technology and package type 
can be made.  
 

E. d. : Chip and Package Bonding  
The trace geometry and the dielectric thickness of individual package layers are 
usually trimmed to achieve specific electrical impedances (typically 50 Ω). The 
transitions between chip-die and package (bonds) and between package and board 
(balls), always distort the interconnect impedance. These transitions lead to signal 
reflections and finally limit the usable frequency range of the assembly. This section 
explains where and how these bandwidth limiting effects are caused and how they can 
be mitigated with state of the art counter measures. 
 

E. d. a. : Chip Bonding 

Two technologies are widely used for chip bonding: (1) Wire-Bonding and (2) Flip-
Chip-Bonding. 
 

1. For wire-bonding the chip is mounted face-up on a carrier substrate. The chip-
contact-pads are normally located at the chips perimeter (occasionally on more 
than one row). The corresponding contact pads on the substrate are placed in 
an adequate distance from the chip which is governed by the bonding-tool 
dimensions and the die thickness. 
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Fig. E.11   Wire bonding (a) ball-wedge, (b) wedge-wedge (Source: Kulicke  

& Soffa) 

Whether ball-wedge or wedge-wedge bonding is employed depends first on 
the material of the bond wire (only gold wires can be used for the formation of 
balls) and second on the directivity requirements of the application (e.g. the 
bond-direction after the first wedge-bond is constrained to within typ. 15º; ball 
bonding allows bonding into arbitrary directions). The ball is formed by an 
electrical arc between the wire and an electrode at the exit of the "bonding 
capillary". Adhesion between wire and contact pad is achieved by means of 
ultrasound vibration and a well controlled temperature and pressure (thermo-
sonic welding). The wire diameters used in either material range from 12 μm 
to typ. 30 μm up to 50 μm (in comparison, an average human hair is ~100 μm 
in diameter). For a typical wire, the series resistance and inductance are  
~0.07 Ω/mm and ~1 nH/mm respectively. Bond inductance and resistance can 
be significantly reduced if ribbon bonding is employed, where instead of a 
metal wire a metal ribbon is used. 
From an electrical perspective, a bond-wire is a high Q inductor. Together 
with the parasitic capacitance of the contact pads on the chip and on the 
substrate, it forms a π-circuit as shown in Fig. E.12. 
 

 
Fig. E.12  Electrical model of a wire-bond arrangement 

The inductance of the bond-wire separates the two pad-capacitances (see 
Section 5.3.2 on series peaking) and increases the interconnect BW. For 
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power- and ground- connections however, the impedance of the π-network is 
still too high and leads to increased power-supply- and ground- voltage 
transients. Fig. E.13 shows how the BW of signal interconnects benefits from 
inductive bond-wires assuming a perfect ground reference. 

 
Fig. E.13 a) Bandwidth improvement vs. bond-inductance; b) Return loss 

improvement by means of bond-wires. (for Cc and Cb see Fig. 
E.12) 

Given Cc = 100 fF and Cb = 20 fF of a typical setup, the |S11| = -10 dB 
“bandwidth” of the substrate to chip interconnection can be improved by 
almost a factor of 2.5 compared to e.g. low inductance flip-chip-bonding  
(Fig. E.13 a) when using the same pad-size. It is interesting to note that under 
these assumptions the interconnect bandwidth always benefits from the bond-
inductance if a bond-wire length of 0..5 mm is used.  
 

2. For Flip-Chip-Bonding the chip die is attached face down to the substrate. 
Unlike wire-bonding, flip chip bonding allows to use not only the chips 
perimeter for contact pad location, but the entire chip surface area. The balls 
required can be formed in different ways. One way is to use the same tool used 
for ball-wedge bonding for making and depositing the ball. The most 
established process is called C4 bumping (Controlled Collapse Chip 
Connection) where the ball material is brought with one of many ways (e.g.: 
evaporation, screen printing, electro-(less) deposition,...) on the chip die. After 
mask stripping and a reflow process, the material takes the typical ball shape 
(Fig. E.14 c) & d)). 
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Fig. E.14  Flip chip bonding (a) principle, (b) "wire bump" with short wire 

tail, (c) C4-bumping, (d) C4NP bumps (Source: IBM) 

The most recent development in flip chip bonding is called C4NP (C4 New 
Process) technology. The balls are batch produced on a reusable glass wafer-
mould which is matched to the CTE of silicon and then transferred to the chip-
die on the wafer-level. By doing so the number of processing steps required 
for conventional C4 bumping can be reduced from more than about eight to as 
few as four, and reliability can be conserved and ball diameter size and 
spacing of only 25 μm can be manufactured (compared to up to 400 μm for 
normal C4). Compared with wire-bonding, the total aggregate I/O bandwidth 
per chip-area is significantly increased through the potentially high pad-count. 
Another benefit is that the balls not only serve as electrical but also as heat-
conductors. Because of the short conductor length they have a much smaller 
inductance which helps to solve power- and ground- voltage ripple problems. 
With bumps as small as 25 μm, the required pad area and consequently the 
parasitic capacitance Cc and Cb can be significantly reduced, which also 
contributes to an increased interconnect BW. These benefits stand against two 
main drawbacks: The different CTEs of the package and the chip-die lead to 
high mechanical stresses of the most peripheral bumps during thermal cycles 
and the extra steps required in the wafer-fabrication and in the assembly result 
in a cost penalty (apply slow curing underfiller to address the mechanical 
stress problem). Nevertheless, new technologies and materials promise to 
solve these issues. 
 
Note: Instead of balls, other shapes, such as cylinders or stacked stud-bumps are also used. 
They can e.g. mitigate thermally induced mechanical stress at the peripheral contacts. 
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TABLE E.2 Chip bonding summary: 

 Wire Bonding Flip Chip Bonding 
Bond Resistance 0.07..0.35 Ω < 1 mΩ
Bond Inductance 1..5 nH < 0.1 nH
Bandwidth > 20 GHz > 40 GHz
Ground-/Power Ripple Significant issue minimal 
Thermal  Wires have negligible thermal 

conductance, chip orientation 
helps for top-plate cooling 

bumps improve 
thermal performance 
(thermal conductors) 

Interconnect Density moderate (limited to perimeter) highest available 
Process Cost moderate (established process) < 1 $cent/bond 

Source: ICE, "Roadmaps of Packaging Technology", and others 
 
Even though wire-bonding benefits from bandwidth improvements through 
inductive peaking, the drawbacks of power-supply and ground ripple normally 
overweighs this advantage.  
Following the demand for a high total aggregate I/O bandwidth and 
accounting for space, mechanical, reliability and thermal constraints, future 
chip packaging will increasingly employ ball-bonding rather than wire-
bonding.  
 

E. d. b. : Package Bonding 
Packages that transfer up to Terabits per second over their electrical interfaces are 
only possible if the throughput per channel and the contact number and density are 
specifically tailored towards this need. The package types that use only their edges for 
the electrical interfaces (DIL, QFPs etc.) cannot be employed under these constraints. 
As a consequence only BGA/LGA type and Chip-Scale-Packages are considered. 
BGA and CSPs often employ solder-ball bonds to electrically connect to the 
underlying board. These balls are usually larger in size than flip-chip bonds (bumps) 
and have a slightly lower melting temperature. Apart from this, their properties are 
very similar to the ones described in the previous section.  
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Appendix F: Passive Alignment and Organic Waveguides 

To economically leverage the advantages of PCB embedded optical waveguides, as 
many components of a system as possible must be passively aligned to avoid time-
consuming and costly active alignment steps. Furthermore, the required alignment 
features on the components and on the PCBs must also be manufacturable in a cost 
effective way. 
 
In the “Science and Technology Department” at the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, 
from the same group that drives the polymer waveguide technology, a technique has 
been developed which fulfills above requirements on the printed circuit board level. 
Throughout the design of the package described in Section 7.7 this or a comparable 
board-side alignment technology was assumed. In the following, the alignment 
tolerances, waveguide manufacturing and the used alignment techniques are described 
in more detail.  
 
F. a. : Waveguide alignment accuracy: 
 
Independent of the packaging technology used, in one way or another, the laser beam 
must hit the embedded optical waveguide at the correct angle (i.e. δ = 0) and at the 
right location (dxy = 0). The reverse applies for the coupling out of the waveguide to 
the receiver. If it doesn’t, optical power is lost or coupled to the wrong channel.  

 
Fig. F.1  Definition of the Center Offset dxy and the Angular Offset δ 

The measured offset-penalty of Fig. F.2 was acquired by directly coupling from a  
50 μm core diameter multi mode fiber into a 50 μm edge length, square shape 
waveguide. The optical attenuation has been normalized to the zero-offset.  

 
Fig. F.2  Measured offset-sensitivity for coupling into optical waveguides 

The absolute in-plane accuracy in the PCB manufacturing industry on boards the size 
of a backplane, are in the order of 100 μm, one order of magnitude higher than what is 
required for the waveguide-coupling. Obviously, means to bridge this “tolerance gap” 
are necessary. 
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F. b. : PCB embedded waveguide manufacturing details: 
 
The manufacturing of a single waveguide layer can be subdivided into 3 main steps. 
First: Manufacturing of the electrical PCBs. Second: Deposition and structuring of the 
waveguide-layer on the electrical PCB. Third: Lamination and through contacting of 
the electrical top with the electro-optical bottom PCB. 
During the first step, beside the electrical wires and contacts, also copper reference 
markers are manufactured on the electrical PCB to which in the second step the 
waveguides are aligned to. The alignment of the waveguides to these markers is 
possible with very high accuracy because the waveguides are directly “written” to the 
deposited core layer. After deposition of the photo sensitive core layer, a moving laser 
head exposes every waveguide sequentially. During this process, corrections can be 
made so that locally the waveguides align accurately to the reference markers. 
Another advantage of this technique compared to e.g. mask exposure technologies is 
the low surface roughness of only ~20 nm of the waveguides that is achievable, which 
is a prerequisite for low optical losses (i.e. ~0.02 dB/cm). 
The following figure depicts the required processing steps. By repeating them, 
multiple layers of waveguides can also be manufactured on top of each other. 
 

 
Fig. F.3  Manufacturing-sequence and final embedded polymer waveguides  

FR4 FR4

FR4FR4 

a) Deposition of lower cladding layer b) Deposition of core layer 

c) Structuring of core layer d) Deposition of upper cladding layer 

 FR4 FR4 with glass weave 

e) Single 50 x 50 μm waveguide f) 2-D array of embedded waveguides 
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F. c. : Mechanical alignment markers: 
 
With the waveguides accurately aligned with respect to the PCB copper alignment 
reference markers, the next step is to provide a reference for the alignment of the 
optical components, so that the beam can be coupled into the waveguides. How this is 
done is shown in Fig. F.4. The z-coordinate is referenced to the copper layer which is 
on the same laminate layer as the waveguides are deposited. A round opening in the 
same copper layer serves as an x-y reference for the waveguides. Using an electrical 
drill-stop, the bulk part of the PCB laminate underneath the copper reference markers 
is removed (drilled or milled). Then, adjusting the power of a laser-drill so that it 
removes the epoxy resin but not the copper, both references features for all three 
coordinates are uncovered and accessible from the bottom side of the PCB. 
 

 
Fig. F.4  Schematic cross section of x-y-z-stop manufacturing 

 
A possible implementation which is used at the card-edges is shown in Fig. F.5. 

 
Fig. F.5  Implementation and details of copper alignment markers for card-edge 

connectors 

Two different mechanical plug-in parts were developed at the IBM Zurich Research 
Laboratory to mate with these markers (Fig. F.6). One is an MT-Connector which 
allows to butt-couple e.g. a standard 1x12 array MT fiber ribbon-cable to the 
embedded waveguides (e.g. for use as a backplane or card-edge connector). The 
second plug-in contains a mirror and a lens array to 90° deflect and focus the laser 
beam e.g. from the package from Section 7.3 to the waveguides. Both parts are laid 
out so that they can be manufactured using low cost injection molding. An 
investigation of the MT-connector carried out at the “Science and Technology 
Department” yields an alignment accuracy of σxyz < 4 μm (i.e. according to Fig. F.2 
this results in a misalignment penalty of < ~0.3 dB). 
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In Fig. F.6 the passive mating and alignment and the two different plug-in parts are 
depicted.  

 
Fig. F.6  Passively to waveguides aligned b) MT-connector and c) “board side 

optics” for use with the package of Section 7.3 

a) 

c) 

b) 

Mirro Lens Array 
PAF 
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Appendix G: Package and Tool Drawings 

This Appendix contains the mechanical drawings of the parts and tools developed for 
the electro-optical module in Section 7.3. Furthermore, the mechanical outline of the 
MT-connector employed is given.  
 

G. a. : Extraction from the Data Sheet of the E/O Module of Section 7.3 
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G. b. : Mechanical Drawing of the Stiffener/Clamp-Frame 

 
Fig. G.1  Mechanical details and dimensions of the aluminum stiffener/clamp-frame 

 

G. c. : Mechanical Drawings of the Assembly Support 

 
Fig. G.2  Mechanical overview and dimensions of the module assembly support  
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Fig. G.3  Mechanical details and dimensions of the module assembly support  

 

G. d. : Mechanical Drawings of the Lens Attachment Tool 

 
Fig. G.4  Mechanical details and dimensions of the lens attachment tool 
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G. e. : MT-Ferrule & MT Connector Drawing and Dimensions 

 
Fig. G.5  a) Jacketed MT-Connector. b) Dimensions of MT-ferrule cross-section. 

(Source: MOLEX) 
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Journal 2008 
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2082 –  2091, February 2006 
 
Thomas Toifl, Christian Menolfi, Peter Buchmann, Marcel Kossel, Thomas Morf, 
Robert Reutemann, Michael Ruegg, Martin Schmatz,  Jonas Weiss, 0.94ps-rms-Jitter 
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Marcel Kossel, Jonas Weiss, Peter Buchmann, Christoph Berger, and Martin Schmatz, 
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Semiconductor IC Symposium CSICS, November 2005 
 
M. Kossel, P. Buchmann, C. Menolfi, T. Morf, M. Schmatz, T. Toifl, J. Weiss, Low-
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No. 19, pp. 1053 – 1054, September 2005 
 
Jonas R.M. Weiss, Christian Menolfi, Thomas Morf, Martin L. Schmatz, Heinz 
Jaeckel, Effect of body contacts on high-speed circuits in 90 nm CMOS SOI 
technology, proc. of, IEEE   2005 International Symposium on Signals, Circuits and 
Systems – ISSCS 2005, Vol. 2, pp. 537 – 540, July 2005 
 
T. Toifl, C. Menolfi, P. Buchmann, M. Kossel, T. Morf, R. Reutemann, M. Ruegg, M. 
Schmatz, J. Weiss, 0.94ps-RMS-jitter 0.016mm2 2.5GHz multi-phase generator pll 
with 360 deg digitally programmable phase shift for 10Gb/s serial links, proc. of, 
IEEE ISSCC 2005, pp. 410 – 412, February 2005 
 
C. Berger, R. Beyeler, G.-L. Bona, R. Dangel, L. Dellmann, P. Dill, F. Horst, M. A. 
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H. b. : List of Submitted Patent Applications 
Jonas Weiss, Thomas Morf, Heike Riel, ESD protection by means of temporary 
conductive coating. Filed in the: U.S. 
 
Martin Schmatz, Thomas Morf, Jonas Weiss, Optical detector based on antenna and 
transistor leakage current. Filed in the: EC 
 
Martin Schmatz, Thomas Toifl, Christian Menolfi, Peter Buchmann, Jonas Weiss, 
Multi-mode memory interface. Filed for the: U.S.  
 
Thomas Morf, Nikolaj Moll, Jonas Weiss, Matthias Fertig, Thomas Pflueger, CMOS 
SOI Process Compatible Photo Detector. Filing pending for the: EC 
 
Matthias Fertig, Thomas Pflüger, Thomas Morf, Nikolaj Moll, Jonas Weiss, Using 
strained silicon in CMOS photo Detectors. Filing pending for the: EC 
 
Matthias Fertig, Thomas Pflüger, Thomas Morf, Nikolaj Moll, Jonas Weiss, Using 
diffractive gratings for wavelength division multiplexing. Filing pending for the: EC 
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Marcel Kossel, Martin Schmatz, Thomas Morf, Jonas Weiss, Method of combining 
primary and secondary coils with active and passive coupling structures and phase 
shift devices. Filing pending for the: U.S. 
 
Marcel Kossel, Martin Schmatz, Thomas Morf, Jonas Weiss, Method of modulating a 
mutual inductance to build a continuously tunable inductor by means of electric 
current injection and magnetic and electrical coupling. Filing pending for the: U.S. 
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Appendix I: Abbreviations 

AC Alternating Current 
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy 
AlGaAs Aluminum-Gallium-Arsenide 
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
BCB Benzocyclobutene 
BEOL Back End Of Line 
BER Bit Error Ratio (sometimes also Bit Error Rate) 
BGA Ball Grid Array 
BT Bismaleimid-Triazin 
BTC Bridged T-Coil 
BW Bandwidth 
BWER Bandwidth Enhancement Ratio 
CD Common Drain  
CDE Cable Discharge Event 
CDM Charged Device Model 
CG Common Gate 
CLK Clock 
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Code 
CS Common Source 
CSP Chip Scale Package 
CTE Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
DAC Digital to Analog Converter 
DC Direct Current 
DDJ Data Dependent Jitter 
DFE  Digital Feedback Equalization 
DG Dual (Double) Gate, referring to oxide thickness 
DIL Dual In Line 
DIM Dual In Line Memory 
DIP Dual In line Plastic 
DJ Deterministic Jitter 
DOC DC Offset Compensation 
DPPA Digitally Programmable Peaking Amplifier 
DUT Device Under Test 
E/O Electrical to Optical 
EAM Electro Absorption Modulator 
EM Electro Magnetic 
ER Extinction Ratio 
ESD Electro Static Discharge 
FBD Fully Buffered Dim 
FEM Finite Element Method 
FET Field Effect Transistor 
FEXT Far End Cross Talk 
FIFO First In First Out (Shift-Register) 
FOM  Figure Of Merit 
FR-4 Standard low-cost epoxy based PCB material 
GaAs Gallium-Arsenide 
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Gb/s Giga Bit per second 
GBW Gain BandWidth product 
GD Group Delay 
HBM Human Body Model 
HPC High Performance Computing 
I/O Input/Output 
IBM  International Business Machines Corporation 
ISI Inter Symbol Interference 
ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 
KTI Kommission Technologie und Innovation 
LA Limiting Amplifier 
LCP Liquid Crystalline Polymer 
LFSR Linear Feedback Shift Register 
LTCC Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic 
MCM Multi Chip Module 
MIL-STD Military Standard 
MIM Metal-Insulator-Metal 
MM Multi Mode 
MM Machine Model 
MPU Micro Processor Unit 
MS Micro-Strip (line) 
MT Mechanically Transferable, Multi Terminal 
NEXT Near End Cross Talk 
NF Noise Figure 
nm Nano Meter 
NRE Non Recurring Expenses 
NRZ Non Return to Zero 
O/E Optical to Electrical 
OMA Optical Modulation Amplitude 
OSP Organic Solderability Preservative 
PAM Pulse Amplitude Modulation 
PCB Printed Circuit Boards 
PDESD Protection Device for ESD 
PI  Polyimide 
PRBS Pseudo Random Binary Sequence 
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 
R&D Research and Development 
RF Radio Frequency 
RIN Relative Intensity Noise 
RJ Random Jitter 
RMS Root Mean Square 
ROHS Restriction Of the use of certain Hazardous Substances in 

electrical and electronic equipment 
RX Receive 
RZ Return to Zero 
SEM Surface Electron Microscope 
SIP System in a Package 
SL Stripline 
SLC Surface Laminated Circuit 
SM Single Mode 
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SMD Surface Mount Device 
SMT Surface Mount Technology 
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
SOC System On a Chip 
SOI Silicon On Insulator 
SONET Serial Optical Network 
SRF Self Resonance Frequency 
SST Source Series Terminated (usually a transmitter) 
Tb/s Tera Bit per second (i.e. 1000 Gb/s) 
THT Through Hole Technology 
TIA Trans Impedance Amplifier 
TL Transmission Line 
TLP Transmission Line Pulser 
TWA Traveling Wave Amplifier 
TX Transmit 
UI Unit Interval 
VCSEL Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser 
ZIF  Zero Insertion Force 
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